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of the Mother shapes the course
of unborn generations—goes
sounding through all
the
ages and enters the confines of
Eternity. With what care, there
fore, should the Expectant Moth
er be guarded, and how great the
effort be to ward off danger and
make her life joyous and happy.

In Effect June 30, 1895.
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•Daily J Stop on Signal. JDailyex.Sunday
B. it O. train leaving Mt. Vernon at 9:10
a. m. connects with Lake Shore train ar
riving at Toledo at 2:05 p. ni. and Detroit
nt <5:20 p. m. and for other Michigan points
same day.
B. & O. train leaving Mt. Vernon at 9:10
a. m. arrives in Cleveland via Big Four at
12:45 p. m. leaving at 4 p. m., arriving in
Mt. Vernon at 7:45 p. m. giving passengers
three hours for business and back same
day.
B &O. train No 11 leaving Mt. Vernon
at 5:34 a. m. arriving in Colt inbtis at 8:20 a.
m. Leaving Columbus 6 p. m.. arriving
at Mt. Vernon 8:06 p m. thus giving pas
aengers all day in Columbus.
,
D. B Martik,
Manager of Passenger Traffic.
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Such a thing |
can easily be done 3
by making your 3
purchases in Dry 3
Goods at our store
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New goods opened daily and will
be sold at especially low prices,

All the latest novelties and latest
styles, at prices that will please. We
believe a pleased customer is the best
advertising medium.
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SPRING and SUMMER

ROASTED COFFEE

[N?w York Sun ]

C. F. DALY.
Gen’i Pass. Agent. Cleveland,Ohio

Summer is rapidly passing.

It is not

our custom to carry goods over.

Prefer to

give you irresistable bargains that will sure
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained In
Boat Construction-Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic
ient Service, insuring the highest degree of

COMPORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, “THE SOO,” MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.

LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
Return, including deals and Berths. From
Cleveland. $.8; from Toledo, $15: from
Detroit. $13 50.

ly sell the goods.

Everything will go during the
next 30 days regardless of
cost to I make room for our
early fall arrivals.

day and night service.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest
Trains for all points East, South and South
west and at Detroit foi all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Tripe June, July. August and Sept. Only
EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Suits and

Single Garments—all are being offered for

Cleveland, PutinBay /Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. e.
p. a.. D
DBTHOIT.
etroit, Mien.
MICH.

about the cost of making.

The Deholt & eievelano steam lav. co.

Mott’s Nerverine Pills
The great
remedy for
nervous prostration and
,, all nerv-cu?
diseases of the
________ generative orUSING. gans of eithei
such as Nervous Prostration, Failing o,
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental ^worry, ex
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail: 6 boxes for $5.00.

Don’t miss this opportunity to obtain

goods at such low figures that no other store
can or will attempt to duplicate.

Bold by Ed. Devot West, Bido I’ubllc 8qnnr°-

I. & D. ROSENTHaLL, Proprietors.
Opera House Block, Come Main and Vine Streets, IVTt. Vernon, O.

Forgot to Wear Trousers.

WHY SILVER HAS DECLINED
(fi
----------------U/
(f) And the Price of Wheat Gone Pp Explained by U/
U/
Richard P. Bland.
'

wT*

Congressman R. P. Bland (Silver
Dick) has made the following analysis
of high wheat and low silver:
‘Lebanon, Mo, Sept, 4, 1897.
“The fact that the price of wheat and
the price of silver bullion, measured by
gold, have recently parted company is
seized upon by the gold advoca'cs as
proof of error in the contention of the
bimetallist to the effect that the juice of
wheat has been controlled by the pi ice
of silver—that is to say that as silver
rose in price, as compared with gold, so
did wheat, and vice versa. Unquestion
ably, as measured in gold, wheat has
risen in value and silver fallen, but that
this state of things is exceptional needs
but the statement of the facts to show it.
The failure of the wheat crop in other
countries has caused a rise in the value
of wheat, which rise is altogether tem
porary, and to a great extent specula
tive. We cannot expect that, should
other countries jiroduce an abundant
crop of wheat in the coming year or the
future, the price of wheat will be main
tained at its jiresent level, measured in
gold. It may therefore be affirmed that
the exceptional parting in the value of
wheat and silver observed at this time is
an exception to the general rule of its
uniformity in value, and rather strength
ens the rule, certainly it does not dis
prove it.
“I will not take up the time of the
reader to present an array of statistics,
as could be done, to show what is gen
erally admitted, to-wit: That since the
demonetization of silver the average de
cline in silver from time to time has
been accompanied by a simultaneous
decline in the gold price ot wheat. It
is true that all commodities on the aver
age have declined in value as compared
in gold coincident with the fall of silver,
hut the decline of the value of wheatand silver has been more uniform as re
lated to each other than has been the
case with other commodities. The rea
son given by bimetallists is that the
world could buy wheat in India and
other silver standard countries with the
silver money of those countries, whereas
in gold standard countries the price was
measured in gold, therefore the greater
the fall in the value of silver bullion the
more wheat could be purchased in silver
standard countries than could be pur
chased with gold in gold standard coun
tries. Hence the tendency was to buy
wheat in silver standard countries and
thus to stimulate its production in such
countries. Necessarily, therefore, as
silver fell in value so did wheat. Again
it was the policy of silver standard coun
tries to export wheat to settle foreign ex
changes instead of their money, silver.
The wheat producers of this country
have a monopoly of the wheat supply,
and this, of course, like other monopo
lies, holds on for the highest price. This
monopoly is accidental. We know not
how soon the tables will be turned, when
other countries shall have abundant
crops and ours a short one. Prices
maintained by the Dingley bill will last
until the law is repealed. Also the
monopoly of the gold standard will be
maintained until silver is restored. In
this connection it must be remembered
that in 1893 the British Council for
India suspended the free coinage of sil
ver in India. Also in the same year
our Government suspended the pur
chase of silver bullion under the Sher
The Silver Dollar.

’ 'Sr*

Royal makes the food pure,
A certain uoblo lord, who shall be
wholesome and delicious.
nameless, during his journey north on
a political mission changed his costume
for a full highland “rig out,” intend
ing it as a delicate compliment to the
land of the kilt, but when he looked
at himself in the glass he found that
the tailor had cut his kilt too short, so
he made up his mind to put on evening
dress.
He changed his upper garments and
then sat down for a few moments to
study his Rpeoch. This sot him to sleep.
He awoke with a start, only to find
himself running into the stution. For
getting what happened, ho thrust on
his hat and apppeared at the window
bowing, and this was how he was
dressed:
Absolutely Pure
He had a full highland costume as
far as his waist. Above were a white
shirt and swallow tailed coat, and the
entire edifice was crowned with a chim
ROYAL BAKINO POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
ney pot hat, upon which he sat down
without noticing it. His lordship’s hor
Sel I-Deceived.
ror when ho stepped upon the platform
and felt tho keen wind cutting his bare
“Pa, what is an optical delusion?”
legs changed to absolute agony when
“It is your mother’s idea that she
his valet appeared, scrambling out of never gets too much powder on her
tbo carriage with a pair of trousers in
his hands, waving them wildly and ex nose.”
claiming, “My lord, my lord, you’ve
Joseph Strong, of San Francisco, who
fcrjxetten these.”—London Telegraph. married Robert Louis Stevenson’s stej:daughter, is now painting a three-quarter
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
size portrait of the novelist for the Bo
Club, of that city. Strong was
by local applications, as they cannot hemian
with Stevenson in his California trijis
reach the diseased portion of the ear. and his South Sea wanderings, and has
There is only one way to cure Deafness spent much time at Vailima. He has
and that is by constitutional remedies. a large collection of unpublished phoDeafness is caused by an inflamed con tograhs ofSteveneon anil his home, as
well as notes and anecdotes whicn
dition of the mucous lining of the Eu would make a readable book.
stachian Tube. When this tube gets in
George Eliot wrote for eighty years
flamed you have a rumbling sound or with the same pen.
imperfect hearing, and when it is en
Bncklcn s Arnica Salve.
tirely closed Deafness is the result, and
The Beet Salve in the world for Cnta
unless the inflammation can be taken
Bruises, Bores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
out and this tube restored to its normal Sores,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
condition; hearing will be destroyed for Corns, Tetter,
and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
ever; nine cases out of ten are caused by ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It if
catarrh, which is nothing but an in guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
flamed condition of the mucous sur funded. Price 25 eenrs per box. For sale
bv Geo. R. Baker A Son's.
2£feb-lV
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Miss Susan B. Anthony declared in a
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s recent interview that a law should he
Catarrh Cure. Semi for circulars, free. passed compelling every husband to
give half his earnings to his wife. Such
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, C.
a law, if passed, would certainly cut
fiteg^Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
down the spending money of some wo
Dr. Fred A. Cromley, of Gallipolis, men very perceptibly.
has been sued for $2,000 by James E.
There is a Class of People
Smeltzer for malpractice.
Who are injured by the use of ceflee.
The confidence of the people in Recently there lit s been placed in all
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is due to its un the grocery stores a new preparation
equalled record of wonderful cures.
called GRAIN-0, made of pure grains,
John Maley, charged with picking the that takes the place of coffee. The
pocket of Geoige Hochstetter, is in jail most delicate stomach receives it with
at Marion in lieu of $500 bond.
out distress, and but few can tell it from
Shake Into Your Shoes
coffee. It does not cost over ] as much.
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder for the Children may drink it with great bene
feet. It cures painful, swollen, smart fit. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package.
ing feet and instantly takes the sting out Try it. Ask for GRAIN O.
of corns and bunions. It’s the greatest
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe died al
comfort discovery of the age. Allen’s most penniless, and her homestead is
Foot-Ease makes tight-fitting or new now otlered for sale.
shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure for
Just try a 10c. box of Cascarets, the
sweating, callous and hot, tired, aching finest liver and bowel regulator ever
feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all drug 'made.
gists and shoe stores. By mail for 25
The wife of Senator Stewart avows
cents in stamps. Trial package free.
her intention of chaperoning a party to
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. the Alaska gold fields next spring.
At Bellefontaine, August 27th, Edgar
Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 19, 1RW>.
J. Williamson was adjudged insane, and
Mkssrs. Ely Bros.:—I have used Ely’s
will be taken to the Dayton Asy lum.
Cream Balm a number of years and find
A Ilonsehoid Necessity.
it works like a charm. It has cured
Cascorets Candy Cathartic, the most woi me of the most obstinate case of cold in
derful medical discovery of the age, plea- the head in less than 48 hours from tho
ant and refreshing to the taste, act genllv
ami positively cn kidneys, liver and bowelb. time I felt the cold coming on. 1 would
cleansing the entire system, dispel colds; not he without it. Respectfully yours,
cure headache, fever, habitual constipa
tion and biliousness. Please buy and try a
283 Hart Street.
Fkkd’k Fhie^
box of C. C. C. to-day; 10, 25, 50 cents. Sold
Cream Balm is kept by all druggists.
and guaranteed to cure by all druggists.
Full size 50c. Trial size 10 Cents. We
‘Stonewall” Jackson, living a few mail it.
miles south of Bellefontaine, had a
horse and wagon stolen Thursday night. ELY BROS., 56 Warren St., N. Y. City.

man act. These two susjiensions lessen
ed the demand for silver to the amount
of newly $100,000,000 annualiy. This
suspension of the demand for silver on
the part of India and the United States
caused a sudden and rapid decline in
silver ns compared to gold. This caus
ed a panic in the silver market reduc
ing the price of all commodities and
caused the protracted hard times that
we have since seen throughout thp
world. Coupled with this the victory of
the gold standard at the last election,
and the war since made on silver by the
hanking institutions throughout the
world with a view to eliminate silver
entirely as a money metal, thus to make
room for bank note circulation, has
caused a great depression in the price
of silver as compared to gold. These
two forces working simultaneously, one
to greatly depress the price of silver,
and the other on account of the short
age in the wo)Id wheat crons to greatly
increase the price of wheat, are unques
tionably the cause of the divergence
that now exists in the j»rice of wheat
and silver.
“The fact that the gold standard ad
vocates have seized upon this excep
tional state of things as the only answer
they have been able to give on the ques
tion of wheat and silver is in itself the
strongest evidence of the weakness of
their cause. We hear a great deal at
this time about returning prosperity,
and it seems to be the mission of the
metropolitan press to clutch at every
little breeze that blows that may he tor
tured to show that universal prosper
ity now prevails. So far as this is made
in good faith to stimulate efforts to
bring about prosperity, we have noth
ing in condemnation to say, hut when
done for political effect we take excep
tions to it, and warn those engaged in
it that it will not do to hold out false
promises or stimulate expectations based
upon exceptional conditions—condi
tions that will pass away in the near fu
ture, leaving these political windmills
with sails [punctured and promises
broken.
“Uncle Sam’s children of an earlier
generation were firm bimetallists. They
constituted this country bimetallic, en
joining the duty upon Congress to coin
silver ns well as gold for the use of the
people of the states. Uncle Sam’s
children of a later generation are hood
winked and deluded. They have blind
folded Uncle Sam and put him in the
leading strings of John Bull to be driv
en through the darkest coiners of the
earth in the dreary search for gold. If
thia is not so, pray tell an anxious, and
suffering people why we have by legis
lative decree confiscated the rich herit
age of our Western domains? For what
have we put the badge of disgrace upon
our mountains of silver, locked the tun
nels and closed the shafts of our hardy
miners and sent them in a mad rush to
seek British gold amidst Arctic glaciers,
along the frozen banks of the Klondike
and Yukon?
“If a greater volume of money than
now exists is not necessary to business
activity, pray why should our gold ad
vocates point with exultation and hope
fiofor prosperity to grow out of the prom The
oinila
ilgnatura
ised yield of gold in Alaska? Why not
of
supply the wanting volume of money
The faofrom our own rich silver mines?
eimile
R. P. Bland.
tigaature
of

ey attribute.
“The fact about silver is that so long
as it remains excluded from the world’s
mints its bullion value must depreciate,
but it is not true—it is absurdly and im
prudently false—that the value of the
stamped coin has declined or that it can
decline, so long as the nation which has
stamped it continues to be solvent. The
silver dollar will buy just as much now
as it did ten years ago. ft will buy 100
cents worth. These New York news
papers, with the possible exception of
the World, know that it will and are
striving only to confuse the public mind
and to disseminate a lie.
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every
The Washington Post is one of the
wrapper.
of
many eastern papers that opposed Mr.
Bryan last year and is bitterly opposed
A SOFT ANSWER
to the Chicago platform still. But the
"AoajPost has some good streaks in its com
It. Turned Away a Burglar Who
position and one, of them is the habit of
Didn’t Know Hubby.
exposing the hypocrisy and lying of its
[Harper’s Bazar.]
Wall street brothers. The following is
Scar-faced Sikes, the burglar, was
very pertinent and very cutting, coming
operating on the ground Moor of a house
as it does from an anti-silver paper:
on Steenth street, the other night, mak
“Those great metropolitan dailies, the
ing judicious selections from the ar'icles
Sun, Evening Post and World, of New
ELY’S QREAM BALM Is a positive cure.
of silver and alleged silver which he
York, differ in many respects—differ
THE CAKE WALK
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
found in the dining room, when he in
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
widely and radically-- but they are
ELY BROTHERS, CC Warren SL, New York City.
advertently made a noise, which dis
Was Formerly a Marriage Ceremony three of a kind when it comes to lying
til: bed somebody upstairs.
Among the Plantation Negroes.
about the silver dollar and its value.
It is not only the wheat crop of Eu
He heard that somebody cautiously
Wo may suspect the World of sheer ig- rope that is much less this year than
open
a door, and then all was still, as if
[Chicago Chronicle.]
norance when it says that ‘a standard
average. There is quite as large a
The cake walk proper -had its origin silver dollar is now worth almost exactly
somebody was listening. Then a voice
proportionate falling off iu the yield of
among the French negroes of Louisiana forty cents.’ The World is not remark
floated down the staircase:
rye and j)otatoes. Rye is the bread
can change the color of
“William, is that you?”
more than a century ago. There is little able for the extent or accuracy of its in
grain in many European countries, and
his complexion. If your
Without a second’s hesitation, the
doubt that it is an offshoot of some one formation. The Sun and the Evening potatoes are one of the chief food j>rocomplexion be yellow,
of the old French country dances. It Post, however, are distinguished for in ducts in the homes of the poor. Spec burglar replied, “Yes, darling,” and
resembles several .of them in form. telligence—as distinguished for that as ulators, by’ devices in which they’ are began to move toward the door, hoping
From New Orleans it spread over the for the vicious and ignoble uses to which experts, may manage to send the prices that his reply’ had satisfied the inquirer,
entire South and thence to the North. they sometimes put it. They are per of bread stuffs temporarily up or down, who would then go back to bed, and
will turn it to a clear pink.
It was found of convenience to the fectly aware that, in saying ‘the silver but there is a solid foundation for the wait for “William” to come upstairp
he was disappointed.
25 cents at druggists.
plantation negroes. They were not dollar is worth but 40.13 cents,’ they are advance that has been obtained in the But
The voice immediately let loose some
S. R. Feil & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
wedded by license, and it was seldom saying’what is not true and that delib market and it is likely to be maintained piercing screams, and as the burglar
that the services of a preacher were erately. They know that the silver dol long enough for the sale of our surplus. rushed out into the street, he said to
V
je
OO
himself:
called in. At a cake walk a man might lar, bearing the stanqi of the United
“Told at H. M,Green's Drug Store
“That comes of my inexperience with
legitimately show his preference for a States, is woith exactly 100 cents and
Coxey repudiated the Populists only the ways of husbands. Instead of reply
woman and thus publicly claim her for that it will be received at that value by a few months ago, because he had to ing, ‘Yes, darling,’ I should have said,
ARIZONA HEAT
wife. In effect the cake walk was not the government. It simply happens abandon his newspaper for want of sup ‘Of course, it’s me; ehut up and go to
According To the Experience of’ a
bed.’ That would have been more na
different
from the old Scotch marriage, that in no m tter relating to silver coin
Western Gentleman
port. Then he formed an alliance tural and soothing, and I could have got
which required only public acknowledg age are these Wall street organs willing
with Mark Hanna to defeat the cause away without giving myself a nervous
[Detroit Free Press.]
ment from the contracting parties. So to tell the truth.
of the people. With Mark’s able finan fit.”
“It makes me laugh to hear you peo this festival became in some sense a
“It is very unfortunate, though in cial assistance he was able to pack the
pie up here talk about heat,” declared
HOPE FOR THE BLIND.
the Arizona man who happened here wooing, an acceptance or rejection and view of the closing of the world’s mints convention with Hannaites and obtain
with the leaguers. “Why, down with a ceremony. This explains its popular to the white metal it is entirely logical the renomination for Governor. But
One Phase of Ihe Affliction Cured By
us I’ve seen it for six weeks at a stretch ity with the blacks,outside of its beauties,
a Foreign Physician.
when the thermometer never went be with the accompaniment of music, and inevitable, that the bullion value of the real Populists of Ohio are on to
low 104 at night and ranged from 114 to which is competent at all times to com silver should decline so sharply. The Jacob’s little game.
[Philadelphia Times.]
11G in the day. I’ve taken the record
uses of silver, save for money, are very
A very important discovery made by
on the sunny side of an ice wagon full of mand negro support. Cake-walking limited. Like gold, silver has little in
The new collector of internal revenue
Dr. R. Deut8chmann, of Hamburg, is
has improved as do most things tiiat are
ice when it showed 102.”
for this district, Col. John C. Entrekin just now much spoken of by physicians,
Then some of the local politicians constantly practiced. It has lost its old trinsic value—that is to say, it is suscep
undertook to draw the gentleman out. significance in the South. Negroes now’ tible of conversion into very few agents refused to appoint the man who stood particularly by sj>ecialiats on the eye.
the highest in the competitive examina It deals with the successful cure of a
“How do the stock and the poultry
get married, when they marry at all, in of practical utility. A mau cast away tion for an appointment in his office. disease of the eye, which but a short
stand it?
upon
an
uninhabited
island
and
findiug
time ago was considered absolutely in
“Brought up to it. During the parti white folk’s fashion. It has become,
And why? Simply because he was a curable,
the so called detaching or peel
cular hot spell I speak of the crates however, a pantomimic dance. Proper there a ton of virgin silver would cheer
colored
man.
These
Republican
office

ing of the retina, which sometimes fol
were nothing but incubators. The little ly performed it is a beautiful one. The fully exchange the whole treasure for a
chicks would hop out of the. boxes and cake is not much of a prize, though the frying pan,a jack-knife or an iron spoon. holders do love the colored man with an lows a case of retinitis. This disease
consists in the shrinking of the aqueous
go chasing around on the grocery floors. negro has a sweet tooth.
The Klondike argonauts, should they undying love.
humor, a watery, slightly salty lluid
We never had confidence in an egg for
suddenly be cut off forever from inter
which lies between the cornea and the
more than 24 hours, and chicken ranch
Seeking Solace.
G. O. P. papers have made great capi crystalline lens with the greater part of
ers placed their hens in wire jackets
course with civilization, would be glad
Well,” said the Spanish General as
tal out of the fact that the iron works its substance in front of the iris. If the
with a rubber stamp attachment so as he“received
the news of his recall, “it’s a to give all their gold for an ax apiece or have started up in YoungRtown. They quantity of this fluid is lessened to a
to be sure of the date. Of course you great misfortune,
but it might be the means of procuring simple food
hear from some districts down there
forget to state that wages have been cut certain extent the eyesight is absolutely
The intrinsic value of these metals is
destroyed and the physician can do not
that the hens lay hard-boiled eggs, but worse.”
15 per ce .t. below what they were after ing but pronounce the disease incivable.
“
I
don
’
t
see
how,
”
replied
the
officer.
there's nothing to it. The heat makes
very slight. They are of no use what
“
I
had
just
started
in
on
the
most
the hair curl bn the horses and cows,
ever to man in a state of nature and to last fe ison’s cut. Workmen who received No v Prof. Deutschmann has succeeded
$1.60 per day two years ago now. get 90 in introducing into the diseased eye a
but they don’t seem to mind it. It’s elaborate pacification I have attempted,
and
I
’
m
glad
the
news
camo
before
I
straight goods that in our really hot completed it. It would be doubly hard organized society, outside of coinage, cents. That’s Hanna prosperity for the sufficient amount of tlv^queous humor
they stand for little more than orna
weather we occasionally have a barbe
taken from a live rnibit’s eye to restore
to he left with a lot of re jected manu ment and luxury. It follows, therefore, laboring classes.
cue without building a lire.”
the lost sight. Afeveral cases where this
script
on
my
hands.
”
“Such weather must cause great fatal
that in closing the mints to silver the
If the Dingley bill had anything to most delicatrOperation was successfully
ity among the inhabitants?”
’ormstl are on record, the one of a
world has divested silver of nine-tenths do with the increased price for wheat, jierl
“That’s absurd on the face of it. It’s
poser on one of the steamers of the
of
its
utility
and
value.
The
same
re
it will also have the same effect on the iln inbnrg-American Lino being most
impossible to turn cold with the ther
mometer crowding the fop of the tube.”
suit would follow a similar action with crop of next year. Will any Repyhf- int rearing. This man, totally blind
Abundant, glossy hair, is beauty’s
reference to gold. Neither metal would enn leader enter into a contract<o jiay three years ago, was able to resume bis
crowning glory.
former occupation after undergoing the
Lord Kelvin, president of the Royal
he in any serious demand or bring any the Knox county farmers^AOtt a bushel operation
To wear this crown, use
just described, and his sight is
UVJVU1U UVIliDb
ociety, iUlVl
and beyond
doubt one III
of the
considerable price if the nations should for their next yearijj^Top? Don’t all now as good as it was at any time in his
f i ul a UFOO
greatest of living cm
scientists,
was born in
in
life.
AYER’S HAIR VIGOR. by common consent, destroy their mon answer at once.
Belfast in 1734.

Yever

Beauty is your Duty

before and after

MOTT'S CHEMfCAL CO.. Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio

Dayton, 0.

Paragion lea

The Coast Line to MACKINAC

MACKINAC

CONDITIONS:

A d’gnified middle-ajjed man and a
pretty young woman have been working
a little scheme of their own successfully
in New Jersey towns not far from New
York. The young woman selects a
public place and engages a bootblack to
polish her shoe*. She appears to fear
that her skirts may be soiled and lifts
them to her shoe tops. Men stop to
watch the proceedings, and the elderly
man begins to remonstrate with his
companion. She laughs and replies by
taking another reef in her skirts. Her
companion holds up his hands in protest
and then runs away. The crowd in
variably increases and Hatters itself that
it is witnessing a domestic squabble, and
something more than the tops of the
young woman’s shoes. When the
young woman thinks that the crowd has
about reached its limit she pays the
bootblack, rearranges her skirt and
shouts out: “Now, gentlemen, if you
will give me your attention for a few
minutes longer you won’t regret it.
Here is a little article that you all need,
and I have come to give you the oppor
tunity to buy it. It is Blank’s famous
corn cure, and because I liko your looks
T will sell to you at 25 cents a box—-just
half price.” Reports from several
towns that have been thus afflicted say
that the young woman has sold out her
stock in each place.

6 The Chameleon

Ass’t Gen’i Pass. Agent,

«—TAKE THE---- *

A NEW "RACKET.
How a Handsome Young Woman
Draws a Crowd.

,CoXoxtlx

SALE

[Philadelphia Item.]

Within a few years the rapid disap
pearance of the old signs of the golden
and white mortars and pestles and the
old fashioned colored bottles which
served as infallible signs of the presence
of the drugstore has excited the attention
and comment of more than one ob
serving citizen of the good old “Quaker
City.”
lltracted by the conversation of sev
eral physicians on this subject yesterday
a.reporter of this paper sought out a
number of the oldest and most progres
sive druggists of this city and the expla
nation of one is that of all.
He said: “In these progressive times
a drugstore is no longer a drugstore, but
is now known under the more recent
title of a ‘palace of pharmacy.’
“The titles ‘druggist,’ ‘leech,’ ‘sarobones,’ ‘pill roller' and so on that were
many years ago a few of the staple con
ferred ou the profession when lines of
drugs were kept itr a barracks of a store
along with paints, oils, sandpaper,
‘yarba’ and dyes have long since gone
forever.
“They then pulled teeth, administered
drugs, poultices and powders, applied
leeches, and did cupping or bloodletting
for various ills.
“At that time the streets of this city
were hut dimly and irregularly lighted,
there were fewer drugstores by long
odds, and the man hurrying to find one
in a case of necessity was guided by the
colored bottles containing the ‘five vit
riols,’ red, white, blue, yellow and
green.
“In the daytime he discovered the
whereaboutsof a druggist’s shop by the
oldtime sign of the golden and white
mortar and pestle—a counterpart on a
large scale of the implements used in
the trade for the grinding of drugs.
“But the rapid advance and growth of
the city and the times brought the glit
tering mirrored, electric lighted, marble
fountained, glass and silvermounted
cased palatial pharmacy of to-day.
“Here we must keep besides au end
less and costly line of drugs, patent
medicines, lotions, toilet preparations,
fancy soaps, perfumes, writing paper,
cigars and cigarettes, soda water and a
dozen and one other kinds of cooling
drinks, and the establishment must be
of such a dainty and costly character
that the presence of the old drug-grind
ing mortar and pestle or the glaring
glass hotties in the window would be en
tirely out of good taste, as well as being
altogether unnecessary.

of Standard and
High Grade

marks or a certificates with name of
newspaper and your guess
will
be entered

PRICE

05
30
25
45

t Daily except onntlay. f Flag
atop. || meals.
|3?~ Where no time is given trains do not stop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor CarB between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Colntnbns, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati,
or intermediate stations, South of Columbus.
Nos. 27 and 28. carry Vestibnled bleeping Cars
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No-27 hue a Local Vostibnlod Bleeper between
Colnmbns and Cleveland, and can be occupied
by passonKers after 9:00 p. m. at the vv est end of
thN(^2H Imsa Local Vestibnled Bleeper between
Cleveland and Colnmbns. This Bleeper arrives at
Colnmbns at 2:15 n. m. anil is sot at the East end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths nntil 7 :00a. m.
. .
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers bonthof
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
J. E. Hanneoan,

and

SPECIAL OFFER,send
Cutout
ttnd
to usthisadv
with a trade

, P. M.

« #

will the successful candidate for
Governor of Ohio receive on elec
tion day, November 2d, X897 ?
We will give

Dayton Spice Mills Co.,

• Bans Dally,

a
A

VOTES

AU guesses must be received not later than
the evening of November 1st, i8g7.
Each guesser must send in ten trade marks
(cow and calf) cut from front of wrapper on
jersey Brand, or ten certificates from “O.R."
Coffee.
Full particulars and slip for guessing will be
found in each package ofJersey or O. R. coffee.
No restriction as to where you live or how
many times you guess.
Mail your guesses direct to

( P. M

A. M

MANY

85,000.

Columbus.... Lv 11 30 12 35
.... 11 55 1 06
Snnhnrv .............. 12 13 fl 26
Cont-Grhurg...... 12 31 1 51
__ ___
( Ar 12 55 2 20
Mt. Verno | T v 1 00 L 2 25
1 11 2 40
CSftfnhiftr ...........
Dftnvillfl ........... 1 29 f2 59
Brink Haven ... 1 38 3 09
2 Of) 3 41
Killbuck..........
M
........ 2 21 3 55
3 10 4 55
Orrvillo...........
4 05 L 6 05
krnn.....................
4 30 6 30
H ndsnn .................
Cleveland......Ar 5 30 7 30
P. M. A. M.

114

^HOW

who guess nearest to the correct answer.

7

|35

*27

A. M.

Cincinnati.... Lv

SOLD BV ALL DRUGGISTS.

To the party who sends us the correct
number of votes received by the successful
candidate, or the nearest thereto, we will give
$1OO in cash, to the next nearest $1OO in
cash, to the next nearest $100 in cash, to the
next nearest 81OO in cash, to the next nearest
$50 in cash, to the next nearest $50 in cash,
and numerous other gifts amounting in all to

North Bound.

*3

Sent by Mail, on receipt of price, $1.00 PER BOT
TLE. Book to "EXPECTANT MOTHERS”
mailed free upon application, containing val
uable information and voluntary testimonials
The bradfield regulator co.. Atlanta.GA'

east SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE.

6 00 6 40
P. M. A. M.
Central Time

says that if she had to go through the ordeal
again, and there were but four bottles to lie
obtained, and the cost was $100.00 per bottle, he
would have them.’’ Geo. Layton, Dayton, Ohio

to the users of our popular brands—

Bonth Bound.

*2

allays all
Nervous
ness, re
lieves the
Headache
■Cramps,
and N a usea.and so
fully pre
pares the
system that Childbirth is made easy
and the time of recovery short
ened—many say “ stronger after
than before confinement.” It in
sures safety to life of both moth
er and child. All who have used
“ Mother’s Friend ” say they will nev
er be without it again. No other
remedy robs confinement of its pain

in Prizes

Schedule in effcet July
5,1897.

Central Time.

MOTHER’S FRIEND

“A customer whose wife used ‘Mother’s Friend,’

B
E
B
B
£

$1.50 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

OUT OF DATE

Are Drugstore Signs That Were Once
Generally Used.

i>■ ciia
<I»e

Mr. John W. Mackay will build a
magnificent mau-oleum in Greenwood
cemetery, Brooklyn, over the grave of
his eon. It will cost about $100,000.
Ca>-careL8 stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe•
Go« the once presented a set of Ids
woiks to Harvard University.
Sir Wilfiid Laurier, the Canadian Pre
mier. has received the gold medal of
ihe Cobden Club, “in recognition of ex
ceptional and distinguished services in
die cause of the progress of internation
al free exchange.”
A daughter of a Revolutionary sol
dier is residing in Stamford, Conn., who
might, without much fear of dispute, set
up the claim to be the youngest real
“dangh'er of the Revolution” living.
Her name is Mrs. Nancy A. Warren,
and her age ii 65 years.

BABY’S SMOOTH,

SKIN

A Grateful Mother Writes this Letter —
Tells all about Her Troubles when
Baby Broke out with Scrofula Sores.
“ At the age of two months, my baby
began to have sores break out on liis right
cheek. We used all the external ap
plications that we could think or hear of,
to no avail. The sores spread all over one
side of his face. We consulted a physi
cian aud tried his medicine, and in a week
the sore was gone. But to my surprise in
two weeks more another scrofulous look
ing sore appeared on baby’s arm. It
grew worse and worse, and when he was
three months old, I began giving him
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I also took Hood’s
Sareaparilla, and before the first bottle
was finished, the sores were well and have
never returned. He is now four years old,
but he has never had any sign of those
scrofulous sores since he was cured by
Hood’s Sarsapariila, for which I feel very
grateful. My boy owes his good health
and smooth, fair skin to this great med
icine.” Mrs. S. S. Wroten, Farmington, Delaware.
Get only Hood's.

__

,,

r-kMI

are prompt, ellicii'iil and

rlOOtl S rlllS easy in effect.

25ccuts.

According to the Kansas City Star
that thriving Western town can soon
claim the doubtful honor of being the
greatest mule market in the world. Kan
sas City already ships thousands of these
hyhnds annually to all portions of tho
United States, Central America aud
Mexico.
Governor Filigree,.of Michigan, hav
ing found that there are a number
obsolete laws so constructed as to.\f> mojierativc, has offered a prize
to
the student of the Univerf^\. of Michi
gan who shall discoj^ ti,e greatest
number of these h^.¥s, and has appoint
ed a commissiqy^consisting of a Circuit
Court Judge^nd a prominent lawyer, to
decide t,Ve contest.
The youngest member of the Maine
Senate is only 26 years old. In New
Hamsbire the constitution requires that
a Senator shall be 30. The youngest
member of the Maine House is 23, the
olden 86. There are only' five Demo
crats in the Maine Legislature, all of
them being in the House.

ood
’
s
Pills

Are gaining favor rapidly.
Business men and travel
lers carry them In vest

pockets, ladies carry them
in purses, housekeepers keep them In medicine
closets, friends recommend them to friends. 25c

< fliip.uiy
luting N(
to I»i
a) G'uu
arged.

DI

' w.

'insura
W. cor.
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Ibis plane.
Mrg. Delilah Hays has returned to her
1 home in Union county after !<p“nding a
• month with her s< n,Ge;rge.
At Marietta 0. J. Garvey, a well
i Mr. John Dudgeon, of Ma.tinAburg.Iowa,
known oil man, has compromised a suit '
n former resident <T this place, is visiting
for damages against the B AO. railroad, j
his many friends aiid idatives here.
receiving $3,OitO for injuries received iu
Mr. Harry Holmes and wife, of Gambier,
took dinner Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. W.
a wreck at Wheeling nearly two years
Early
w ine.
ago.
MT. LIBERTY.
BRANDON.
Quite a large number of the farmers of
James A. Reed, a farmer living east
this neighborhood attended the State Fair
of Springfield, was bitten on the thumb Corn Slightly Damaged by a Storm— EntlmsiaNtic Satisfaction Over Demo They all report a good time.
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
Miss Pearl Pumphrey, of Hartford, spent
by a horse winch he was leading to
cratic Nominees—Nearly Stung to several
Preselling at Fairview Next Sun
days with her aunt, Mrs. Ross
water a few days -ago. Blood poison
Death.
Pumphrey.
day.
has set in, and his condition is crit
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
The schools all went into working order
Plowing is about all done and some
Rev, Hyde, who has been in Toronto,
ical.
wheat has already been sown, of which Cm,id i, for the past, month, has returned last Monday.
Near Delaware the large hou-e and there will be quite a crop planted.
home and preicbeJ at the M. E church
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38.
Corn is somewhat damaged by the recent Sunday.
ham of John Fryman, of Thompson
GREERSVILLE.
Joseph McKutcin, who was badly hurt in
township, were burned to the ground. wind storm that passed over this sestion
last
week.
Corn
will
need
two
weeks
yet
a
runaway
of
which
the
B
anner
made
men

noun umi. onio.
The Fryman schoolhouse was also burn
put it out of danger of frost.
tion last week, is still iu a critical condi Death of Infant Daughter of Jay
ed. The fire was undoubtedly of incen to Joseph
Lohr is supposed to be a man of lion.
T IURSPAY MORNING...... SEPT. U. HP7 diary origin.
Frazier—FostoRtce Name Changed—
truth and he stati-s that he found in his
Frank and Dwight Mirtlv will go to I) lreceutly a potato vine measuring 13 aware to uitend the O. W U., about the
Fell from Horse and Injured.
At Ashtabula Elton Curtis, colored, cellar
feet from tip to root. If any one doubts loth.
Adam Stitzline was at Toledo last week
aged
75,
was
run
down
by
a
trolley
car
OFJIOCRVTIC STATE TICKET.
this, call on Mr. Lohr for proof.
Thieves broke into the car house and attending the annual meeting of the grand
and lest both legs. He lived an hour.
Mrs Viola Lohr and little grand daughter, stole the hand car Friday night going to lodge, K. G. E., of Ohio.
James
Connors
lost
his
right
leg
by
the
Fay Barnhart, visited Mrs Lettie Cum Mi.Vernon. They left it at the B. & O cross
Governor HORACE L. CHAPMAN, of
Byron Rice was at Alansfield on business
cars at the samo hour. Both lived in mings, last week, in Milford township.
ing. No clew to the ptrri.-s as yet.
Jackson county.
ora day last week.
George
Fishburn
lias
>old
his
coon
dbg
io
’
Squire
Wright
has
just
returned
fr
hu
an
Lieutenant Governor MELVILLE D. he same block..
The graphophone entertainment given at
a mau in Harrisburg, Pa., for the nice little extensive fishing excursion in the eastern this place recently by Mr. Bedell, of Mt.
SHAW, of Auglaize county.
Miss
Nannie
Dungan
was
found
in
an
sum
of
$25.
He
will
ship
him
this
week.
pari
of
the
sta'e
Vernon,
was well attended, ana all those
Supreme Judge- JOHN T. SPRIGGS, of
Miss Belle Vanatta, of VanattasLurg, i Burt C > le has accepted a posit'on as that were present seemed to enjoy the occa
unconscious condition in her father’s
Monroe coduty.
Licking
coun'y,
is
the
guest
of
Miss
Lillie
brakeman on the C , A & C. road.
sion.
Attorney General-WILLIAM II. DORE, of barn yard in Wayne Township, Scioto Dennison.
Several from here attended the Democrat
county, with an ugly gash above her
Airs. C. V. Banbury and Mr3. T. F. Price
Seneca county.
Miss Dora Dennison and Miss Carrie ic county convention at Mr. Vernon. Samr- were visiting friends and attending the
Treasurer-JAMES F. WILSON, of Trum right temple. It is supposed she was Shaw, of Ulica, called on Miss Lillie Den dty. Tne nomination of Hon. J. K Haiden
State Fair at Columbus last week.
kicked by a horse.
bull county.
nison, last week.
for Representative was highly satisfactory
Ona May, infant daughter of Air. and
Will Arrington is baling hay on the S. T. here, (.specialty to the members of his Mrs. Jay Frazier, who reside about two
Member of Board of Public Works—
At Marietta Mrs. J. W. Whiffing suf
Vannatta
farm.
Success
to
you,
Will.
party.
PETER II. DEGNON.of Lucas county.
and one-half miles west of he'e, died Wedfered an accidental fall down a short
Frank Fishburn purchased a lull blood
Joseph Shinnaberry was nearly stung to
School- Commissioner- M. II. HARD, of flight of steps a few days ago. She has
esdny evening, Sept. 1, aged 6 months
lersey
cow
from
Mr.
Henry
Disney,
paying
death
with
bees
last
weekand 15 days. Funeral services were held
Columbiana countv.
been unconscious from concussion of 27 for her.
Wesley Chapel church, Friday, at It
-o-------the brain for several days, and her re
A. C. Lohr to<>k his shot gun and went
o’clock a m. conducted by Rev. Joseph
out
on
the
first
day
of
the
squirrel
law
and
.ong. of Danville, after which the remnius
“No man in public office owes the covery is despaired of.
FREDERICKTOWN.
brought in nine fine big fox squirrels.
were laid to rest in the church cemetery.
At Wellston, William Black, who shot
public anything.’*—MA 11CU8 ALONZO
Quite a number of our Democratic friends
The Democratic caucus held at this place
Henry Anderson was charged with attended the convention in Mt. Vernon Nickle Social Next Tuesday Evening at last
HANNA.
Friday evening was fairly well attend
murder in the second degree and waiv Saturday.
ed.
The following named persons were
Presbyterian
Church
—
Large
Excur

Preaching
at
the
Fairview
church
Sunday,
A Splendid Ticket.
ed examination, He gave $1,500 bond.
chosen as delegates to represent the town
by
Rev.
Long,
of
Centerburg.
sion to Sandusky Monday.
ship at the county convention, held Satur
The people of Knox county nre to be Tom Hagerty, the man f whom Black
There will be a nicklesocial held in the day at Aft. Vernon: Charles Wander, Jus
congratulated on the excellent ticket shot, was discharged.
Presbyterian church on Sept. 14tb, under eph at d John Blubaugh, William Shultz,
BRINK HAVEN.
Constable Holden, of Northfield,
L. Aliller and R. II IlytUL
nominated at the Democratic county
the auspices of ihe Women’s Home and
William Kelly is working for Wilson'
brought a horse thief to Norwalk and
oreign Missionary Society.
convention last Saturday; congratulated lodged
him in jail. Letters on the thief’s A Lively Social Stir in the Village There were three hundred and ninty-one Rice.
Mr. Priest has made an improvement by
for the reason that, as the ticket will person show him to be W. H. Clifton, of
sold at this place for the excursion
Large Crowd Attend a Danville tickets
building an addition to his grain elevator.
to Sandusky on Labor Day.
surely he elected, it is made up of gen Decatur, Ind. He was shot by the Con
S.
C. Hulman, John Lisser, Henry ShiuThe Young People’s Aid Society of the
Meeting.
tlemen who will till the offices in a very stable before he could he captured.
anbirker and A. F. Arnbolt attended the
Laura Biddle has returned home after an PreAbyierian church met at the home of convention at Mt Vernon last Saturday.
M»ry Estile on Tuesday evening.
acceptable manner and in the interests
A strange man, evidently insane, was extended visit in Ashland and Mansfield.
The Sunday school of this place held a
Mrs. Rev. C. A. Cutler entertained the
Herb Culp, of Pitisburg, is the guesi of
of the people. With such good men in discovered on the highway near Derby,
picnic at Greet's grove, near Wesley Chapel
L. A. Greer, at the home of Mrs. Maggie Witling Werners of the Baptist church on church, August 28th. A fair sized crowd
Ohio,
and
brought
to
Circleville
and
put
the public offices there can he no doubt
Wednesday af.ernoon.
care of Sheriff Henry. He says his Henry.
Miss Mary Sidwcll has returned to her was in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. DeWitt spent last
that the affairs of the offices will be in
Robert McKee has rented a farm of John
homentSt. Louis. Mo., after a pleasant
name is John Rhyne, hut can give no Thursday in the Capital city.
Dete, two miles west of here, and will move
properly and honestly administered.
other facts that would lead to his iden
Win. Englebart, of Mt. Vernon, spent visit with Miss Grace Ciute.
Miss Mildred Cooper returned Friday there in the near future.
T’ne free silver forces are to bo con tity.
Sunday with his brother, Charles, of this
George Barnes and Thomas Cnlason have
evening from Mountain Lake Park, Md.
place.
gratulated that a ticket of such excep
finished their job of carpenter work for
George H. Ashworth, of Eaton, Ohio,
Burr Lefevre apt nt last Sunday in Cleve when she has been attending school.
Wilson
Rice and have returned to their
Mr and Mrs. T. W. Galleber and son,
tional merit and strength has been a recent graduate of Lombard Univer land.
at. Pictoria.
Dr. R Putnam attended the races in Etrl, of Baltimore, Md , are guests of Dr. hemes
placed in the field to successfully com sity at Galesburg, III., has accepted the
J. AV. Baker will move on to Otto Vance’s
8. B. Potter and family.
of the First Universalist church of Columbus last Wtdnesday.
Rev McGee, formerly pastor the Presby farm this week. Mr. Arance will move to
bat the ticket of the Hanna-ridden Ite- call
Mrs. Della Ecick is spent last Sunday at
Mt. Gilead. He will be ordained Sep
M
illwood, where he will engage in teach
terian church here, was calling on old
rpblican party.
ing school the coming winter.
tember 12, Dr. E. L. Rexford, of Colum Greersville.
Dr. Strouse and bis bride started for Gar friends in this vicinity last week.
Miss Edith Beam is visiting relatives in
The nominee for Representative, bus, officiating.
Our public schools, with the exception of
rett, Ind., last Monday.
Huron county at present.
Hon. John K. Haiden, needs no intro
Sherm Robiuson was in Greersville last primary department opened Tuesday.,
The school trouble at Fredericksburg
Rev. J. W. Rice and wife, who formerly
Miss Grace Meiriu, of 3ft. Vernon, was
duction to the people of Knox county. has been settled. The County Com Sunday.
resided here, are visiting relatives and
Clara Tressel spent last week with her the guest of her emsin, Miss Nina Darling, friends in this vicinity.
luting the past week.
There is no man in the county that is missioners selected Prof. W. B. Wenner, brother, the city barber, C. W. Tressel.
Ttie postoffice at this place will be known
Mr. Eail Howes, of Pittsburg, Pa, is
New Wilmington, Penn., as Super
Homer Robiuson started to Loudonville
better known than John K. Haiden, nor of
as EJIam, instead of Greersville. after Oc
visitir
g his faiher, M. P Howes.
intendent, and Miss Mary Noland, of last Monday to attend High School.
The W. C T U. met at the home of Mrs tober 1, 1897.
is there a cleaner man. His name is of Fredericksburg, Principal of the
R. W. Barnes, of Danville, was in town
Morgan Shultz, aged about 13 years, son
B. Hushour on Tuesday evening. Election
Sunday.
the very synonym for honesty, and dur Grammar School.
of Michael Shultz, was thrown from a
Miss Jennie Colgin and Miss Underwood of officers was held.
ho
se which he was riding, last Sunday af
ing his whole career, covering a period
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Walters, of Fremont,
At Delaware George Legg, who re of Zuck, stopped at the Park House, Satur
O., are visiting Mr. and Mis J. F. Auten, ternoon, sustaining serious injuries about
of some sixty years, no dishonorable sides near Old Eden, sold some lumber day
his head and left side.
Dr. Jeffeson, of
Bertha Kelley, who has been visit east of town.
Danville, was called and the patient made
act attaches to him. lie is a man of to a chair company, receiving therefor ingMis9
Mrs. Thos. McMahon, returned to her
$33.
While
on
the
college
campus
he
as
comfortable
as
possible.
At this writing
education and marked ability, and be
in Marion, O., last Wednesday.
WATERFORD.
he is getting along as well as could be ex
claims two men came up, garrotted him home
Quite
a
number
from
this
place
attended
ing from the ranks of the people he and secured the money. The affair oc
pected.
the C. E meeting held in D.sciple church
knows their wants, and will repre curred about 3 a. m.
at Danville, O., Sunday.
Mrs. David Hurst Dead—A Fishing

banner.
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FRANK HARPER,

& (liior and Proprietor.

sent their interests in the Legislature
with an intelligent understanding.
Joseph Myers, the nominee for Commi'sioncr, is a farmer, and resides in
Nil i n e township, where he stands high
aim ng his neighbors as a man of integ
rity ai.d of sound judgment—two im
portant essentials for the making of a
good Comm’s-ioner. For several years
NIr. Myers has affiliated with the Popu
list party, and hai keen a leading mem
ber of that orgiibizsiion, and his nomi
nation carries out the agreement for
fusion between the two parties.
French W. Severns, the nominee for
Treasurer, is a farmer and resides iu
Pleasant township. He is a gentleman
of education, being a graduate of the
Ada normal college, is of v< ry pleasant
personal address ai.d is exceedingly
popular among the people of his town
ship, the latter fact being established by
the large vote given him in his candi
dacy for Clerk of the township, to which
he was elected by a large majority, lie
possesses all the elements for the mak
ing of an excellent Treasurer.
WihTani H. Smith, the nominee for
Recorder, is also a farmer, and resides
in Liberty township. He has been Jus
tice of the Peace for several terms, al
ways making a good race, attesting to
the fairness and ability with which he
filled the office. Three years ago he
was nominated for Recorder, going
'^Tgs.inst a forlorn hope, as the county
that year went slumping toward Repub
licanism. He is well equipped for the
office of Recorder.
For Froseeuting Attorney, the nomi
nee, Mr. Columbus Ewalt, is one of the
shining lights of the younger portion of
the Knox county bar, and has been
quite successful in the practice. In the
duties devolving upon the Prosecutor,
Mr. Ewalt has. had experience, having
acted as Assistant Prosecutor during the
sickness of Prosecuting Attorney Gotshall a few years ago, and during that
gppariori demonstrated his ability to discharge the duties of the office in a thor
oughly satisfactory manner.
Mr. Clarence C. Deholt, the nominee
for Infirmary Director, is a farmer re
siding in Morgan township. He has
been successful in his own business,
which t .mid count for a great deal in
choosing men for public place. Per
sonally, he is very popular, and has
been elected from time to time to sev
eral important township offices—Clerk
Trustee and Justice of the Peace—and
always by an increased majority, show
ing the estimation in which he is held
by those who know’ him btst.
Throughout, the ticket is first class.
It wifi cummand the solid support of
the free silver forces of Knox county,
and will go through with a whirl on
election day.
Why ore the average wages of miners
42 cents a day, while the tariff on coai
is 67 cents? Wifi some Hanna organ
answer this questioi.?

Mrs. Mattie Alder and U. S. Alder
who conduct a large general store
and saloon at Milford Center, made
an assignment and named Hon. O
W. McAdow, of Marysville asaseig
nee. The liabilities are $15,000 and
the assets are about $12,000.
Two large ice houses of the Circle
ville Ice Company, filled to their ca
pacify, were totally destroyed by fire at
Spunkeytown. A small frame house
adjoining was partially destroyed. Loss
$2,500; insurance, $1,000. Tramps are
supposed to have caused the fire.

C., A. & O. Excursions.

On September 20 and 21 the C., A. A C
railway company will sell one way excur
sioti tickets to points iu the South at greatly
reduced rahs. Ask agents for full infor-

,Uftllon-

For the free coinage meeting at SpringlUld, Ohio, September Id to 21, the 0., A. it
C railway will sell excursion tickets to
Springfield and return at rate of one fare
for the round trip Tickets on sale Septem1 er 15 to 18, inclusive, good going only on
date of sale, and good returning until Sept.
21, inclusive.
On September 6th and 20'.h the C., A. &
C railroad wifi sell excursion tickets to
homeseekers to points in thesou:h end west
nt greatly reduced rates.

you
about the “gre it. wave of prosperity,”
just ask him if his wages have been ad
vanced enough to off sot the increased
cost of Hour, sugar, etc.
an nM hand nt bull
dozing mid bribing Only two ve ir« ago
he tried to get McKisson, Mayor of Cleve
land, to use his influence to get an ordi
nance through Council giving a 50-year
franchise for his ntrp<-t railway, felling
McKisson that lie controlled power
ful interests at.il could make or break
ypng men. McKUson tells-this etory
himse..*11^ Me Kittson is r, good Re
publicau.
Mark Hina i3

The Pittslmrg i\)»r^in,Jr^s *l® follows:
One of the adniitiistnulP.'' "’ind in
struments. Assistant Secretary*' . Krl"
culture Brigham, declares that tlie \r,n
ers will gain $5G0,00G,0()G this year
last vrar “on whe it nlo-e ” The aver
age of whnat Inst year whs 55 cents If
thia > ear it idiould average £G cents to
the bushel titer*> would bea gain 30 cents
»<n the bushel, which in a crop of 500,GtKl.tKXL bushels would amount to $150,000,(XX). or only $3500<X),0GG less than
this political arithmcfii i in figures out
But this does not take into account
that the American workirgtnen, whose
w.(Ce? are and have been on the down
grade, are paying nt this time 50 per
cent, ujore for their 11 ttr than they were
p-iyuga few months ago, hi fine sennt
crops ahj-.ind started prices upward in
this eotmf ry.

Tickets on sale Sept. 8th and 9th, good
going only on date of sale and good return
ing until Sept. 15:h inclusive.
The C., A. A (’. railway will sell excur
sion tickets to Nashville, Tenn., and return
at the following rates:
Tickets on sale
daily up to and including October 15, with
th«al limit November 7, 1897, $20.65. Tickcs on sale daily up to and including Oc.o
her 15, with final limit of twemy days.
$15.15. Tickets on sale Tuesdays and
Thursdays Oi each week up to and includ
ing Ojiober 26, with final limit of ten days,
$11
O i Sunday, September 12, the < A. «& Cr-.ilway will tun another popular cheap excuroi >ii to Cleveland.- Special train will
leave Mt. Vernon at 8:10 a ra. Returning
special train wifi leave Cleveland at 6 p. m.
Tickets also good reiurning on train No.
28, due to leave Cleveland at 8 o’clock p.
m., same date. There will bejt biggage car
on >-pecial train and bicycles will be check
ed free. Round trip rate from Mt. Vernon
only one dollar.
B. & O. Excursions.

Dtir'iiipJ® Merchants’ Asscciation Meetin-set New’Vfk
August and September the B„l.imo?eX?biO Will“11 Ucke'8
at reduced ra-ea. good?^51^ wilhin 30
days from date of issue, witSs^°*> over 1,1
Philadelphia and Washington?*^*
particulars inq'r're of B A «I. ticke*

hhei-ifl’ Sale.
m
ri.t „
o
.
O i S-ttird
Ootoh*r - I. • hpritl Smoot*
will offer tor
2i aces in Monroe Mills;
appraised-al $365; suit of Martha A Dealt r
vs Amos Baker; F. V. Owen, attorney.

ANKNEYTOWN.

Large Attendance at Hie Democratic
Caucus—Twenty-one People Take iu
the Sandusky Excursion.
Mrs. Dr. Love, of Shelby, visited with
Mrs. Love, east of town.
Jacob Keiser and wife.of Prattville.Micb.,
visited with Joseph Leedy and famiiy last
week.
Quite a number of citizens besidei the
delegates attended the county convention
Saturday.
A. D. Tyson and wife visited with Mr
Toms last Sunday.
Levi Garber, of Bellville, visited with
friends here Sunday.
Tweuty-one of our people took in the ex
cursion to Sandusky Monday.
rho welcome voice of the district school
bell is again beard throughout the land.
We were so fortunate as 'o s^ e the ‘peo
ple’s friend,” President McKinley in Colum
bus last week, but are frank to say that the
applause for the Major was rather weak,
somewhat weaker than last November, we
should say.
The Democrats of Berlin township turned
out en masse list Fridvy evening. The cau
cus meetings in “old Berlin” are g'owing
mote und more interesting each year.

MILFORDTON.

Attended the State Fair—Visited Hia
watha Park Labor Day—Movements
of People During the Week.

John Keyes and family spent a couple of
weeks visiting relatives in Cleveland.
Airs. David Hurst was buried at the
Quaker ceme’ery last Wednesday, Rev. J
F. Hastings officiating. Her age was about
60 yesrs. She leaves a husband to mourn
her los”.
Mrs. Bud Ewers has been confined to a
sick bed for two weeks past with typhoid
fever.
J. P. Killen and daughter, Mrs. M. J
Fish, of Mr. Vernon, attended the Lyot
reunion last w> ek.
Mrs. Tai'f,nf Newark, is the guest of Isiac
Weirick’a family.
J. A Fwh Rilev Levering, George Dtvis
Homer Wyker and others from h-re attend
ed the fair at Columbus la-.t week
Mrs. Zoe Levering Johnson, of Spring
field, Mo., is visiting rein ives and friends
here. She formerly resided in Hi is placeMrs Alary Penn was at Cardington on
business lust week.
Judge F O. Levering’s family spent last
week hs guests of his fatner, John O. L -ver
ing, and family. The Judge himself spen
last Sunday here and his family relumed
with him to Alt. Vernon.
Mrs. Debbie Ackerman was at Bellville
last Thursday to v sit Rev. Luke Findley’
family. Mr. Findley is not likely tosuiviv
long, lie has consumption.
AI ss Mana Oldroyd returned to her home
at Shreve last Saturday, after spending
couple of weeks as the euest of the Midsts
Emma and Alary Follin.
Dr. Oilandis Speer, of Ml. Gilead, was th
guest of Dr. Eastman list week, in thi
place.
Newton Levering, of Or linn, ChI . d ed
on August 19 at his home there. He was
for many years n resident of this neighbor
hood, in the trimi y of Joseph Levering, dr
ceased. He owned a farm and had been liv
mg a lonely bachelor’s life for a number of
years He has been extensively engaged in
the bee business for years past. He was
here attending the Levering reunion a few
yeais ago, and was well and favorably
known by very many in this vicinity.
J. P. Killen and son, Will, were the
guests of M J. Fish and family, in Ml
Vernon, last Sunday. Mrs Dell .Matteson,of
Akron, was also a guest.
A party of some six or eight went from
this place to hunt bears and to fish for
whales on the Walhonding, near Warsaw
last week.

ROLLA.

Opening of Fall Term of School— Rats
Doing Injury to Vegetables—Pro
tracted Meeting Opens Oct. 7.
School commences in District No. 2 Sept
10 with Henry Spry as teacher.
IT. C. Workman was the guest of A
Workman Sunday.
John Nyhart purchased a fine Jersey cow
near Buffer Friday.
People are somewhat alarmed in this
community concerning the raid of the rats
as they are totally destroying garden veget
able in places.
Mrs. Mary Arweller made a business trip
to Mt Vernon Saturday.
Hez Pryor and family were the guests qf
Frank Ross Sunday.
Protracted meeting will commence at the
North Bend church Oct. 7.
Giant Nybart and wife and John Lifer
and wife took dinner with John Nyhart
Sunday.
Farmers are busy preparing for seeding
and as tlie price of wheat has risen, consider
able is being sown.
Severattended the picuic of tire M
Sabbath school in Horn’s grove Thursday
base ball being the principal amusement.
Mrs Daugherty is improving slowly from
malarial fever.
Miss Gert Winterringer is sewing for Mrs.
A. R. Workman this week.

AMITY.

Death of Daniel Carter and Mrs. Daylnndc—Marriage of Charles Wright
and Vida Hunter.
Some of cur church going people attend
ed the Baptist Association at Ml Vernon
last week.
Air. Danid Carter died fiom the effects of
a fail on the last day of August and was
buried at the Catholic cemetery at Danville.
Airs Rnsha O’Bryan has returned home
after having spent a week with her friends
at North Baltimore, the interesting part of
it being tliat she is a blind lady and Air
and Mis. Campbell are a'so blind.
Mr?. Dora Dowds has been in Columbus
attending the State Fair and visiting her
brother and sister.
Air. Charles Wright was ma rind to Aliss
Vida Hunter, f North Liberty, last Wednes
day nigh’. Rev. Huntsberger performed
ttie marriage ceremony.
It seems that
Charley was in a hurry to takeup the cares
of a married man, he being only 19 years of
age
Air. Tiel Dowds and Harvey Fletcher took
in Hie State Fair a couple of days last week.
Air. and Mis Charley Fletcher weie visit
ing at Harvey Fletcher’s Sunday.
Air. and Mrs. George Page were visiting
at M. L. Fletcher’s, Sunday.
Mabie Vincent, of Mt Vernon, has been
the gurst of ihe Mis-tes Pophatn this week.
Mrs. Alle Showers and Aliss Luella Cle
ments were visiting their aunt, Mis. Rnsha
O’Bryan Thursday.
Mr. Hugh Ellioit is home on a visit from
Delaware, where he is attending school.
Mr. John Knnk’e is back on a visit from
Akron.
Mrs. Hannah Daymud* died Monday
Sept 5 h, a: d will be buried Wednesday.
Fun<r.>l will be at the house at 1 o'clock; 1
interment will be made in Mound View j
cemetery.

Columbus Ewalt, Ihe nominee for Piosccuting Attorney, brought his sister, Miss
Hattie Ewalt. to her school at this pipe
Monday morning and continued his jour
ney through ttie neighborhood looking
after hi* interests in the coming campaign.
David Lamson, of Robeits, W'scoi-stn,
and T. S. Piikin and W. I,. Batten field, ot
Milfordton, accompanied bv their wives,
at'ended the State Fair at Columbus last
Thursday.
Miss Etta Kinsey, of Chicago, is the guest
of tier parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. a. Kinrey.
.Mr.and Mrs Walter Hicks, of Centerbuig, are spending the week with the iatter'a parents, Mr and Mrs C O. Poland.
Mrs. R. G. Shaweti, of Toledo, and Mis
Ed Johnsoc, of Brandon, and Mrs. L H.
Burgess amt daughter, E-na, of this place,
(pent last Wednesday at T. D. Wade’s, ma'Mt. Liberty.
Mias Mabel Safford, of Brandon, calkd on
friends in ibis vicinity Saturday afternoon
Mrs Kate McBride, of Lock, is the guest
of Mts. W. F. Jackson.
Mrs. E F. Higgins, and childreu visited
UNION GROVE.
at Torrence Mitchell's Friday.
Mr. Frank Kintey is very ill with ty
phoid fever
Air. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert, of ML Lib- Large Number of Farmers Attend Hie
erty, and Miss S. A. Hawkins, of this pine-,
State Fair—Schools All Open Again
;
spent Sa'urdsy and Sunday at Gambier, the
—
Personal Mentiou.
i
I 'je^ts of Mr. and Mrs. Lot Pickering.
Mr. Ira Wolfe o-nil sister, Ivan, spent last i,>
g \f-Myarlz, of Nevada, Ohio, was here
, 5
Hie week to purchase cattle and wek with their cousin, Minnie Hays, of
’
I the
. lirst
Magnetic Springs.
i 3()p£*n.
Mr. Chas. B bout and wife, of Mt. Ver
J (bii e a nutnbe' f our citizens went to
non,
spent Sunday with Iter parents, of
bor day.
Lake Hiawatha Par

si

In any and everything yon may
want in the line of
g

|| .. FURNITURE .. H
JL
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We are offering blankets during this
sale at less price than ever before, not
withstanding the advance in wool.
These blankets were all bought last
March before the advance-

Our purchases of goods come from the best factories in the
country, and embrace the latest styles and prettiest things manufactured. Expectant purchasers of Bed Room Suits, Side
Boards, Iron Beds, Fancy Stands, Combination Book Cases, Exvk tension Tables, or any other article of Furniture, are invited to
?a inspect our stock, as we can satisfy you in the quality of the
S goods, and the

£ g

l'BICES ARE LOWER TIIJJ AJY HORSE IS JIT. VERSOS.

g rs

|| J. McCORMICK, H
g*~- 43

dome iu while prices are the lowest
they will be.

128 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
Store Telephone, No. 139; residence telephone, No, 314.

The price
Must go up
When we buy
Agains^s^

B Browning's, i

W.

THE PLACE YOU WANT TO FIND.

BI Smooth Fabrics

j•

Letus show you a new line of autumn shadings in . . .

Owing to our large sale of blankets
we will continue the same.

SHERIFF’S SALE.

Custom-Made Clothing at
if)
Hand-Me-Down Prices. 'fl

V?

Quality and fit guaranteed. Don’t fail to see tlieir samples
and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.
NO. 11 S. MAIN ST,
MT. VERNON, 0.

/a;

"u
A?

V.
•2**
/.
. '<-

[ NEW STORE! j

I will offer for sale, at the door of the
Court House, on

WHAT WILL

W1L4B BKST?
MLOST?

C OST rJGA&T?
Arc question! that can be solved readily by
those who want to buy
e

j 'Footwear.

3
3

We have good goods and prices down to
: hard pan of an economical basis. Prices
j are not given in this invitation, as we want
vou to see the goods and prices together.
They help each other and will helpyon when
you "come to the

City Shoe Store, 135 South Main St.

LEWIS.

II.

MaLISG'S MRfflD
LOMDOH.

CANADA,

OREAE - ALE
Is brewed from the very best A SO. 1 MALT,
THE CHOICEST HOPS, AID ABSOLUTELY
PURE 8PR1.YG WATER.

Keeping Close Watch.

Ladies’ Fine
Shoes,

Kid

It is a perfectly

PURE, WHOLESOME,

lYe do not buy shoes bap-hazard.
Some persons do, bnt we are different.
So are cur shoes.
We keep a close watch on the leather
market and know what the manufac
tured product ought to cost us. Our
long experience tells us what the quality
should be. Therefore there is no rea
son why we should not be able to buy
“right,” and if that is so, we can cer
tainly sell “right.” We do, too. Here’s
partial evidence of that fact:

NUTRITIOUS and
DRINK,

DELICIOUS

With a very pleasant and most agree

Lace

able Hop after taste.

$1.00

It is the

HEALTHIEST AND BEST^
(The Nc Plus Ultra)

adies’ Fine Kid Button
Shoes,

Of all Winter Drinks. On draugld at

$1.00

The Mt. Veriioii IMIlim Co.’s,

Misses’ Fine Kid Button
Shoes, Plain Toe,

.50

6 to 12 Vine St,

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

F. J. D’ARCEY, MANAGER-

Men’s Shoes for

$1.00

Martha A. Pealer
vs.
,
Boys’ and Youths’ Shoes,
Saturday, October 2d. 1S97,
Amos Baker et al.
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m.. of
Knox Common Pleas.
said
day.
the
lands
known
as
the
Pratt-Mont

Y virtue of an execution issued out of
the Court of Common Pleas of Knox gomery farm, situated 1% miles west of ML.
county. Ohio, and to me directed, 1 will offerVernon, Ohio, and containing 117% acres.
Terms of Sale—% cash in hand, % in one
for sale at the door of the Court House, in
year and % in two years from date of sale.
Mt. A’ernon, Knox county, on
These goods were not stolen but are
Interest on deferred payments at the rate of
Saturday, the 24 day of October. 1897,
6 per cent, per annum.
bargains worthy of the attention of
The right is reserved to reject any or all every shoe buyer in Knox county.
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of
said day, the following described lands and bids.
Buy your footwear of
Said lands are appraised at $75 per acre.
tenements, situate in the county of Knox
JOHN M. EWALT,
and State of Ohio, to-wit:
Executor of D. C. Montgomery, Deceased.
Being a part of lot No. live (5). in the
fourth quarter of the seventh township and
LEGAl7 NOTICE?
twelfth range, U. S. M. lands, and bounded
as follows:
Commencing in the center of Schenck
creek 15 44-100 poles south of the north line U [RAM WINELAND and Fred Armcn- and eave dollars.
of said lot No. 5, and at the southeast corner ** trout, each of whom reside at Burling
The One-Price
of a lot of land heretofore sold bv Samuel ton Junction. Nodaway county, in the State
A. Tropp to Hannan Lybarger: thence north of Missouri, will take notice that on, the 28th
Shoe" Man.
77 degrees, west 9 20-100 poles: thence south day of July. A. D. 1897, Mary Wineland filed
88% degrees, west 7 20-100 poles; thence north her petition in the Common Pleas Court oi Corner MAIN and VINE Sts., Mt. Vernon. O.
77 degrees, west 12 poles: thence south 14 Knox county, Ohio, against the above-named
40-100 poles: thence south 89 degrees, east 16 parties and others, praying for the foreclos
poles; thence south 85 degrees.'east 15 poles ure of a mortgage made by Harriet Wine
to the center- of Schenck creek: thence up land to plaintiff on the south one-half of
the center of said creek to the place ot be the following lands, situated in the north
ginning. estimated to contain 2 45-100 acres, east quarter of section 17, township 8, and
more or less.
range 12, U. S. M. lands in Knox county.
For better description see page 367, book Ohio: Commencing at the point of inter
95, Knox County Deed Records.
section of the Amity and Fredericktown
Appraised at $365.
road with the North Liberty road, thence
Terms of Sale; Cash.
south 7 degrees, east 42 5-100 poles; thence
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
south 37 degrees, west 21 poles; thence south
Sheriff. Knox county, Ohio.
48 poles: thence south 87 degrees, cast far
F. V. Owen, Attorney for Plaintiff.
enough so that a line run parallel with the
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Sept. 1, 1897.
west line of 25 acres owned by Amsey Horn
north and south will contain 20 acres to the
west of said line; thence north 32< degrees,
Notice Of Dissolution.
east to the center of the said Amitv and
Notice is hereby given that the part ier- Fredericktown road; thence west to the
ship heretofore existing between L. Siicott place of begining, estimated to contain 20
and F. L. Stallo, under the firm name of Sil- acres, given to secure a debt on which there
cott & Stallo. has been dissolved by mutua'. is now due$200, with ihterest from April ID
consent. The business will hereafter be 1894. Said parties are required to answer on
or before the 30th day of October. A. D. 1897,
conducted by Mr. Stallo.
or judgment may be taken against them.
L. STLCOTT,
MARY WINELAND.
F. L. STALLO.
C
ooper & Moore, Attorneys for plaintiff.
Sept. 6, 1897.
Sept 1. 1897.

B

2a*-qr
'

kxxxxxxxxxx;

Saturday, the 2d day of October, A. IL. 1S97,

FARM FOR SALE.

Co.,

Es’.ablishmenls iu the East and West, viz: B. Stern &
Son, New York, and the International Tailoring Co., Chicago.
This combined line represents over S00 styles of goods,
which were purchased before the advance in wool, which en
ables us to show you

y/

gw D BROWNING

ADMINISTRATOR S NOTICE.

&

|CUSTOM TAILORINGS

DRAP D’ETES

yKTOTIOE is hereby given that the under-L” signed has been appointed and qualified
Administrator of the estate of
DANIEL CARTER.
late of Knox County, Ohio, deceased, by the
Probate Court of said county.
September 4, 1897.
ALBERT KING.
Administrator.

C;

From two of the largest aud best equipped

and

$5 from CleveUad to Mackinw and return
from Toledo to Vackincstd rsturn
$3 fronDotraitto Mackinac and return

Satnrday, October 9.1S97,

0^

SH

Complete Line of Samples

|

| J. M. BLOCHER & CO I

At 1 o'clock p. m., at the south door of the
Court House, Mt. A’ernon. Ohio, the follow
ing described real estate, situate in the
county of Knox and State of Ohio, to-wit:
Being the west part of lot No. 28, in section
No. 1. in township 7, range 11. in the U. S.
military district, bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning at a stone, marked J. B.. on the
west line of said quarter township.or section
number 1, and lot No. 28,and running thence
south 160 poles to a stone at the southwest
corner of said quarter and the center of
Howard township, from which point a ma
ple, witness 10 inches in diameter, bears S. 22
degrees. AV. 1 and ^-10 poles, and a dogwood
5 inches iti diameter. N. 74 degrees. E. 1 pole:
thence east 100 poles to a stake from which a
hickory, 20 inches in diameter, bears N. 70
degrees. E. 13 links; thence North 160 poles
to a dogwood as a corner from which a
white oak two feet in diameter is North 85
degrees. East 25-100 poles, thence West 100
poles to the place of beginning. Estimated
to contain 100 acres, mo^e or less, and being
the same lands deeded by Jonathan McArtor
to Meshac Critchlield. See Knox County
Deed Records, Book PP, pages 302-303: also
deeded by Meshac Critchlield and wife to
Rachel Dawson. See Deed Records AVW,
pages 512 and 513.
Appraised at $4,000.
Terms of sale—$100 to be paid on day of
sale, and balance of one-third of the pur
chase price to be paid within thirty days
from day of sale: one-third to be paid in one
year, and one-third in two years from day
of sale, and deferred payments to bear 6 per
cent, interest per annum, payable annually.
ELI A. AVOLFE,
Assignee of James Dawson.
L. B. Houck ANU J. W. McCarkon. Attorneys
for Assignee.
Sept. 8th, 1897.

C-’ C:

Have ndd-ff to their large line of Furnishing Goods a

KERSEYS

At one o’clock p m.. upon the premises, the
following described real estate:
Situate in the county of Knox and State
of Ohio, and being lot number twenty (20,)
of the first (1) quarter, sixth (8) township,
and twelfth (12) range, U. S. M. lands, ac
cording to an original survey of said sec
tion bv David Gorsuch,county"surveyi,r.con
taining eighty-five (85) acres, more or less
except so much of said lot as granted to the
Springfield. Mt. Vernon and Pittsburg rail
road company, for a right of way for said
railroad through said lot. and which em
braces four and eighty-six hundredths
acres, according to a survey of the same by
E. W. Cotton, county su’-veyor.
Also, so much of the adjoining lot, number
nineteen (19), as lies northeast of the rail
road, containing seven and eighty-six hun
dredths (7 86-100) acres, according to a sur
vey of said premises made by E. W. Cotton,
countj- surveyor. The parts of the said lots
hereby intended to be described contain
eighty-eight (88) acres, more or less, being
the same premises formerly occupied byLewis Dale, and deeded by Theological Sem
inary of P. E. church, in the diocese of Ohio,
to David White, and recorded in Vol. 71,
pages 581 and 585, Knox county records.
Appraised at $5,104.00.
Terms of sale—One-third cash on day »»f
sale; one-third in one and one-third in two
years after date of sale, deferred payments
to be secured byr notes and mortgages on
premises, notes to draw interest at six per
cent., payable annually.
JOHN D. EWING,
Assignee in trust for the benefit of the
creditors of D. J. Shafer
September 8,1897.

Si:

R. C. Mitchell, Son

door of the Court House, Mt. Vernon. Ohio,
the following described real estate, situated
in the State of Ohio, count}- of Knox, and in
the northeast corner of the Rathbone sec
tion, being part of 3d quarter, "th township,
range 11. U. S. M. lands in said county of
Knox:
1st tract:—Beginning at station 1. which is
the southeast corner of a 10-acre tract be
NEW GOODS, LATEST STYLES
longing to same body; thence north 86 de
grees, west 66.44 rods to a stake; thence south
4‘< degrees, west 152.52 rods to a corner from
IN
which a white oak tree 15 inches in diameter
bears north 3 degrees, west 16 links distant;
thence east 10.V4 rods to a corner from
Furniture, Stoves, Carpets, Rugs, Mattings,
which a white oak tree 14 inches in diameter
bears north 5 degrees, cast 16 links distant
and a white oak 15 inches in diameter bears
Oil Cloth, Lace Curtains, Window Shades,
south 57 degrees, west 30% links distant:
thence north 4!4 degrees, east 42.76 rods to a
stone: thence south 81% degrees, east 64.10
Dinner Sets, Chamber Sets, Lamps and
rods to a stone; thence north 4L degrees,
east 62 rods to a corner; thence north 44£ de
General House Furnishing Goods on easy
grees. west 50 rods to the place of begin
ning, containing 52.50 acres, more or less.
Appraised at *2,625.
payments or a liberal discount for cash.
2d tract:—Beginning at station 12 at a
stone set as the north west corner of said lot
21: thence south 4?4 degrees, west 108.72 rods
CALL AND SEE OUR STOCK.
to a stone; thence north 75% degrees, east
14.40 rods to a corner from which a white
oak tree 12 inches in diameter bears south
42 degrees, east 30 links distant; thence
north’42% degrees, east 31.49 rods to a corner
from which a white oak tree 15 inches in di
ameter bears south 29 degrees, east 55%
links distant; thence south 86 degrees, east
THE C0MPLFTE HOME FURNISHERS.
90 rods to a corner; thence north 4% degrees,
east 79.68 rods to the north line of said lot
No. 21: thence on said line north 86 degrees, *
110 West High Street.
west 123.72 rods to the place of beginning,
containing 65.48 acres, more or less.
Appraised at $2,927.60.
3d trac.t—Beginning at station 8 in the
public road leading from R. Critchlield's
mill in a northerly direction and from which
a \V. O. 12 inches in diameter bears
south 42 degrees, east30links distant; thence
north 42% degrees, east 31.49 rods from which
a AV. O. 15 inches in diameter bears
south 29 degrees, east 5o% links distant;
thence south 86 degrees, east 90 rods; thence
south 4% degrees, west 72.84 rods from which
a AV. O. 15 inches bears north 3 de
grees, west 16 links distant; thence west
6.92 rods to AV. O. 13 corner tree: thence
The above special tourist rates were
south 72% degrees, west 17 rods; thence
south 64 degrees, west 28.24 rods; thence put into effect June 20th, via DETROIT
south 89% degrees, west 15.60 rods; thence & CLEVELAND STEAM NAVIGATION
north 52 degrees, west 11.80 rods; thenc^
north 31 degrees, west 23 rods; thence north CO.’S new mammoth steel passenger
21% degrees, west 22.30 rods; thence north steamers. The round trip from Cleve
25% degrees, west 28.36 rods to the place of
beginning, containing 50.60 acres, more or land, including meals and berths, costs
less.
$16, from Toledo $14, from Detroit $11 50.
Appraised at $2,277.
Terms of Sake:—$100 to be paid on day of Send 2 cents for illustrated pamphlet.
sale, and balance of one-third of purchase Address, A. A. Schantz, G. P. A., De
price to be paid within twenty days from troit, Mich.
day of sale; one-third in one year from day
of sale, and one-third in two years, and de
ferred payments to bear 6 per cent, interest
per annum, payable annually, and to be se Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate
cured by mortgage on premises sold.
ELI A. AA'OLFE,
WN pursuance of the order of the Probate
Assignee of Meshach Critchlield.
Court, of Knox county, Ohio, I will of
Lewis B. Houck. Attorney for Assignee.
fer
for sale, at public auction, on the
Sept. 8th. 1897.

a"N pursuance of an order of the Probate
Court of Knox county, Ohio, I will offer
for sale at public auction, on

SPERRY.

The Up-to-Date rurnishers^ns®ss>

pursuance of an order made by the
IN Probate
Court of Knox county, Ohio, I

Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate.

S.
C; & & &

SO: &

Are very much in use now for
stylish gowns.

Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate.

Mrs Martha Karn and daufilters returned will offer for sale at public auction, on
Elopement of a Married Lady—A Batch
to their home in Medina county lust week
of Interesting Personals and Other after spending a couple of weeks as the
Saturday, October 9, 1S97,
guests of Abner Fiddler’s family.
Notes.
At 1 o’clock p. m.. on said day, at the south

Mrs. Jane Willemin has returned home
after a pleasant three months’ visit with her
daughter, at St. Paul. Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Wolfe were the guests
of Mrs. Brown, of Columbus, the greater
part of la9t week
Mrs. G. W. Houck and chfidren and Miss
Leona Jones spent Saturday with Mr. and
Mrs. Bebout, of Purity.
Misses Libbie and Ida Porterfield attend
ed the State Fair, last Friday.
Frank Parks, of Chillicothe, is visiting
friends of this place.
ADDITIONAL LOCAL
Mrs. S. C. Horn returned home Friday
after spending a few days with her sister, at
Chicago.
A New Hotel.
Mrs. Magill, of Mt. Vernon, Miss Edith
The new Smith hotel was thrown open
Denney and aunt, Mrs. Wilson, of Peoria
to the public Tuesday evening, and from III , are the guests of James Denney and
seven o’clock until after nine a constant family.
Rev. Wm. Van Voorhis preached an in
throng of people passed in and out the
teresting sermon to a large crowd Sunday
doors. Guides were provided to show the and
Sunday evening, although sime didn’
public through the house.
get in until rather late Sunday night.
Oue of our “prominent” ladies, Laving
As it stands the Smith hotel is one of the
most complete and up to date hotelries in the her little daughter and mother, eloped last
Thursday night with a single man
state. Everywhere the furnishings and Whereabouts not known
service are the best that could be se
Mr Norris and family, of West Carlisle
Sundayed with John Dysuev and wife.
cured. There are 28 guestrooms, all fu
nis'ied with elegance. Brass beds adorn
each apirtmeut, which is otherwise pro
CENTERBURG.
vided with a dresser, wash stand,chairs, and
Hon. John K. Haiden Receives Con
a writing table.
gratulations of His Neighbors—
The office is littii with la-ge arm chairs
Burglars Enter a Hardware Store.
and a writing and reading room for the
guests. The dining service is of solid silver
Hon- John K Haiden received the hearty
and china.
Everywhere thi-re is that congratulations of his friends on his return
the Democratic convention, Saturday.
evidence of tone and cleanliness which from
A large number of people attended the
angers well for the success of the new place State Fair, but many were not very enthus
iastic over the exhibits.
Considerable interest is being taken-over
Public Library Notes.
the coming street fair at Mt. Vernon- A
Mrs. E. C. Devin donates Frank Leslie’
number of persons are planning to make
Illustrated Weekly, and Mr. C. R. Patter exhibits.
Miss Madge Cook pleasantly entertained
>qn has given Dickens’ “Tale of Two Cities
her cousin, Miss Streeter, of Canton, ovet
to the Library.
Sunday.
Thieves broke through the back door of
Several U. 8. Government volumes
special interest have been recently received the hardware store of S. O. Oberholtz«r and
carried off knives, scissors, razors and clip
Consular reports; Commercial relations of pers to the value of $100, Friday night,
the U S.; Highways of commerce; Foods then escaped on a handcar taken from Mt.
Nutrive Value and Cost; Meats: Composi Liberty. Mr. Oberholtzer has been robbed
times, losing in all about $1,500.
tion and Cookery Food and Diet, and Facts four
Mrs. Lucinda Van Horn has returned to
About Milk.
her home in Danville, after a two we-ks’
visit with her son, S. Van Horn.
Rev. Frank Peters is slowly recovering
— The High School football team was from
the injuries he received in a runaway
organized Tuesday night and has begun at Utica a few weeks ago.
Hay balers are busy baling and shipping
practice for the season. There are twentymen trying for positions.
They will be bay. The crop is large und of good quality.
Bliss Willis had a ham stolen from his
coached by Louie Ewalt, who will also cap buggy Saturday evening.
tain the team. Last year they' made a cred
Newton Anderson was visiting friends
itable showing, and with proper encourage here las' weefc.
Miss Jessie Bainter and little sister,
mtnt wifi be able to give some of the amaHelen, of Mt. Vernon, spent last Friday
t-ur teams of this part of the state a run with friends.
Those having in charge the commence
f.»r their money. The matter of arranging
a schedule has been left in charge of Al ment exercises for next spring have sacured
Dr. James II. Canfield, of the Ohio State
len Fiuk, and teams desiring a date will University, to deliver the annual address.
address him in care of the Banner.

llovv much does it henefit the work
ingmen of the United States to rend that
For thj National Encampment Sons of
the sugar Gust has made its million9,
Veteraus, the C , A. A G. Railway will sell
and that therefore the era of ptosperity excursion tickets to Indianapolis, Ind,, and
lifts arrived*
return at rate of one fare for the round trip.
When n man begins talking to

BLADENSBURG.

and Hunting Party to the Walhon
ding.

READY

1|

We are now ready
With our regular
Annual sale of
Blanketssesss*

13

FOR FALL
TRADE., .

-Jot-

Agents for Mt. Vernon and adjacent towns.

$1.00

s

R. S. HULL, I John Cooper’s Agency.

New Oats Wanted!
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BOVGnT, so hit, RKJYTED Jl.VJt EXCIMUYGElf,
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AT THE BEST RATES.

New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.

8
g

An Old Reliable Company, Giving Most Liberal Terms.

§

) OFFICE IN COOPER BLOCK...................................... MT. VERNON. OHIO.

We will pay tlie highest
market price for several
car loads of new oats.

A. D. Bunn & Co.

K

The most

f5o

Styles
26

8

Popular in use
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to suit all writers,all stationers have them.

JOHN ST, NEW

YORK- AND

CAMO£N, N.J.

of crops elsewhere and we have fair
crops in our country.
“On the other hand, the election of
Mr.
Bryan and the restoration of the
'
_*__ ,__
free coinage of silver would have in
Did Not Rise Because of Any creased the prices, not only of farm
products, but of all other property;
Legislation.
would have given employment to labor
at better wages, and thus a revival of
Ulon. Richard 1’. Bland Places the Credit
business and better times would have
Where It Belongs and Predicts
been made permanent by the reforma
That Calamity Will
tion of our monetary system, and not
follow.
depend upon the mere whdm, so to
speak, cf ‘natural causes’—that is to
New York, Aug. 29.—The Worid to- say, the failure of crops in other coun
tries. Another contention that we in
t3n.y publishes the following:
sisted on is now admitted by our oppo
Lebanon, Mo., Aug. 28, 1897.
“'It cannot he contended that the nents, that the prosperity of the farm
er, the agriculturist; is the foundati'on
gy-eax rise in the price of wheat and of the prosperity of all other people in
consequent promise of prosperity to this country. We have insisted that
i.'ue farmer is in consequence of the the demonetizing of silver caused a fall
gjassage of the Dingley bill or any other in the price of products generally, but
taw Incident to the McKinley adminis- particularly the fall in the price of
tr.uion. The rise in the price of wheat wheat and of all other farm products
been phenomenal, it is true, but it that come in competition with the farm
I ea^n lu London and Europe before it products of silver-using countries
bf-gan here. It will hardly be asserted abroad. The reasons for this are so
the Dingley bill or anything else well understood that I will not underrelating to the present administration i take to enumerate them, my design
caused the rise in the price of grain in only being to call attention to the fact
that we insist that prosperity must
Uhrerpdol or European markets. This I come
ifirst to the agricultural people of
fcp not even claimed. It was not expect thia oountrv
before it will be felt per
ed that the Dingley bill would raise the ceptible elsewhere.
The present con
price of wheat or farm products in any dition proves this contention of ours.
rcumtry.
“We Insist also that good prices are
'Yet the fact that wheat and other a good thing—a good thing for the
farm products, and especially food pro country and all of its people. This is
ducts, are higher in Europe and in mow practically admitted.
otiaer countries now than they were be
“The only question remaining then is,
fore the election of Mr. McKinley, or ‘Can we depend upon the present
before his inauguration and before the I causes and conditions that exist
passage of the present tariff bill, is throughout the world to maintain good
$xrooi positive that the rise in prices prices, especially in this country?’
las been occasioned by things occur
“The answer to that is that we can
ring outside of the United States and not expect that nature will always fa
not within it. The failure of the wheat vor us by shortening 'the crops of
crop in the principal countries of the other people for our especial benefit;
world that come into competition with that there can be nothing permanent
-the United States, as Is well known, is in the prosperity that is now supposed
the sole cause of the rise in the price to exist; whereas, on the other hand,
wheat. The fact that other wheat the prosperity that would result from
producing countries, and especially In the restoration of free coinage of silver
dia. have suffered a failure in the would be the 'increase of prices in this
■wheat crop, has occasioned the present country and the world over and the
rise in the price of food products in betterment of mankind generally and
ttaix country, to the extent at least that this better condition would he perma
India and other wheat producing coun nent, not accidental or exceptional.
tries have heretofore competed with Wait and see the result. How long will
ott farmers In the markets of the this stimulated condition in the price
worid.
of farm products and apparent pros
"It is to be hoped, and no doubt will perity coming to this country exist? It
be true, that this present rise in the is too early yet to predict on this sub
price of wheat will add many millions ject, except in so far as I have already
—probably more than a hundred mil stated—that when present conditions
lions—to the Income of the American are reversed calamity will come.
farmers for this season. This will be a
“Before the gold standard advocate
great boon to them and the whole boasts upon these causes or his theo
country, and we are all very glad, so ries of prosperity, as indicated by pres
far as our own people are concerned, ent conditions, let him wait. Bet him
that such are the special conditions un- wait to see whether all the people are
which the American agriculturists employed at fair wages. At the present
are now situated.
time such is not the case.
Indeed,
“It will also, to some extent, at least, strikes are the rule—unemployed la
l«ure to the benefit of the Federal bor exists by the millions. So that
♦rsasury. and incidentally, probably, to this prosperity cannot be said to be
tSw advantage of the present adminis universal in our country. With labor,
tration. No doubt our present good on the other hand, out of employment,
yield of wheat and other food products as now exists in this country, especially
wriii cause an 'influx of gold to this in our large cities, wait and see next
country, or so regulate and govern the winter how much money they will
exchanges abroad as to prevent any have to purchase the necessaries of life
gtvid shipments from here for many that will cost them so much more, ow
eoonths to come. This in itself will ing to exceptional conditions above
strengthen the Federal treasury, or at mentioned and the Dingley bill.
le-a&t prevent the withdrawal of gold
“If there is not universal employ
from It, and give a steadiness to the ment of labor and good wages we will
n. >ney market that perhaps otherwise find much suffering among a certain
wmild not 'have occurred.
class of our peonle instead of pros
But, after all. are good prices, or perity. So the time has not come to
fcigh prices, a good thing? The gold say wha<t will be the effect of present
advocates have heretofore contended conditions, ‘higher prices and prosper
that low prices were not in themselves ity,’ upon the cause of the restoration
a had thing. They have insisted that of silver. It is too early to predict anyfor the past 20 years or more prices on ,thinf, jn tbat respect w5th any degree
commodities every where on an average [ certaintv
fo-vse gone steadily down, whereas, on
“We only know that the arguments
the other band, wages for labor have we made heretofore are now admitted
steadily up. They have attrib as eood by our opnonents.
uted this to the operation of the single , “We hope for the best for our coun
F’.'ld standard and have heretofore1 try and for the worid, and would be
claimed that such a condition is the 1 glad to see prosperity everywhere, but
Vast for mankind, and that low prices so far as the cause is concerned , our
inure to the benefit of the masses.
argument is now admitted by our op
On the other hand, the advocates of ponents, and unless there should uni
tie free coinage of silver have insisted versally exist prosperity in this coun
that low nrices, or falling prices, means try during the rest of Mr. McKinley’s
stagnation of business, failure of en- administration, not only will the ar
tx-.prlsea and the throwing of labor out gument he upon our side, hut the votes
«rf employment; that low prices ulti also In the approaching elections of
mately mean the oppression of the 1898 and 1899.
R. ?. BLAND.’’
•Mbtors, because low prices mean high
money, dear money. For speaking of Under the heading, “The Science of
prices and money relatively, when Politics," the Ohio State Journal says:
prices on commodities on an average “In other words, Senator Hanna is still
are low and falling, it necessarily at the helm.” When the wrath of the
xt,vans that it takes less money
from honest people of Ohio strikes 'Hanna’s
•lay to day to purchase commodities; main sail and the jib boom takes Mark
that is bo say, that money as com- in the jaw, it will knock him off the
ipy.red to commodities is constantly ris poop deck and that helm will have a
ing in value, while commodities are rest.
constantly falling.
'“Now, however, the gold advocates
seize upon the fact that there is a risw
in prices, and especially in the prices
of our farm products and allude to it
“No man in public office owes th«
»s an indication of returning prosperIty and attribute it to the elections of j public anvthing.”—Mark Hanna,
last fall, the victory that McKinley
wen over Bryan and the passage of the |

PRICE OF WHEAT

HANNAISMS.

tnat a rise in prices is a good thing, so
that the argument is now upon our
aside and the admission of our oppo-j
aents we cite against them.
“We contend that the rise in prices
exceptional, that it has been caused
lfcv nature, brought about by causes
xr-ver which the legislature or the adB~-.nistration has no pewer; that, there
fore, neither the gold standard, the
e'.ection of McKinley nor the passage
of the tariff bill has anything to do
with affecting favorably the rise In
»rlcf3 or the nric? of anything except
•those prices that are artificially in
creased in value b’* the protective
tariff. Th's artificial increase will last
as long, probably. ae the law increas
ing them remains nron the statute
fcw’c. but the rise in the nrlce3 of farm
fwcxlucts ’••ill remain only so long as
er'•optional conditions exist; that
tb? to say. so long as there are failures

"Not a d-- cent for Foraker,
.. ’
non t like him, and I 11 be d—It I I
v0|e for ffim, On the contrary I’l
.
.
a{rain<;t him ”
00 311 1 Can
.. A
-MARK HANNA.
“Not a d— cent for the close
counties, If v/e carry the legislature Fora'.er will be a candidate
for senator.”
— MARK HANNA.

THE PLAIN TALK

GOVERNMENT BY COURTS.
Federal Judiciary Usurping the People’s
Sovereign Power.

In commenting upon the injunctions

Of Senator Falloon on Boodle issued against the striking coal miners,
the New York Evening Post,-which is
and Corruption.
perhaps the strongest American cham

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS.

stances, It is such a boldly' awkward
effort to deceive honest men and its pur
poses are so plain that we wonder why
Hanna did not employ his money
The Election In the Fourth In Mr.
in a way better calculated to fool the
voters. Populists who have been bought
diana District.
or who sincerely desire to aid the Re
publicans may be expected to support
PERFIDY OF THE OHIO POPULISTS. Coxey, but those who believe in honest
government and honest political meth
ods will vote for the Democratic candi
Surprising Democratic Majority In Judge dates in every county aud precinct in
Holman’s Old District—Middle of the the state.—Atlanta Constitution.

pion of corporations, observed that
where these orders were aimed at un
lawful trespass they might be legal, yet
there was no reason why the ordinary
police could not prevent such wrongs
as wero alleged to be contemplated, says
Rond Populists Name a Ticket For the
Trust* Are Safe.
At a convention recently held In )he Kansas City Times.
Purposo of Aiding Hanna.
That latter phrase expresses tho situa
Athens, Ohio, Grosvenor’s home, Hon.
“
The
treasury
department has come
exactly. Our political system, from
result of the speoial election in to the conclusion,’’ says a Washington
George Falloon, a Republican member tion
the earliest common law down to the theThe
Fourth Indiana district to fill the dispatch, “that it cannot legally en
of the state senate, was present.
latest statute, provides for the enact
As the convention was about to ad ment of laws ny one body, their inter vacancy occasioned by tho death of the force the provision of the Dingley tariff
journ, Senator George Falloon, who, pretation by another and their enforce i late Judge W. S. Holman is of special law forbidding the insertion of prize
significance. Last year tho normal ma- coupons aud other gift devices in pack
with a number of other Republicans, ment by a third.
was watching the proceedings of thejk ^yg pave always before this decade i jority of the Democratic fusion ticket ages of cigarettes and smoking tobacco.”
convention, was called upon for a considered it tho funotion of the legis- in the district was 747. Mr. Holman The people have come to the conclusion
that the treasury department under the
speech.
I lative branch to make laws and the j ran ahead of tho ticket in the district present
admini.kratiou cannot consist
He finally resppnded by saying that , province of the police to prevent their ' and received a majority of 825 votes.
Last year tho Populists put up no ently enforce any laws against the To
he did not know why he was called upon infringement. The courts were to right
unless there was some doubt as bo wrongs and punish wrongdoers. It has candidate against Judge Holman. At bacco trust pr other monopolies.
where he stood. He declared that he never been demonstrated that the ju the recent) election the Democratic can
had always been a Republican and ex diciary has the duty of making laws or didate, Hon. Francis M. Griffith, was
EFFECT OF THE HIDE TAX.
to fight a Populist as well as
pected to vote the Republican ticket of taking police measures to prevent its lacompelled
Republican
candidato.
Both
of
his
next fall; that he had been through too arbitrary injunctions from being ig opponents are preachers, and personally The Packer Gets the Increase, While the
Farmer Gets Nothing.
many hard political contests not to ac nored.
! popular in tho district There were no
Some of the effects of the new duty
When the acts against which the fed personalities in the campaign, the concept defeat gracefully. Four years ago
Mr. Sleeper and he were candidates for eral judiciary issues injunctions would i test being fought on purely political on hides are already manifest. Though
bo illegal, there is no reason why the i lines, the money question playing the tlio prices of hides and leather have
representative.
risen there has been no resultant in
The result was aggravatingly close, police should not be left to keep the 1 most prominent part.
and, while he felt he was entitled bo peace as usual. Especially unwarranted j Our dispatches show that Mr. Griffith crease in the price of cattle. The pack
give no more for cattle on account
the nomination, he accepted the verdict is the assumption by a federal judge i was elected by the surprising majority ers
of tho advance in hides. They simply
of the committee and loyally suported that men acting with such splendid of 1,152, in the face of the fact that pocket
the booty themselves.
the ticket. The senator stated that orderliness as lias characterized the coal I Dr. Browder, the Populist candidate,
The tribute of millions mnst be paid
two years ago he was a candidate strike aro about to break laws. To ar received GOO votes, whereas Judge Hol by somebody. The packers, of course,
against Mr. Cable for state senator and rogantly prohibit law abiding men from man, with no Populist opponent, and make the tanners pay it in tho first in
whll7~the ’ contest was”a~ s'pirit'ed one law breaking is an insult. To put them ! with both parties polling their full stance. The tanners put up the prioe of
and he was nominated and elected, he on the defensive, to consider them as vote, had a majority of only 825.
leather and so pass it on to the manu
did not receive from Mr. Cable and his criminals when they have shown plain- i Our readers can sift out the signifi facturers of shoes, harness and leather
ly
they
are
loyal
citizens
is
an
outrage
cance of this result for themselves, articles generally. The manufacturers
family the loyal support he had accord ngaiust justice.
bearing in mind tho fact that Judge in turn raise their prices and compel
ed Mr. Sleeper. I^ast April Mr. Cable
When,
to
cap
the
climax,
a
federal
again (notwithstanding it was for a judge, at the behest of a rich, anarchis Holman was a man of national reputa the people to pay the tribute. Thus the
second term) entered the race backed tic corporation, issues an injunction de tion and the most popular public man people are forced to pay a heavy tribute
by the man on the lakes with untold priving law abiding men of the rights in his district. Ho was-never defeated on necessaries of life. The bounty goes
millions at his back and chairman of a of liberty and free speech, ho is guilty until 1894, when the voters of the to the great packing houses.
committee with an unexpended balance of a despotic usurpation of power. And country united to protest against CleveThe farmers are burdened, therefore,
of one half million Republican money to complete his arrogation of absolute laudism. Ho was re-elected last year with another series of exorbitant prices.
after the people had discovered that They gain nothing from the duty on
at his disposal.
sovereignty it is only necessary that he
Senator Falloon said he knew when imprison without trial those who dare Clevelandism boro no relation to Democ hides. It is simply another device by
which the Republicans, while pretend
to lay down, that he did not object to to assert their rights as men in defiance racy.
j In 1894 the Populists polled nearly ing to benefit the agricultural workers,
a contest with men of his own re of his imperial mandates.
2,000 votes in the district. At the re- saddle them with new burdens for the
sources, but did not care to cope singleThe federal judiciary does not appear
handed with untold millions. Mr. Fal now for the first time in the role of a i cent election they polled 600 votes. This further enrichment of great monopolies
shows that the fusion of last year on the that have contributed heavily to Repub
loon said that General C. H. Grosvenor, usurper. From the beginning it has silver
has had tho effect of restor- lican corruption funds.
who admits he is a great statesman, steadily striven for more than its due I iug toissue
Democratic party the Popu
High prices for grain, duo to the fail
and has been a great soldier, felt it share of power. Now boldly, again lists whothe
really believe in Democratic
was safe to kick a man who is down craftily, it has reached out to grasp the principles and who are anxious to pro- ure of crops abroad, should not blind
tho farmers to the fact that they are
and did it yesterday in the senatorial supreme sovereignty. Foreseen by I mote the reforms they advocate.
paying tribute to tariff trusts aud get
Jefferson, watched with apprehension
convention.
The Democratic gains in the Fourth ting nothing in return. Nor should
He was a soldier of the late rebellion, by later patriots, this process has gone Indiana district have a deeper signifi
whose record grows brighter as mem on until in our own timo the federal ju cance this year than ever before. They it be forgotten that present prices of
ory grows dim. He has since become a diciary aims daringly at open govern mean that the people in all parts of the wheat are temporary. They cannot con
tinue when Russia, India, Australia,
great statesman, and was the political ment.
country are preparing to rally to the
This is not its function. It is a small support of the Democratic party and in Argentina and Egypt resume their heavy
barometer of the McKinley campaign,
harvesting. Then such taxes as those on
Indicating the rise and fall of MoKin- body of men, appointed for life, not this way take their government out of hides,
clothing and implements will
leyism by publication in the daily pa subject to the people, but protected from the hands of the trusts.
again make existence bitter for the
tho
consequences
of
their
acts
by
their
pers, and. as he was the political bar
Another significant event is to be farmers. There is uo permanent relief
ometer of the McKinley campaign, so position as interpreters of the law and found in the exposure of perfidy made except in an equitable readjustment of
their
assumption
of
power
to
enforce
he was the barometer of the god of war
at the reoent, Populist convention in tariff duties.—Kansas City Times.
In the late rebellion, indicating the ap their capricious decrees. No such body ; Ohio. It was proved conclusively under
proaching battle by his presence on the should be permitted virtually to make ] oath that the Republican state commitStop the Humbug.
j laws, to suspend the rights of trial by i tee hud put up funds to defray the exstreets of Athens.
Somebody should notify our traveling
jury,
habeas
corpus,
liberty
of
action
in
i pensesof the antifusiou movement, with
The senator said there was a great
limits of the law, free speech, and j the view of forcing the nomination of a bimotallic commission that thoir pay
work for honest men in the legisla the
access by state or individual at all times Populist ticket aud thus withdrawing will stdp at an early date. If our people
ture by reducing salaries of officials in to the courts.
must pay for their humbug, it should
from tho Democratic strength. The
keeping with the hard times, and com
Nothing could be more antagonistio nomination of Coxey was the climax of be so close home thut all could enjoy it.
pelling large corporations to pay their to the sacred principles upon which our
There is no use of paying for a humbug
just sghare of the burdens of taxation. government is founded than the preten the transaction with Hanna and is in we cannot sen.—Cedar Rapids Gazette.
itself
sufficient
to
open
the
eyes
of
the
He did not know whether any results sions of federal judges, favorites of a
Enjoying Good Time*.
would attend the work of this conven president but subject to no earthly pow I voters of Ohio to the fact that the con
tion, hut if the legislature should be er, to the unlimited and arbitrary con vention was held and candidates nonriThousands of half starved people
! uated in the interest of that archplotter gather nightly at the back doors aud
Democratic he hoped that a statesman trol of the American people.
! against the welfare of the people.
would be sent to the United States sen
windows of the bakeshops of New York
It is fortunate for the Democrats that to gather the scraps that aro left over.
ate who was in touch with the common
The Populists.
the
convention
was
held.
Otherwise
people.
The Springfield Republican sees a i there would havo been no exposure of But what of that? Isn’t everybody en
tendency
ou the part of Populists not to ! the methods aud intentions of those per- joying the Republican hraud of prosper
“VERY RAW.”
act with the Democrats this year. What ' fidious Populist leadors who have sold ity?
A California Comment on the Methods
The Republican really sees is the break themselves to Hanna. Those Populists
of Hanna.
ing up of the Populist party, the fusionll»un&'s Doctrine.
Mr. William H. Mills, a prominent ists remaining with the Democrats and who believe in the principles of their
No man in public office owes the pub
citizen of California, writing to a the antifusionists placing themselves in party will not be slow to resent the ef
forts of the middle of the road men to lic anything. —Marcus Alonzo Hanna.
friend in this city, makes the following
p0Sjtj0n pjcjj np Republican crumbs betray
them. The middlo of the road
pointed comments:
here and there.
Populists in Ohio have pnt out a sepa
“I have no objection to Mr. Hanna
rate ticket for the sole purpose of tak
Money Talks.
as a man, a monopolist, a millionaire,
Not Worth the Price.
ing away from the Democratic candi
A Cincinnati Hanna organ is much
a promoter of trusts; but through the
Mr. Hanna has so much campaign date tho votes of the Populists who distr&~ted over the inability of the Dem
triumph of men like Hanna the com money that he is getting reckless with would otherwise bo cast against Hanna.
ocratic candidate for senator in Ohio to
mon life of the country, the great broad it. There is Coxey, for example. He
Ordinarily this would bo a very
democracy upon which the nation and will not be worth the investment that shrewd move on tho part of tho Repub talk. No distress ou that score can be
felt over Hanna as long as his money
its institutions rest sinks to the floor. has been made in him.
lican leader, but. unde’* nrenonfc circum holds out
Hanna was the pioneer of the bosses
who got control of a national conven
tion by getting control of a national
committee, selecting delegations favor
THE BIMETALLIC BRIDGE.
able to his candidate and seating them
by the exercise of an arbitrary power
and stepping into the senate, after his
choice for president had been elected,
in a position to direct the course of the
administration.
All this is what we
call raw work in California. It is ex
ceedingly raw. Hanna was the arm of
the monopolists, of the trusts, of the
.—_ -.DIRECT ROAD
vast combinations of capital, which
to
<=t^PROSPERITY.
will eventually eliminate entire^' all
exercise of proprietorship on the part
of those who work with their hands,
until all men who work will be reduc
ed to the condition of day laborers.
Hanna is the embodiment of a force
which will eventually abolish all dis
tinction between the wage-earner and
the slave. If the thnig Hanna stands
for is triumphant it becomes more
broadly aggressive with each triumph.
It is emboiuened by every victory and
it is the necessity of its nature that it
must make some progress. Monopoly
must become greater monopoly, for the
instant it ceases to expand it begins to
contract, because by the expansion and
growth of industrial activities around
it it ceases to be omnipotent. If the
Hannas of all times and all ages had
their way the liberties of mankind
would not be of their choosing, because
government would cease to proceed
from the consent of the governed. It
Its piers are solid and its girders strong,
The hosts have gathered from near and far,
exists in the United States now only
Guided along by a silvery star
And Its stanch planks will bear the throng,
by the consent of the trusts.”
Who, o’er the slough of dismay,
That bids th.im hope (the worst is past),
Before the war. a slave sold for
$1,260; now Dick is buying Populists
Will soon be marching on their way.
For the goai they sepk is in sigh" at last.
nt $23 per, and Hanna expects to buy
enough white trash in Ohio to elect
Gloomy and long their pathway seemed,
So, with Chapman banners lifted high,
himself to the United States senate’
ftayft He Knew When to Bay Down to
Escape Being Crushed by the
Untold Millions Arrayed
Against Him.

“We are getting rid of some of
the barnacles that have been hang
ing to the Republican party.”—
Mark Hanna ought to wear a "union
MARK HANNA commenting on For label.
” He might pass as a workingaker’s defeat in 1889.

n

No ray of hope or brightness gleamed
To ch er them on, t’ illume the way,

Turn dark to light, or night to day.

And peans rising to the sky,
The assembled clans, from vale and ridge,
Are crossing ‘‘Bimetallic Bridge.”
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CORRUPTION AT WORK,
The Cox and Hanna Coloniza
tion Scheme of Last Year
TO BE REPEATED AGAIN THIS.
The Dumping of Hanna “Colonists” In
Cincinnati

Discovered,

and

Will

Be

Nipped In the Bud, hut Inasmuch as

the Same Thing Will Be Attempted In
AH Other Farts of the State, Honest
Men Should Take Action at Once.

A GRAND CHORUS
Will Be the Opening of Demo
cratic Campaign.
Shouts Will Go Up From Every School
District In the State For Free
and Unlimited Coinage
of Silver.

Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 31.—The Dem
ocratic state committee has held an Im
portant session today with Hon. H. L.
Chapman.
The campaign oommittee
Axed upon September 23 as the day for
opening the campaign with speaking
in every school district in the state. A
meeting of all free silver orators will
be held in Columbus at the Southern
<hotel on September 10 at 3 p. m., which
all the advocates of free silver have
been invited to attend, to outline the
plan of campaign.
The 23d day of September has been
selected as the anniversary of the
day, September 23, 1780, when the three
militiamen, Van Wert, Paulding and
Williams, arrested Major Andre, the
British officer, which was found with
Benedict Arnold’s first intimation
agreement in his boots, refusing a
bribe of $50,000. The following appeal
has been issued by the finance com
mittee:
“To the People of Ohio: ‘Fidelia.
Amo Patriae Vincit’—‘Fidelity, love of
country conquers.’
“We have entered upon a campaign
in the state of Ohio which will termi
nate with the election on the first Tues
day in November. The result will be
far-reaching In Its consequences in de
termining the great financial questions
which are now agitating the people,
and which have brought so much suf
fering and distress to all classes. As
the finance committee, we wish to pre
sent an appeal to the people of the
state, and ask the co-operation of all
men, of whatever political creed, who
believe in the justness of our cause.
"We are without means to confront
the bold, defiant and desperate meth
ods of a ‘foe’ with an unlimited cor
ruption fund. There is a defiant pur
pose of debauching the state of Ohio
•and beating the will of the peoolfc
This committee has no such fund at its
command; it would not use it for such
purposes. Money, however, is neces
sary to distribute literature, to organ
ize our forces and to place our speak
ers in the field, so that a campaign of
education may be conducted' to a suc
cessful close. We, therefore, ask every
citizen in the state, every mother,
every wife, every child, who can con
tribute 10 cents to this cause, to do so.”
“The 23d day of September has been
fixed upon by the Democratic state
executive committee as the day for
opening the campaign for the cause of
free silver. This is a day that is his
toric in the annals of our country. On
the 23d day of September. 1780, three
men. of the common people, upon the
banks of the Hudson river, arrested a
British officer who had bribed Bene
dict Arnold to betray his country. Ma
jor Andre attempted to bribe these
poor militiamen by offering them 10,000 guineas. $50,000 in British goid.
They replied:
‘We are Americans,’
■and refused the bribe; thfus establish
ing an examnle of patriotism and love
of country which will appeal to ail
honest free men while our glorious in
stitutions exist and our liberties are
preserved.
“By their patriotic action they de
feated the first international agree
ment that was ever attempted by the
British government in bribing and
ccrruntica an American officer. The

names or tnese men are Pauiaing, van
Wert and Williams. Three counties in
the state of Ohio are named in honor
of these heroes.
“Upon this day every man who is
capable of lifting his voice for honest
government and the people’s money
will be invited to appear at the place
designated and recite this story of pa
triotism and virtue and arouse the peo
ple to the danger that confronts us in
the contest that is now going on. The
chairman of the executive committee
in your county will designate commit
tees of patriotic men and woman who
will receive contributions of any
amount from all who desire to give.
“These contributions, with the name
of each donor, will be forwarded by
the executive committeemen or per
sons designated by him. to Mr. George
J. Karb, secretary of the Democratic
state executive committee, at Colum
bus, Ohio.
A letter of acknowledg
ment will be sent to each donor. If
every citizen who voted for William J.
Bryan last year will contribute the
small sura of 10 cents it would enable
your committee to bear the burdens
and expenses of this campaign and
conduct this fight to a victorious end
ing.
“We know there Will be a disposi
tion on the part of our enemies to
‘sneer’ at us for making this appeal,
but we are doing it in the cause of
hnmantrv and the people of our coun
try. and the best rebuke that can be
administered to them is for every citi
zen to aid in making this appeal suc
cessful. We trust those who are des
ignated to speak upon the 23d day of
September will study the history and
incidents of the capture of Major An
dre. and recall to the minds of the
people the patriotism and virtues of
Paulding, Van Wert and Williams, and
thus rouse a spirit of patriotism among
the people that needs to he revived. By
doing so we can teach a desperate po
litical foe that a* free people in times

of peace will not willingly surrender
the right of franchise or permit the
voice of freemen to be defeated at the
polls by corrupt methods. We trust
that the Democratic executive commit
tee will use every endeavor to make
the raising of this fund successful. Re
spectfully submitted,
“H. J. WARNER,
“LEO. EBERT,
“H. B. DUNBAR,
"Finance Committee State Democratic
Executive Oommittee.”
To the Member* of the People’s Party of
Ohio.

You are no doubt familiar with the
details of my testimony laid before the
investigating committee of the People’s
party at its convention in Columbus.
You have no doubt also noticed that
the majority of said committee refused
to publish any part of said testimony,
and it devolved upon the minority to
give to the world the facts in an at
tempt to betray the People’s party
through me and others. What I did in
this matter was done with the knowl
edge and consent of leading Populists
of the satte, and Mark Hanna has now
in an interview with a Cleveland Re
corder reporter admitted that it was a
trap laid for his secretary into which
he fell.
You who have known me since 1872
when I labored for the election of Will
iam Allen for governor of our state on
a finance reform platform and in op
position to bonds and national banks,
and who know how In 1876 I left the
Democratic party because in its na
tional platform It laughed at our “Ohio
idea,” knew that I have since that
time given my time, money and what
ever talents I may have possessed to
the cause of financial reform. “The
Old Guard” knows full well how I
have ever since then fought every at
tempt. at fusion, and usually with suc
cess. I helped to create the People's
of Ortt-oH in ’01 atfortrloifl OUT

Cincinnati, O., Sept. 4.—[Special.]—
Mark Hanna’s skill as &■ corrupter of
the ballott box by means of coloniza
tion and the shipping of groups of
illegal voters and repeaters over the
railroads of Ohio last year made itself
manifest to the honest voters of all
parties in the state last year.
•The state was saved to Mcinley by
Hanna’s methods, aided by bulldozing
and coercion, which the millions of
corruption funds at his command en
abled him to carry on successfully.
His method accomplished his object
last year.
He bases his hope of electing himself
to the United States senatet his year
by the same wholesale system of de
bauching the elective franchise this.
He has supreme confiedence in the
power of money.
He believes that if a majority of the
voters can not be corrupted with
money, that they can be cheated by
the expenditure of money.
nr? convention at Springfield and have
Destitute alike of all ideas of politi
since then been for two years its sec
cal
honesty and statesmanship, he pro
retary and two years its chairman. You
have also twice honored me with the ceeds upon the theory that political
appointment of national committeeman honors can be bought by any man who
from this state at Omaha in ’92 and at is willing to pay the price.
St. Louis in ’96. My whole life is wrap
Mark Hanna is probably not the
ped up in the success of the people’s
cause, and while there are many author of this particular political gos
wrongs which need righting, the finan pel.
cial policy is the greatest of all evils,
It i8 more probable that George B.
and must be righted first so that our
Cox,
his boon companion and right
people may come into funds, through
employment or sale of their products, bower in Ohio, is the author and fin
which will enable them to more suc isher of this doctrine.
cessfully attack the other reforms nec
At all events, for a decade Cox has
essary. Millions of our people entirely
sold
at auction all the local offices here.
out of employment, millions more la
boring for barely sufficient to keep He began business as poor as Job’s
body and soul together, are not in a turkey, with its single tail feather, but
position to make a fight all along the in ten years he had more boodle feath
line at once, and It is the duty of a
good general to mass his forces and as ers in his tail than Juno’s peacock.
Mark Hanna envied him for his gen
sail the enemy at his weakest point. I
believe that the great majority of the ius, and began to woo him because he
toilers of this nation are patriotic and was one among ten thousand, and alto
are ready and willing to perpetuate a
republican form of government. I also gether peerless when it came to boodbelieve that they see that in the ppst ling.
they have been misled to free them
Accordingly he secured a half inter
selves from that obnoxious and dan est in Cox’s copyright last winter and
gerous element in our republic. I be
lieve they are also recognizing the fact took the senatorial appointment as his
that it has always been plutocracy’s first dividend.
aim to keep the people divided as much
Cox made Hanna, and now Cox and
as possible, and that now they are Hanna are synonyms in the art of poli
ready to unite and overthrow the
tical corruption.
common enemy.
The Siamese twins were not more
Believing this to be true, I urge my
friends, and the friends of financial re closely allied than are Cox and Hanna.
form to support the Democratic state Each is necessary for the political ex
and legislative ticket in this state this istence of the ether.
fall, so that we send a true represen
Destroy Cox politically and Hanna
tative of the people to the United ceases to exist. Destroy Hanna as a
States senate and have an organiza political factor, and it is the end of
tion for ’98 which will elect congress
men of the people, by and for the peo Cox.
Here where Cox and his methods are
ple.
The People’s party ha3 yet much best known this is most thoroughly
work to do, which, however, must be understood.
Last year Cox and his gang of polit
done by its friends, not its enemies.
Every man who in this campaign votes ical priates stuffed the registration
for Coxey must know that he is direct books with the names of fraudulent
ly aiding Mark Hanna and the Repub and fictitious voters, to make sure that
lican party. Coxey is not a Populist. he could thwart the will of the honest
In his issue of “Sound Money,” De citizens.
cember 12, 1896, he says: “I once left
Things were becoming desperate
the Democratic party and now must
leave the disgraced People’s party, and with him. So many honetst Republic
I hereby tender my resignation as a an voters were in revolt against him
member of the national committee of that he saw that the mere purchase of
the People’s party from Ohio.” He votes would not be sufficient to save
attempted to organize a party of his } him in the near future.
own at St. Louis, but failed; then he
Then he resorted to colonization
went to the Nashville conference, and false and fraudulent registration
which was manipulated by Mr. Hanna, as a cheaper and surer metheod of de
and finally turned up as the candidate fying and thsvarting the public will
of the Hanna machine at Columbus.
Mark Hanna, with millions of cor
No man who loves fair dealing and
honest politics can by his vote become ruption funds, contributed by trusts,
a tool in the hands of the Republican combines, banks and millionaire cor
ruptionists, quickly caught anto Cox’s
party.
Knowing that the People’s party has idea, and the result was the polling of
been betrayed, knowing that the Re some thousands more votes than there
publican party is the party of plutoc- i were male persons in Ohio 21 years of
racy, mononoly and trusts, and know age and over, in the face of the offi
ing that the great Democratic party is cial statistics, which show that there
the party of the common, plain people, were 77,650 unnaturalized foreigners
I shall In this campaign cast my lot 21 years of age and over in the state
with those for whom I have labored
for years and ask my friends to do the who had no right to vote, and who
same. “Ir. union there is strength.” as a matter of fact did not vote, along
Then let U3 unite, friends, brethren, with over 25,000 others of the voting
and overihrow In Ohio him who stands age, including stay-at-homes, prison
for all that is selfish, all that is against ers in confinement, lunatics and imbe
the Interest? cf the masses and In fa ciles.
vor of the classes—*M. A. Hanna. His
But Mark Hanna saw to it that there
overthrow will be hailed with delight was a vote counted for every one of
by every mn, woman and child that them, with a few thousand over for
prefers liberty, equality and justice to
plutocracy and anarchy.
It will be good measure. And George Cox did
hailed with delight by those who are his share of the work in this part of
today slaves, as thcjr see their master the state.
Hanna had the money, and that mod
fall. Yours for humanity.
HUGO PREYER.
ern inferno of political corruption.
Hanna should have opened his cam Pennsylvania, could spare 100.000
paign with a speech from his senator voters to debauch the elective fran
chise in Ohio and Indiana.
ial godfather, George B. Cox.
While Pennsylvania’s Republican
Hanna wUl open his campaign on plurality svas increased last year, its
September 11.
When will Bushnell aggregate vote fell off almost or quite
109,000. What became of the absent
open his?

ees? What purpose did they serve In
last year’s great battle between the
plain people and the money kings of
Wall and Lombard streets?
The elction statistics of Ohio and
Indiana ofr 1896 show that every thor
oughfare of travel east and west was
a slimy trail of corruption that will
forever blacken the escutcheon of Ohio
and besmirch that of Indiana.
Last year’s scheme is again being set
on foot, and this city has been made
the point for the incipient colonization
•of voters. Two lots of negroes from
West Virginia have already been
dumped in Cincinnati; and in due time
Cox and Hanna’s tools will attempt
to register them for voting purposes,
just as the false registrations were
made last year.
Four or five hundred imported ne
groes in Cincinnati, registered a num
ber of times in different precincts and
under different names, would form a
basl3 for two or three thousand fraud
ulent votes, if the scheme is carried
out as the big bosses direct.
But will they be able to carry out
the scheme?
Not in Cincinnati this year. The
dupes of Cox and Hanna will be start
ed to the penitentiary before the No
vember election, and effective steps
will be taken to block the entire
scheme, and it is proposed by the com
mittees, which will be composed of
both Democrats and anti-Cox-Hanna
Republicans, not only to mete out
punishment to the imported and fraud
ulent voters, but to the men who are
instrumental in importing them.
But there are other points along the
southern border of the state where vig
ilance and prompt action will prevent a
large fraudulent vote. This year Cox
and Hanna can afford to draw votes
| from both Kentucky and West Virginia
to help Hanna out in his senatorial
fight.
Commercial travellers report that all
the river towns and towns back from
the river are already overrun with
negroes, whom they recognize as hav
ing met but a short time ago in the
towns along the south side of the river.
From Steubenville down to Ripley
they find them, generrally without any
visible means of support, but appar
ently well fed and wearing a higher
grade of hand-me-downs than their
brethern who hav legal residences on
the Ohio side.
A commercial man who is well
known says that he saw a large squad
of negroes coming over the Norfolk
and Western a few days since who
were dumped in Columbus. They came
from the old state and are to be in
corporated into the voting population
of the capital city, although it is prob
ably their first visit to the Buckeye
state. One of the latter said to the
salesman, in resopnse to the question
whether or not the colored people
would support Bushnell:
“The largest colored vote ever cast
in Ohio wil be cast this year, and it
will be all right.”
Being forewarned in Cincinnati, the
friends of an honest election will be
forearmed, and the tools of the arch
conspirators will be turned into fugij tives long before the election. But un
less the friends of honest popular gov
ernment act with equal vigilance and
promptness in all sections of the state,
and especially in the larger towns,
the railway centers and junctional
points, they will wake up the next
morning after the election to find that
a new series of election frauds have
been perpetrated.
In hundreds of election precincts of
the state the names of persons have
been found on the pool books who
are wholly unknown to any resident
of the precinct, and who can not now
be found, and have never been seen or
heard of since last November's elec
tion.
These were Hanna’s importatio_3.
They came and went in a night, as it
were. Messrs. Cox and Hanna know
what satisfactory methods followed
this method of doing things last year,
and they will repeat it in some form
this year unless honest men take an
active part in preventing it.
Every stranger, black and white, in
every Ohio community, should be
spotted from this on and not permitted
to vote except upon the. most indubit
able proof of his right to do so.
The rank and file of the Republican
party in Ohio had no idea of the sys
tem practiced last year, and had they
known it would have done what every
honest man ougt to do, try to prevent
it. They know as honest men that they
can stand party defeat, but they can
not stand wholesale corruption at xhe
polls.
The Republican managers, or rathe
the men of the Hanna-Cox stanmp,
ascertained the number of silver Re
publican vc’.es they were sure to lose,
and then formulated their scheme to
offset the loss by swelling the total
vote by as great or greater number
and thus carrying the total poll of the
state far boyond the legal voting
strength.
That thes twins of corruption and
hoodie intend to make the attempt to
do the same thing this year is proven
by the''preliminary steps they are al
ready taking.

“D----- Foraker.”—M. Hanna, 18SSRP

“Not a d-----cent for Foraker.”—M.
Hanna, 1889.
Hanna thinks Dick’s $25 checks were
real cute.

“I will carry Ohio.”—'M. Hamna. The
Republican party is not in this contest.

Marcus Hanna has more money for
Populists in 1897 than he had for For
aker in 1889.
McKinley forgot to tell us about th»
“home market” during 'his recent elec
tioneering tour for Hanna in Ohio.

The Honorable Charles Micawber
Grosvenor says there was nothing
wrong about Dick’s check, except boing caught.
,

Colonel Conger’s letter opened Han
na’s campaign with a loud report that
made the blood curdle in your Uncle
Marcus’ heart.
There are 19,000 starving and needy!
miners and families in Ohio, according
to the report of Bushnell’s mine in
spectors. This is prosperity.

The Dingley law falls off a few hun
dred thousands daily in receipts as
compared with expenditures. As a rev
enue raiser it is a howling farce.
Has anyone heard of a single In
stance in which the wage-worker's
wages have been raised to keep pace
with the rise in the price of bread?
Hanna’s general order, No. 1;
To Major Charles Jackass Dick:
Pay spot cash. No more checks*
Your uncle,
MARCUS.

Hanna will open his campaign in
three places, all at once, on Septem
ber 11. He will have more people help
him shut it with a bang in November.
The fact is gradually stealing into
the minds of the Foraker lieutenants
that Hanna is trying to make a politi
cal jassaclt out of Foraker. And they
are beginning to kick.
A reporter in Cleveland asked Han
na’s president “If prosperity had
come.” “Ask your merchants,” was
the wise reply. Why not ask Dick and
the loan department?

Hanna would not let McKinley re
ceive a reception at Cleveland until
he had taken his president up the hade
way and told him what he might say
during his stay in Ohio.

Governor Bushnell is still at “The
Rocks.” He was not at Columbus to
weep on McKinley’s neck or -show him
the glories of Axline’s neatly painted
“doom” in the state house.
Senator William E. Chandler, Re
publican, from New Hampshire, saya
the Republican party pledge made at
St. Louis for the freedom of Cuba, “is
proceeding with agonizing slowness.”

There are more starving, idle men
In General C. H. Grosvenor’s district
than in any other district in the state
and he is yelling “prosperity” and
talking about the beauties of the Dingley bill.'

Horace L. Chapman is getting around
over the state, meeting the people in a
good old-fashioned, Democratic way.
His illustrious competitor, Governor
Bushnell, is lying awake nights won
dering what Hanna is going to do to
him next.
The innocent little increase of onesixteenth of a cent a pound in the
wholesale price of sugar means that
the sugar trust will be able to increase
its annual dividends about seven per
cent., and there is nothing to prevent
the trust from increasing it at pleasure.
The Toledo Bee says: “The Hanna
senatorial well is about fifteen feet in
the sand. The go-devil will be dropped
on September 11 and the well shot.
They say the Hanna well promises to
be a good producer. There is already
a good showing of grease, although it
will settle down to a one bar’l well.”

The Toledo Blade didn’t lose any
time trying to make it appear that
Colonel Conger ha3 rats in the garret.
It says he is in poor health and his
mind affected.
That’s the Hanna
game.
Any Republican who doesn’t
love Hanna is Immediately branded as
a crazy man. If that’s the case, Ohio
is full of crazy folks this year.
The Detroit News says: “The little
business transactions between Major
Dick, Mark Hanna’s campaign mana
ger, and members of the Ohio Populist
convention, can hardly have a less re
sult than to make the term, ‘middle of
the road’ Populist synonymous with
the treachery in Ohio and the 'middle
of tbe roader’ an object of suspicion in
the other states.”

Farmers are not fools. They know
more about why wheat is up than a lot
of wise Republican editors, who sit in
their somber sanctums and credit eve
rything good to the Dingley bill, from
thp short crop in Europe to the dis
covery of gold in Alaska. Will some
of our astute Republican contempo
raries kindly explain what will keep up
the price cf wheat next year if the
crop cf Europe is normal?

N3ZSE

01HSI IHt COMMON ENEMY

carrying Ohio for Horace L. Chapman for

Bimetalliu Club Meeting.

PERSONAL POTPOURRI.

Governor and sending to the Legislature a
Representative to assist in the important
mission of checking the career of Mark
Hanna and his abominable methods. Col.
Taylor was cheered to the echo.
The committee on permanent organiza
tion recommended that the convention con
tinue the temporary officers, and the rec
ommendation was adopted.
The committee on resolutions reported
the resolutions given above, and they were
adopted.
Chairman Moore then appointed as tel
lers Chap. M Kingsbury and John J. Kel
ley, and called for the presentation of
names for

fim pb8bf tins

The Bimetallic Club of Mt. Vernon will
Society’s Season of Entertainments
hold
a meeting Friday evening at 7 o'clock,
and Parlies.
at the club room on East Gambier street,
A quiet wedding took place at the resi Ijarge Crowd at <3ie Park for the election of officets and transaction ISciiig Placed in <ltlice of
dence of Dr. Cotton, East Front street,
M outlay.
Probate Judge.
of other important business. A full at
Wednesday evening, Sept 1st, at 5 o’clock
tendance
of
members
is
requested.
The contracting parties were Mrs. R. Flor
ence French, of this city, and Mr. George Excellent
Safety of Valuable Rec
Program
of
THAT BIG BLOW
A. Wilson, a prominent citizen of Center
ords Thus Insured.
Sports
Rendered.
burg. The ceremony was performed by Rev
About Some Men Being Put Back at
J. H. Hamilton in his impressive style. After
Work.
a wedding collation was served thebrideand
Charles Fugh Files a Sensational Suit
Kukosiiig Bicycle Club Fails Io Partici
groom left on the evening train for Center
for Divorce Naming' a Well Known
pate
in
the
Events
—
Rev.
Miilliaue
The putting back at w <rk of some of the
burg, their future home, with best wishes of
Young Man as Corespondent—Record
Delivered the Address in tlie Evening men who hod been laid off at the Cooper
all present.
of Deeds Filed—A New Case Dropped
— Complete List of the Events and wotks, is tuken advantage of by the Re
REPRESENTATIVE.
iu Hie Hopper.
publican for a prosperity' article with a
Winners.
Mr. Frank Young is in New York for a
Hugh Neal and J. S. Barnhart at this
scare head as long as the article. In the
few
weeks.
point withdrew as candidates and thanked
article an effort Is made to criticise the
Rev. G. F. Smythe has returned from a
SEPTEMBER BALANCES.
their friends for the support that had been
Fully 3,500 people witnessed the cel Banner for the comment it made at the
month
’
s
outing.
The County Commissioners on Alonday
given them.
ebration of labor day at Lake Hiawatha time the men were laid off.
On motion of Jerome Rowley presenta
M r. and Mrs. W. Tilton, of Rochiile, Ills., Park Monday. All the stores in the city
The Banner’s comment was p oper and examined the accounts of the Auditor and
tion speeches were limited to three minutes; are visiting relatives in the city.
closed at noon in order to give their em nothing has occurred calling for a rctrac’ion Treasurer and found them correct, with
the following balances in the treasury'
and on motion of Carey C .Logsdon second
J A. Van Anda, wife and son, of Fre ployes an opportunity to enjoy a holiday. of any portion of i’.
A. Tjiirj^e Convention Characterized by JEn- ing speeches weie excluded.
Fund
Balance. Overdrawn.
mont, Neb., are the guests of friends in this The base ball tournament was a pleasing
The Banner is glatl that those who have County
...................... $ 6,806 26
Jerome Rowley presented John K. Mai city.
feature of the day. In the forenoon the been put back at work have their old places. Infirmary'
..................
2,184 18
tliiislaMin and Harmony,
den, of Ililliar township.
Gambiers and the Zimmers played, the We hope they will have employment right Bridge ....................... 21 138 73
Miss Laura Whiteside returned to St.
Lee Miller named Amos Clark, of Jeffer
Gamblers winning by a score ol 12 to 3. In along and that the force will be greatly in School ....................... 3,669 53
Mary’s of the Springs, near Columbus, Mon
262 83
son township.
the afternoon the Greys and Hunt’s played creased. Every citizen in Mt. Veruon has Township..................
day.
38 31
Road.
<’. M. Grubb entered I’. A. Berry, of How.
a game, in which the Greys were victorious’ the same wish. All would like to see this Corporation
..........
92 97
Mrs.
Henry
Sturges,
of
Mansfield,
is
the
10 to 1. At the conclusion of ttiis game condition at the Cooper works and at every Teachers’ insti'ute.
84 27
Its ard township.
170 54
Redemption
Clark Irvine presented Edward A. Cavin, guest of Mrs. F. D. Sturges, East Gambier the winners of the two previous games other industry in this city.
Dog lax..................... 2,058 06
street.
of Mt. Vernon.
played for the championship of the county
Last fall during the campaign at no place Soldiers’ telief.
117 62
Only one ballot was required to settle the
Mr. Irving Forbing went to Washington, and a prizs of ten dollars. The feature of were employes urged more strongly and Special
$15 00
contest,
the
vote
standing
as
follows:
HaiD.
C.,
Monday,
where
he
will
remain
a
this
game
was
the
wonderful
pitching
by
Hanna and His Ahominable Po
persistently by employers to vote the Re
Totals..................... $36,623 30
$45 00
den, 91; Berry, 58; Clark, C; Cavin, 10.
week on business.
Silcott, who struck out 1C men and allowed publican ticket than was done at the Cooper
Bal. in treasury, $36,578 30.
Mr. Berry thanked the delegates for the
Miss Celia Stadler gave a delightfully in the opposing batsmen but five scattering works. It was even carried to the extent of
litical Methods.
support given him and on his motion the formal dance at her home on North Main hits. Chase’s caiching was superb and not members of the firm delivering stump
NEW FILE CASES.
the nomination was made unanimous.
a passed ball is to his ere lit. The score by speeches to the men in every department of
street Friday evening.
Mr. F. W. Bainbridge, of Jamestown, N.
On motion, a committee, composed of
innings is as fallows:
the
establishment.
These
harangues
took
Mrs.
N.
W.
Evans,
and
children,
Alfred
tion, in which he said that he had not Frank T. Mercer, Wilson Buffington, and
Gambier .... 1 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 1—8 the form, almost, of intimidation. It was Y., representing the Central Metallic Co., of
THE TICKET.
and Marguerite, have returned from a pleas Greys
sought the position of temporary chairman
............ 1 2 3 2 0 2 1 2 0-13
J II Milless, was appointed to notify Mr. ant visit to Zanesville.
stated that if Bryan was elected the works that city, was engaged AVednes lay in plac
ami had only left a lot of important work at Haiden of his nomination and bring him
In the five mile bicjcle race there were
ing a series of steel fire proof file cases in
For Representative,
his office upon the earnest soliciiatioi of
Miss Winne Baldwin, who h s been six starters: Hugh Taylor, Columbus; Wm. would close. On the contrary, a rosy pic the north end of the Probirie Judge’s office
JOHN K.HAIDEN,
before the convention.
ture was painted in the event of McKinley’s
Chairman Mercer and had not come into
Of Hilllar township.
The convention then ptoceeded to the te- spending the summer in Michigan, arrived Buckerfield, Milo; Fre 1 Snyder,Columbus: election—it was explicitly promised that In the ceuter of the equipment is a vault for
the convention to be insulted, and if his
home Tuesday evening.
H. L. Mahaffey, W. E. Gordon and J. M.
For Commissioner,
lection of a candidate for
the establishment would run permanenlly receiving loose papers. There aie 502 file
presence was calculated to prevent the har
JOSEPH MYERS,
Mr. Frank Newton, of Chicago, arrived Magers, all of ibis city. Gordon fell on the on full time and with a full force and that cases. This equipment is but another step
COMMISSIONER.
Of Monroe township.
mony that should prevail he would decline
Under the plan for fusion agreed uptn, in the city Friday and is the guest of his first half mile and was unable to continue wages would be increased. After the elec looking to the preservation of the valuable
to serve, and picking up his hat, he walked
For Treasurer,
They finished as follows:
Buckerfield,
the Populists were to be given the nomina mother, on East nigh street.
tion men were laid off time and again, and records of this county.
FRENCH W. SEVERNS,
out of the opera house.
Time,
tion for this office, and only the names of
Mrs
J. D. Crill has returned to her home Magers,Snyder, Mahaffiy, Taylor.
Of Pleasant township.
the works have been running with a light
Ins’antly a dozen delegates were on their Populists wen to be pressntel to the con
15:30.
CHARGED WITH ADULTERY.
furce. That is how the pledge made to the
For Recorder,
feet each making a motion that Mr. Moore vention. The following candidates were in Brink Haven after a pleasant visit
John Hissong won Ihe half mile running
Charles M. Pugh, through his attorney,
with
friends
in
this
city
and
Akron.
WILLIAM H. SMITH,
men
was
kept.
And
now
that
some
of
the
be elec’ed temporary chairman, which was then named: Charles Scholes, of Brown
race, tlie other two starters being Charles
Of Liberty township.
Mrs. E. II. Lindsey and son Bertie, and Bowman and J. S. Burse. Time, 2:17. Iu men have been called back to work a great Columbus Ewalt, began suit Friday for di
seconded by a hundred voices and carried township; Jchn Gardner, of Brown town
vorce front his wife, Amy E. Pugh. The
For Prosecuting Attorney,
by an unanimous vote. Thomas Barber, of ship; Joseph Myers, of Montoe township; Mrs. George Rinehart left this morning for the ladies’ mile bicycle race there were but blow is made about it by the Republican, petition alleges that they were married in
COLUMBUS EWALT,
but
it
avoids
referring
Io
the
fact
that
theie
Mt.
Vernon
to
visit.
—
Mansfield
Shield.
Pleasant township, moved the appointment Isaac Critchlield, of Union township; Chas.
two starters, Missei Jennie and Clara
Of Mt. Vernon.
th's city July 2, 1891, and lhat one child,
of a committee of three to notify Mr. Moore It Miller, of Howard township.
Mr. Arthur Neighbor, who has been the Wright, the former winning in 3:45. The was to be no interruption in the steady Paul,aged nearly three years, was born. He
For Infirmary Director,
work promised if McKinley was elected. It
of his election and request his presence in
CLARENCE C. DEBOL’t',
While the first ballot was being taken, guest of Mr Fre 1 French for several weeks, dollar on the top of the grease! pole was se also neglects to refer to the fact that the charges her with cruelty in that she struck
the convention. When Mr. Moore returned the committee appeared with Mr. Haiden returned to his home in Iudiauapolis Sat. cured by Charles Dorcey.
Of Morgan township.
promised increase in wages has not been re him with a dish and threw acupof scalding
to the opera house under the escort of the and he was lustily cheered as he passed urday.
Two teams, one from Ihe C , A. & C.
coffee in his face. She negl'Cted her house
committee he was given a perfect ovation down the aisle and on to the stage, where
Mr. Harry Arnold, a well-known young shops, and one from (he Caoper works, were alized. Nor does it mention that the Ding- hold duties and attended theatres and
THE RESOLUTIONS.
In assuming the chair he spoke with much he took a seat, and was presented to the attorney of Columbus, spent Sunday with to engage in a tug of war. The team from ley tariff’ for the benefit of the trusts lias the Park in company with other men, re
feeliDg of the personal antagonism constant convention at the conclusion of the ballot his parents, Mr. and Mis. O. M. Arnold, in Cooper’s failed to appear and a team was increased the price of many articles of com maining out until late at night. She is also
mon cot sumption and consequently the
We. the Democracy of Knox county, State ly manifested toward him by Mr. Irvine,
the city.
hastily picked from the crowd. Tlie C , A.
of Ohio, hereby reaffirm our devotion to the which cropped out in county cinvsntions Mr. Haiden thanked the convention for
wages the men get will not go as far in charged with committing adult°ry with one
&
C.
team
was
composed
of
W.
B.
II
tnkins,
their
good
opinion
as
expressed
in
selecting
Mr.
M.
B.
Ilannegan,
who
has
been
in
principles of Democracy as taught by Jef nearly every year, and he . exptessed the
meeting their living expenses es formerly. Joe Kelley in this city on July 15, 1897, and
him as the candidate for Representative. Mexico the past two years, arrived home E l. Moore, Charles Lafever, Frank Dawell
ferson, Jackson and the fathers, and we do
In conclusion, if the members of the firm with various other men at different times in
opinion that the Democrats of Knox coun He said he had not only not been a candi F.iday and is the guest of his parents, in Hany Green, Frank Shul’z, Ed. Alberts,
hereby resolve:
at
the Cooper woiks had not injected poli this city and Columbus. He asks for di
ty
were
not
interested
in
the
differences
We endorse in its entirety the National
Joseph Kroft, Spot McKee, Thomas Aborn.
date and had done nothing to secure the this city.
tics
iuto their business and made promises vorce and custody’ of the child.
between
Mr.
Irvine
and
himself,
and
stated
platform of the party as adopted by the Chi
The opposing team was composed of Sam
nomination, but that he had done all iu
they
must have known they could not ful
Masters Louie and George Beardslee ielt
cago convention in the year 1H9S, the state that if the opposition to him had come
Magill, John Hissong, Ed Hamilton, J.
NEW CASES.
his power to prevent it, as he preferied the
fill. there would be no occasion for making
platform adopted by the Columbus conven from any other quarter he would decline to
for South Bend, Iod., Monday, where they
Samuel Sanderson has begun foreclosure
quiet of home and the duties of his business will resume their s’udies in Notre Dune Row, W. R. Hissong, Jacob Paul, Fred comments in the newspapers regarding af
tion, June 30, 1897 and we hereby pledge our “erve.
Snyder, John Steu'- j," Elsie Davis, I. C.
proceedings against Ben Hope Lee et al. to
ro the activity of politics, and would ralher
united and undivided support to the nomi
fairs at the establishment.
Chairman Moore then called for the nam that another had been chosen. However, University.
Lynde- The C , A. C. team won. The tub
nees of the State ticket, to the nominee of
r<cover $70 and interest from December 5,
Dr. Janies F. L»e has leturned from Co race and watermelon race was won by C
this Senatorial district and to the candidates ing of Secretaries. On motion of 3 R. Got- being summoned, he felt it his duty to re
1895, secured by mortgage on lot 100 and
JOHN WANAMAKER
shall, Emer AV. Tulloss was chosen secreta spond to the call and accept the position lumbus, where hehad been attending Dr. W. Roberts
this day placed in nomination.
the north half of lot 99, ol 1 plat, in this
As an issue which cannot be ignored, nor ry, and J. J. Fultz was chosen assistant, on
In the evening tht auditorium was Gives His Views On the Subject of city. II. 8. Sanderson is attorney for plain
assigned him, but in doing so he enjoined Whittaker’s practice during that gentle
Anally settled until settled aright, we ex motion of I) C MePck, of Jackson town
man's absence.
crowded
to hear the address of Rev. L. W.
it
upon
the
dehgates
that
it
was
their
duly
tiff.
pressly and emphatically repeat the demand ship.
Advertising.
Miss Myrtle Fowler was the hostess of a Mulhane, which was excellent. In the
io see that their action was ratified at the
of the Democratic party for the free and un
Secretary Tulloss then read the cill for polls two months hence. ‘T have but one picnicing pirty at the pnk Fri lay evening, spelling contest that followed Bert Rush
limited coinage by the United Statesof both
PROBATE NEWS.
John Wanamaker, the great merchant
gold and silver, at the legal ratio of ltt to 1 the convention, after which he called the pledge to make,” said Mr. Haiden. "If in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Will Sanderson,of won the dictionary.
of
New
York
and
Philadelphia,
has
made
AI
irilla
S
Alattison,
executrix of D. D. T.
roll
of
townships
and
wards,
and
the
sever

without the consent of England or the wait
elected it will be my study to fill the office Lafayette, lad.
advertising a study, and perhaps expends Alattison, has tiled her first and final acing of aid from other nations. Unknown to al precincts reported the following
in the interests of the whole people; and in
Mr. Charles L. Stevens spent Sunday in
CI1Y BRIEFS
more money in advertising than any other couut.
the people and surreptitiously the leader of
LIST OF DELEGATES.
this campaign I will do my duty as I expect Lima and on Monday accompanied Mrsnations In the scheme to debar mankind
merchant in the country, if not in the
First and final account of Robert H. Har
Union—John C. Winterrincer. John you to do yours ”
Stevens home They were guests of the Items of Minor Importance Happen world, and with uniformly good results.
from the use of one of the onlj' known
ris, administrator of G B. Mel ck, has been
After giving the words of Mr. Haiden en Misses Grafion.
money metals of the world, the United Weaver, Clement Neff, N. II Hunter, R b
ing During the Week.
Recently, in speaking of advertising, Mr. filedStates should be the first to knowingly seek ert Nigh terhu user, Ellis Rightnnre, John B thusiastic applause, the delegates resumed
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Sturges, M:ss Clarissa
Wanamaker made use of the following
In the assignment of J. Wilson Johnson,
to undo the "crime of 73" and to start the Campbell, L. A. Greer, Wilson Buffington. the work of selecting a candidate fur Com
language:
application fur distribution has been made
tide of prosperity which would assuredly
Clay—R. D Purdy, Andy Elliot’, James missioner. It requited four ballots to make Millard and Miss E'hel Cooper drove to
— Retail pric?: Butter, 15; eggs, 15.
‘ I never in my life used such a tiring as a by mortgagees.
follow from their again dual use.
Cochran, I. 8. Schooler, R. Boyd, J. M a choice, and Joseph Myers was the winner. Mansfield Sunday morning and returned
— Born, to Mr. and Mis. E M. Wyucoop,
We most emphatically protest against gov Porterfield.
Monday evening.
poster
or dodger, or hand bill. My plan
J. H. ALlless has been appointed admin
south of the city, a daughter, Thursday.
After the second ballot Mr. Miller withernment through the processes of injunc
for twenty years has been to buy so much istrator of Larinda M. Alartin, giving $50
Mrs. Elizabeth Drake and sors. Will and
Ililliar —C. J. Updike, Stephen Rinehart, diew and after the third ballot Mr. Gardner
tion and denounce the so doing as a rank
— A daughter was born to Deputy Sheriff space in a newspaper and fill it up ns I bond.
usurpation of authority never intended by J. M. Huddleston, Squire Wolfe, AV. N. retired as a candidate.
The vole by bul Frank, returned to their home in Iowa and Mrs. Roll Torrey Tuesday morning.
wanted. I would not give an advertise
Sarah A. Gordon, executrix of Silas Gor
Monday,
after
a
pleasant
visit
with
Mr.
and
those who framed the constitution of this Headington, O. W. Davis, Faank Cotton.
1-its was as fullowi:
— The annual reunion of the 24ih O. V. ment in a newspaper of five hundred circu don, has filed inventory. Total, $13,710.51.
"a government of the people, by the people,
Mrs. R ibert Blythe.
Morgan —R. L. Jones, D. P. C’lu’ter, II.
2
4
1
3
I. will be held in this city on Thursday, lation for five thousand dodgers or posters.
and for the people." And, believing that II. McLain, C. W- Hayes, James Sellers.
10
31
34
Scholes.............................
Mr. and Mrs. T. 8. Phillips, of Green Val
0
6
3
Gardner........................... . IS
said protest is not generally understood, we
September 18.
‘ if I wanted to sell cheap jewelry or run
Monroe—J. W Perkins, Frank E. Young, Myers
MARRIAGE LICENSE.
75
7rt
KS
.
so
................................
ley,
hive
gone
to
Cleveland.
Mr.
Phillips
cite: It was the striking and starving me
51
67
32
a
gambling
scheme I might use posters; but
Critchfield...................... . 32
—
A
party
of
about
twenty-five
from
this
W.
B
Adams,
J.
Wilson
Grubb.
George
George A. Wilson and Aire. Rebecca F
is at the General Hospital receiving treat
chanics of the Carnegie works in 1892, the
0
0
IS
Miller................................ . 21
city observed Labor day bj’ picnicing at I would not insult a decant reading public French.
striking and starving railway men at Chi Henwood, Sylvester Baker.
Mr. Myers was called before the conveir ment for his eyes.
with hand bills
Milford—J L. Scott, G. W. Gearhart, Wt lion and returned his thanks for the noini'
cago in 1895, and it Is now the striking and
Myrtle Gotsliall, assisted by Miss Jennie Darling’s grove.
“The class of people who rood them are
starving miners in this year 1897 who were L. Bottenfield, I H. Myers, W. C. Riley.
DEEDS FILED FOR RECORD.
—
Hon.
John
K.
Haiden
was
the
first
nation, ci.d the convention then proceeded Errett, entertained a number of her little
and are by this new weapon with which cor
Beilin—W. II. Woodward, John Guthrie, to the nomination ot a candidate for
Certificates of partition to Lucilla Archer,
cmdi lale to file a statement of nomination too poor to look to for support in mercantile
friends
on
Saturday
afternoon
in
honor
of
porations tight, unjustly and unconstitu Molla McCugin, Cal. Myers, II. B. Welker,
expense; which shows he expended noth affairs I deal directly wi'h the publisher. 4693 acres in Morgan, and Edward Bell, 3S3
her fifth birthday.
TREASURER.
tionally suppressed and “enjoined" from the
I say to him:
Albert
Phillips.
acres in Alorgan.
right of free speech, public assembly, and
Five names weie piesented for Treasurer,
Mrs. Henry Rogers and daughter return ing“IIow long will you let me run a column
Liberty
—
Ed.
Jackson,
F.
M.
Bricker,
II. AI. Mitchell and wife to C. A. Pedifrom the use of the public highways of the
—
The
C.,
A.
A
C.
shops
went
to
wo:k
on
as follows:
ed to Chicago, Wednesiay, af er a pleasant
of matter through your paper for $100 or cord, lot 80 in Academia, $175.
land, and instead of the prosperity and in John H. Bird, C. R. Ewali, John Cramer,
French AV. Severn?, of Pleasant town - visit with Mrs. E. O. Arnold.
full time Wednesday. The entire force is $500, as the case may be. I let him do the
crease of wages promised as a result of the Robert Ewaif.
Wm. AV.Owen aud wife to Win. B. Owen,
ship, by R. L. Jones, of Morgan.
working ten hours a day, six days in Ihe figuring, and if I think he is not trying to
election of McKinley in 1896.
Miss
Ella
Grant,
Miss
Addie
Arnold,M
s.
Brcwn —C. M. Grubb, W. C. Humphrey,
parcel in AVaterford, $1.
Th cs. M. Anderson, of Clinton, by O. W.
week.
We especially favor and demand a reduc J. J. Hyatt, Charles Pealer, John Snively,
take more than his share, I give him the
II. D. Critchfield and Mr. R. I. Arnold,
J. D. Smoots, Sheriff, to John B. I)ete,
Chase, of Mt. Vernon.
tion of governmental expenses, national,
— The Home Building and Loan Com copy. I lay aside the profits on a particu
drove to M ill wood Sunday and spent the
Lyman
Workman,
J.
D.
Loney.
99.71 acres in Jefferson, $1,267.
J
M.
Styers,
of
Mt.
Vernon,
by
S.
R.
Gotstate, county and municipal, and to the end
pany
will
move
to
their
new
quarters
in
the
lar line of goods for advertising purposes.
day with Miss Nannie Israel.
Butler—Jacob Flack, C. C Underwood, shal’,ofMt Vernon.
Justus D. Smoots, Sheriff, to David F.
that taxation and public salaries may be deKokosing building on the Public Square
“Atfimtl laid aside $3 000; last year I Ewing, 14 acres in Howard, $910.
Mr. A. E. Rawlinson, Grand Regent Of
c reased to conform to and with the general F. A. Ralston, H. Wilson, Sol. Parker, Sam
E. M. Young, of College,by Benj. Parker,
next Saturday.
laid aside and spent $40,000 1 have done
fall of prices in wages and commodities of Riley.
the Royal Arcanum for Ohi >. returned
Justus D. Smoots to Perry Alills, 27 acres
of Howard.
— Pos’offica Inspector Moore, of Toledo, better this year and ehall increase that sum in Clinton, $2,835.
all kinds and to the consequent lessened
Clinton—J. M. Cowden, S AV. Yaoger,
I. J. Mapes, of Wayne, by Rev. Cusler, Of Saturday night afier a week’s trip through
means for the paying of fixed liabilities— Alex Bricker, Richard Braggy, Henry Keig- Fredericktown.
was in the city Wednesday and inspected as the profits warrant it. I owe my success
the state in the interests of the order .
Perry Mills and wife to Anna M. Corcor
public and private-and the candidate this ley, C. M. Kingsbury.
the new postoffics. He stated that it was to newspapers and to them I freely give a an, 27 acres in Clinton, $2,835.
Although their names were not presented,
Miss
Helen
Patterson
entertained
Thurs

day nominated to represent the county of
W.
D.
Banning,
of
Mt.
Vernon,
and
W.
H.
one
of
the
finest
in
tlie
state.
certain
profit
of
my
yearly
business.
”
College—Thomas Stearns, Frank Dial, A,
John AI. Lindsey to Eliza Lindsey, par
day evening at her home on E»st Vine
Knox in the general assembly of Ohio, If
Boyd, of Morris township, were voted for*
In late years Air. Wanamaker’s adver cel in AD. ATernOD, $1.
— Married at the residence of the bride's
elected, is hereby pledged' and instructed in J. Bickle, H. C Jscobs, E. B. Gorsuch.
street, with a conundrum party in honor of
After the second ballot Rev. Cutler with*
Harrison—James O McArtor, James
so far as possible to vote and use his influ
parents in Pike township, Wednesday even tising, of course, reached much more.
George AV. Roberts and wife to George
her guest. Miss Sniucker, of Newark
ence to carry out the object herein stated, Scott, Nick Petrey, George I urdy, Henry drew the name of T. J. Mapes, and after
ing, September 1, by Rev. F. II lluntsW. McCullough, i acre iu Morgan, $100.
Mr.
Harlan
Ensminger
returned
Monday
to vote for no candidate for the position of Butts, George Horn.
the third ballot I. M. Styers withdrew his
berger, Air. Chas. E. Wright and Aliss Vida
NEW OHIO LAW.
evening from a trip-on his wheel through
United States Senator who is not a bona fide
Howard— H. P. Sniithliisler. F. L. Baker, name.
Hunter.
resident of the State of Ohio, and to vote and
French W. Severns won on the fourth the southern part of the state. He spent a
— Kokosing Council, No. 21, D-'gree of Horse Shoers Must Undergo an Ex
use his influence against any one for said T. B. Shipley, Janies Norrick, J. T. Durbin,
few days with Mr. Frank Wilson, at Tarl
ballot.
Nelson
Welker.
amination for Fitness and Ability.
position who is not an outspoken and wellPocahontas, of this city, has piid A- Upton
,
The vote bv ballots was as follows:
Jefferson —William Shultz, R. H Hyatt
known advocate of the principle of bimetal
fold
40
fathoms
of
wampum,
that
being
the
3
Miss Nannie Israel, of Millwood, fppn'
lism as above demanded and heartily in sym John Blubaugh, Joseph Blubaugh, Chrries
Ohio eta'e law requiring horse sheers to
75
94
5«
39
Severns .....................
several days in Ihe city last weex with amount due Mrs- Upfold out of the Poca undergo an examination as to their li’ncss
pathy with those who are suffering from Wander, C. L. Miller.
31
30
27
23
Anderson ............. v..
hontas
funeral
fund.
0
17
29
the depression in values which has been
3«
........................
friends, and wa3 accompanied to her home
Bread-winning Education.
Jackson—J Harris, John Cochran, Chas. Styers
31
and capability ae a prerequisite to continu Gives a specialized
-11
35
47
Young........................
brought about by and through the conspir
FOH CIRCULARS APPLY TO
Saturday by Miss Sara Israel and MissLutie
— The funeral of Wm. Thornley, the ing ihe business, as an exchange notes weft
0
0
19
10
........................
acy to establish the single or "gold stan Darling, D. C. Mclick, Lewis Darling, W. Mapes
r.
DUFF
&
SONS,
244 Fifih Avenue,
9
0
2
1
Banning.....................
Curtis.
engineer killed at Fredericksbutg last week into effect a few days ago. The examina
J. Blunt.
PITTSBURG. PA.
2
0
2
0
dard.”
Boyd............................
Mrs. Dennis Quaid, who is (lie guest of wits held at Alilleisburg Thursday afternoon tions are to ba conducted by a state board of
While we rejoice that the supreme Ruler
Middlebury—Abraham Hetrick, Headley
The nomination whb made unanimous,
of the universe has made it possible for Craft, Robert Clarke, Lee Stillwell, Otho and Mr. Severns was called for. He re* Mr. ar.d Mrs. II. Y. R »wley, Chicago, fell and that of Louis Brown, his fireman, at horse shoers, vho will issue ceriificates to
those of the western hemisphere to supply McCarron.
sponded, and in a neat speech returned last week and dislocated her right arm. Clinton at the same time,
those passing the required teat. The board AVHY
the wants of their fellow-men in the East,
She was unable to accompany Mr. Quaid
Miller
—
D.
C.
Graham,
M.
C.
Bone,
S.
B.
— George Coleman, a former resident of is empowered by the law to perform for
thanks.
we deprecate and take no part in the unThe next thing in order was the selection home Friday.
Hunts, this county, was nominated tor horses much the same function that the
Christian-like sentiment which.for political Butcher, T. C Squires, W. H. Eagle.
Morris—A. A. McKenz’e, John Rinehart of a candidate for
The Dougherty club give the first recep Sheriff at Sanborn, I iwa, Saturday, by the state board of health does for human beings.
purposes, would return thanks to Him who
RECORDER.
hath blessed us and ask continuation of the J. N. Braddcck, C. W. B.ckley, T. J. Sharp’
tion of the season in their club rooms, on Democratic convention. Ninety six ballots Il will exercise a general control and regu
misfortunes of other nations—and to the Peter Mengert.
Six names were presented for this office, South Main street, Tuesday evenirg, in »vere required to nominate him.
Spectacles and Eye-glasses,
lation of horse shoers all over the state.
end that silver and wheat might not keep
when you can have the lenses
Pleasant—Wriliam Lewis, It. E. Horn,T as follows:
All apprentices will herealter be required to
honor
of
Miss
Anna
II
Human
and
Miss
apace in the depreciation of prices which is N. Taylor, Noble Weir, Mark Miller, Thos
— The bicjcle riders of the city made a
John 0. Beal, of Berlin, by W. H. Wood
fitted to your eyes and the
StoDy,
of
Akron.
attend
a
special
course
of
lectures
on
ana'oenervating the entire world.
ward, of Berlin.
parade of the principal streets of the city
frames fitted to your face at
Barber.
James W. Baker, of Jefferson, by Lee A.
We extend to the striking miners of the
The Alafretta Club gave an e-j ivahle Tuesday evening to mark the beginning of my of horses’feet before presenting them
Pike —Cyrus Hunter, George W Shipley, Miller, of Jefferson.
country our heartfelt sympathy and bid
dance Friday evening at Brennan’s Hall the new bicycle ordinance. It was an il selves for examination.
Legrand
Britton,
of
Howard,
by
Eli
A.
them God-speed and good cheer In this their Samuel Simmons, Wash Bowers. Ziba Leon
complimentary to Miss Millard, of Mt. Ver* luminated affair. Some of the floats were
Wolfe, of Howard.
peaceful struggle for justice and for bread ard. James McGinley, Edward Loney.
Jewelers and Opticians,
George A. Carter, of Mt. Veincn, by W. non. The Solid Four furnished the music. very creditable.
They Were Swindled.
and for the right of free speech from which
Wayne—Emerson Grubb, H. S. Darling, H. Pyle, of Mt. Vernon.
102 South Main Street.
—
Newark
Advocate.
Unsuspecting Seneca county farmers and
they are "enjoined"—and which is the “gov Miller Mendenhall. W. C. Lafever, Rev
— In the bicycle races at Canton Alonday
W.H. Smi’li of Liberty, by J. AV. Mctheir
wives
ate
being
swindled
out
of
vari

ernment by injunction" of which the Demo
Mr.
Charles
rfteveuson,
who
has
been
the
Car/on,
of
M
’
Vernon.
two Alt. Vernon riders won worthy laurels'
cratic party protested and warned the labor Cutler, Perry Coon, John Jones.
Alva B. Davis, of II iward, by Benj. guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G- Harve McCreary won the ten mile handicap ous amounts of money lately by a couple
First ward—Joseph Milless, John Pont- Parker, of II nvard.
ing masses of the country In 1896 and which
of individuals who represent themselves as
Stevenson, Erst High street, will return to
protest was so bitterly fought by the Repub icg, Thomas Hunt, Worthington Shipley,
In addition to the candidates presented, Washington Sunday to resume his duties in and finished sec ind in the mile handicap being sent out by the Tiffin board of health
and
the
half
mile
open.
C.
A.
Fritz
won
lican party and the corporate interests Alex Debolt, Jerome Rowley.
Ball and H. the House of Representatives.
votes were cast for I
with ins:ructions to examine into the condi
therein.
the mile ama’eur.
Second ward-Clarke Irvine, Max Meyers. C. Parker.
tion
of the water used on the farms. They
Miss
Anna
Heffernan,
who
has
been
the
John J. Kelley, James Cole, A. F. Rowley
— Will Baker lia9 opened a bowling alley make the examinations, find microbes in
lead ou the
That school where we all
guest
of
fiiends
in
the
city,
was
called
to
The free silver forces of Knox county
Third ward—J. W. Johnson, A. IL Sin
next
his
restaurant,
on
Vine
street.
The
prize on the
learn our costly lessons has
the well wafer, and examining further, find
her
home
in
Akron
Friday
by
a
telegram
have again united for battle against the ger. John B >yl<*, II. C Parker, Thomas
place is run on temperance principles,noth bacteria lurking everywhere. .Then the
he ballots:
proven that wire nails are
announcing
that
her
brother
had
lost
a
common enemy, and at Woodward Opera Gardner, E D. Taylor.
1
ing intoxicating being sold in the building.
not suitable for nailing on
.... 31
33
Beal...................................................
foot while riding a train to a wreck on the A lunch and cigar stand is being placed in horrified farmer and his wife see visions of
House last Saturday, in the largest, mo*t
Fourth ward-Joseph J. Fultz, Allen Baker
shingles. Cut steel nails
<5
... . IS
12
................................
all
manner
of
coutageous
diseases,
and
the
Valley road, out of Akron.
earnest, enthusiastic and harmonious con Fink, Austin D. Reese. Wm. A. Silcott, Britton..............................................
1
.... 8
are not much better.
the building. Dot Hyde is in charge of the swindlers succeed in selling them quantities
... . 14
1-1
Carter...................................................
vention that perhaps ever assembled in Emer AV. Tulloss, Harry N. Hill.
place,
90
.... 7171
Smith................................................ .....
of a so-called disinfectant,price aud amount
WOMEN’S MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
Knox county, placed a supeih ticket iu (lie
.... 23
Fifth ward—Joseph Huff, Wm. Porter, Davis..................................................
1
.... 11
— Ed. Leonard was arrested at the B. & of the goods governed by the fright of tlie
Ball..-..........................
field that will sweep the county from end to John II Anderson, David B. Tuttle.
.... 0
Parker ...............................
Annual Cortvention to be Held In O. depot Alonday afternoon by Baggageman parties approached. They have worked all
end, and record the sentiments and desires
8ixih ward—William Doty, E. C. Hinger,
On motion of John C. Beal the nomina
Plummer for being drunk and jumping on parts of the county, and have done a profit
Nails have stood the Test
This City.
of the people of Knox county in favor of George Murray, W. M. Derringer, Ed. IL tion of Mr. Smith was made uuauimous.
of Time. We have them
moving trains. He resisted and was badly able business.
the remonetization of silver, the opposi'ion Braddock.
At this point in the proceedings Chair
in stock. They will last ns
The Women's Foreign Missionary Society pounded up. Alayor Hunt fined him and
to Ifannaisrn, the Trust tariff and the Mc
Jerome Rowley, of the First ward, moved man Moore aunounced that Ihe candidates
long as the shingles.
School Examiner Appointed.
Kinley “prosperity” administration, by not the appointment of a committee of three on would hold a meeting at the Bimetallic will hold their annual convention in ihe a hobo each $10 and ordered them commit
ted
to
the
Zanesville
workhouse.
M.
E.
church,
iu
this
city,
beginning
Thurs

Probate Judge Levering bus announced
less than 500 majority. •
permanent organization. The motion car Club rooms in Mt. Veruon on Tuesday at 2 day morning, September 9. The following
It was a large crowd of ea;nett people ried and the chair appointed Jerome Row- p. m. to select an Executive committee.
— Rev. W. Turner, pastor of the Congre the appointment of R. L Jones, of Morgan
is the program:
that filled Woodward Opera House, and ley, C. M. Grubb and C. J. Updike.
gational church, in this city, has tendered township, as school examiner for three
The formal motion, as required by law,
MORNING SESSION—8:30 A. M.
Us if you want to makes
there was only one incident to mar the har
his resignation. Air. Turner succeeded Rev. years from the fiist of the month to suc
On motion, the following committee on was also adopted giving the Executive com
Opening set vices.
durable roof.
mony of the day, and that was the episode resolutions was-appointed: J. J. Fultz, J. mittee power to fill vacancies on the ticket
Sydney Strong H9 pastor in Afarcli, 1893. A ceed lion L. B Houck. Mr. Jones is a
Organization.
that occurred right at the beginning over C. Levering and John S. Boggs.
should any occur.
Address of welcome—Mrs- L. P. Hol meeting of the Board of Trustees has been teacher of eleven years standing in the
the selection of a temporary chairman, but
brook .
called for September 23, to lake action upon county, is a talented gentleman and thor
E. AV. Tulloss moved the appointment of
Next came the nomination for
Response
—
Mrs.
Edith
Brokaw.
that question was settled, and settled aright a committee of three to meet with the nom
the matter. Ilis resignation was due to ill oughly capable of the duties of the position.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.
Reports of auxiliaries.
Air. Houck, the retiring member, has
by the convention, and from that lime on inees of the convention and select an exec
8. R. Gotahall named Columbus Ewalt, of
Paper—“Discouragements in the Work” health.
been examiner in this county for nine years
the work of the convention progressed utive committee.
Mt. Vernon. No other names were pres —Mrs.J.Q Moore.
— Rollin Alorgan Hood, son of James F. past, and during that time examined over
without a jar and the utmost good feeling
Address -"Encouragements in the Work”
Clark Irvine offered an amendment that ented, and -on motion of Jerome Rowley
Hood, Esq., who formerly resided in this three thousaud applicants He was popu
—Miss Tnmo Inouye, Japan.
characterized the proceedings.
the power to select the executive committee the nomination was made by acclamation.
city, and will be remembered as a nephew lar with the teachers, having won their
Your Experience in the Work.
At the fron.t of the stage was festooned be delegated to the candidates without the Mr. Ewalt thanked the convention and
of the late Orlo Sperry, fatally shot himself, esteem by his fairness and impartiality. He
AFTERNOON 8E8SI0N—1 P. M.
a large flag in the center of which was a intervention of a committee. After some pledged himself to conduct the office with
while gunning near Washington City, last always evinced a deep interest in the sub
Devotional.
portrait of William J. Bryan. On one sids discussion of the question, the motion as out any selfish actuations and in the inter
Review of the year by district officers.
Friday. Deceased was a bright lad of 15 ject of education, nevar failed to attend
of the stage was a picture of the late Allen amended by Mr. Irvine was adopted.
“Echoes from the Branch Meeting”— years, qad was named afiet a former well
est of the public.
teachers’ institutes, and in every way en
Mrs Kate Balo.
INFIRMARY DIRECTOR.
G. Thurman, and on the other Horace I.
The convention then took a recess until 1
known citizen of Mt. Vernon.
Solo
—Miss Mabel Mitchell.
couraged teachers in their work.
For this office there were two aspirants—
Chapman, Democratic candidate for Gover o’clock p. m.
The ladies of Mt. Vernon
Recitation—Miss Hallie Cotton.
— A young man named Sells was arrested
Clarence C. Debolt, of Morgan, and Robert
nor.
“Practical Hints to Workers”—Miss Ruth
AFTERNOON SESSION.
and
vicinity are cordially in
Saturday night by the police on Sugar street
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
Marie Sites, China.
Oocupying a seat on the stage was Col.
At 1:20 o'clock Woodward opeia house D. Darling, of Wayne. The former was
vited to inspect the
3 p. m.—Short addresses by ministers for scaring women and peeping into houses.
Following is the list of unclaimed mail
A. Taylor, the well known journalist, was packed from pit to dome when Chair presented by Carey C. Logsdon, of Harri presen
t.
He was first discovered at the residence of matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon PostState correspondent of the Enqnir man Moore called the convention to order son, and the latter by Dr, A. D. Welker, of
4 p. m.—Miscellaneous business.
R. AI. Greer, while Air. Greer was absent, office for the week ending last Alonday:
Berlin. It was a neck and neck race, and
er, is ttr
in the Democratic conventions
EVENING SESSION—7 P. M.
Before the regular proceedings were com
and succeeded in giving Airs. Greer a fright
Air. Alison, Mrs. A. C. Burley,A. J. Berry,
Mr. Debolt won, receiving 83 votes to 81
througl
fchm
Seng service by the choir.
menced, Lee A. Bell, of Morgan township,
before he was driven away. He returned Rev. E. P Brown, John Bebout, J. M. Cox,
cast for Mr. Darling.
Recitation
—
‘
The
Call
from
Beyond
Die
THE CONVlfcxqyqN organizes
secured recognition, and stated that the con
Mary Drake, Mrs. Nan Deibl, P. E. Derry,
again, but was detected by Mr. Greer on the J.
This finished the work, and at 5 o’clock Sea”—Miss Iva Lewis.
R. Leroy, A K. McElroy, Mrs. Elizabeth
The call announced
the convention vention was honored by the presence of a the great convention adjourned.
Solo- Alias Mamie Johnson.
porch and escaped by rnnuiug up Alalberry Myers, Miss K. Minnie McCormick, Mrs.
Address—Miss Ruth Marie Sites.
would meet at 10 o’clock a.
for organi distinguished Demociat in the person of
street.
He
later
returned
and
was
captured
Fannie
Rennek, Miss Kate Rogers, Rev. J.
IN
Duet—Misses Mabsl Mitchell and Salora
zation, but as is customary wilUt ^0|itica 1 Col. AV. A. Taylor, and moved that he be
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE APPOINTED.
C. Tetor (2) Mis3 Minnie F. Trescott, Miss
by the police and locked up.
Black.
Susie Watson.
•
gatherings the delegates were ratherr aUvvv invited to address the convention. The mo
Incompliance with the instruction of the
Address—Rev. C. F. Johnson.
— Two smooth burglars succeeded in
Chas. E. Critchfield,
in assembling and it was 10:30 o’clock
ion carried, and Chairman Moore presented county convention, the candidates met at » Offering.
Pattern Hats
Postmaster.
Benediction.
making a haul at Dermody's tailoring es
Frank T. Mercer, chairman of the central Col. Taylor, who spoke briefly, but earnest the Bimetallic Club rooms Tuesday after
Mrs.
M.
B.
Mead
is
the
district
secretary
tablishment
Monday
shortly
after
dinner.
committee, rapped for order.
ly, stating that the Democrats of Kuox noon and selected the following Executive
and Bonnets,
The Presidential Party.
All the employes of the place had left to
Mr. Mercor announced that the committee county dill not need any speeches to incite committee: John M. Blocher, F. 0. Lever and Mrs. R. C. Edwards, treasurer.
join in the celebration of labor day, except
President McKinley and Alark Hanna
had selected Frank M tore for temporary them to do their duty. He referred to the ing, Frank Moore, Frank Harper, E. W.
— The Mt. Vernon Telephone Co. has Martin Dermody. who remained u short passed through tliis city Saturday noon
chairman. Clark Irvine was on his feet in magnificent victory Retrieved by the free Tulloss, C. W. McKee, James Tighe, A. R.
AT
an instant opposing the action ot the com silver forces of this county j«st year, and McIntire, Thos. E.Taugher, 8. R Gotsliall, placed ’phone 31G in Clifford Blue’s meat time to finish gome work lie had on hand. north on the C., A. &C. They were met at
all
of
Mt.
Vernon;
C.
J.
Updyke.
Ililliar;
1’wo fellows walked in and while one was the depot by a small crowd. The President
mittee, and w'as proceeding to dsliver a said if all the other counties had done as P. A. Berry and Sylvester Weiker, Howard; market, on East Pleasant street.
MISSES McCOUGH & DER.WS,
— Mr. no ward Harper, having purchased representing himself as a tailor the other remained on the car steps and shook hands
speech when he was ruled out of order by well as Knox the electoral vote of Ohio Channing F. Rice. Union; W. L. BottenChairman Mercer, who invited Mr. Moore would have been recorded for Williams lield, Milford; I)r. H 8- Darling, Wayne; back his real estate, loan and insurance walked out with the goods One piece was with all who presented themselves, whila
East Vine Street.
business, of Air. John Cooper, has resumed recovered later near the B. & O. tracks. The Senator Hanna alighted and was introduced
to the stage to assume-the duties of tempo Bryan. He said the delegates present had Joseph F Blubaugh, Jefferson.
The Executive committee will meet next business in his old office in the Masonic police searched for the fellows, but they had
rary chairman. Mr. Mooie, from the space it in their power to name such a ticket as Saturday morning at 10 o’clock at Ihe Bi
around by Burgess McElroy and Bill
ski pped.
Temple.
Ilogue.
in front of the stage, addressed the conven would itself be elected and also assist in metallic club room to organize.

The Free Silver Forces of Knox Coun
ty Unite

And Place an Exceptionally Strong Ticket
in the Field.

Giving the Assurance That Knox County Wi’I Do
Part Toward the Dethronement of Mark

READY-MADE

YOUNG & CI.ARK’S,

EXPERIENCE,

IRON CUT .

COME AND SEE

BOGARDDS & CO.

SUMMER MILLINERY!

Elegant Display of

- Millinery

J
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THE REAPER’S HARVEST.
Mortality of the City and County for

Bill BI! Bfiliax es

the Week.

Eddie llolz, of Jellow

TAtIMA.

Word was received in Ihe ci y Monday
Killed Tuesday
evening that Mr. Jerry Thuma, a former
well known citizen, had been found dtad
in his barn near Leverirgs. He was about Ry
tlie Accidental Ris
his faun Monday forenoon iu apparently
charge
of a Gun.
good health and his body was fuund short
ly after dinner. Air. Thuma was formerly
in partnership with Air. A. Stephens in the In Company With a Brother Was
carriage business in ibis city and only re
Hunting Squirrels—Had Climbed a
moved lo his farm about three years ago.

Tree lo Dislodge a Squirrel AYlien
the Gnu AVns Accidentally Dis
charged.

HARRI8.

Mrs. Polly Ilarri®, wife of Brown Harris,
and grandmother of Mr. Emer AV. Tulloss,
of this city, died at her home in Red Oak,
AV« iri comes front Jelloway of anothrr
Iowa, September 1, aged 75 years. She fo..
merly lived in Miller township, this county, shocking fatali-.y, and as in sue case of a
and a brother, Dennis Daily, lives in Lib few months ago, a small boy's life is the
panahy. Fiom our eo’-<espood mt at lhat
erty township.
place is learned the fai-t«, as (follows: Two
sons of A. G. M > z a
II
_de mCde.
Mrs. Hannah De Mude, aged 84, died at near lhat place, niinied AiLliur and Eddie,
Amity Tuesday of flux. The remains were aged 11 and Ojea’s, r»?q < erively, stcured an
old shot gun Tuesday afternoon and went
interred in Alound View AVednesday.
into a neighboring wood to shoot squirrels.
Two Dailies.
They succeede 1 in lue.iiiog one of the little
Alt. Vernon is now blessed with two dai animals iu a sin >11 Pee, but were unable to
lies. On Alonday evening the Republican get within proper range. The younger of
put the li’sl issue of its new venture, a sev the boys chni ivd tits tree to scare the squir
en column folio, into the field at six cents rel from its security, while the other bey
*
per week. This move forced the News peo remained on the ground. He carried the
ple to reduce the price of their daily to h gun upon his shoulder. In attempting to
litre figure.
lower the hammer, the ttun was dis
The situation promises to develop into a charged and the whole load struck the hoy
pretty fight between the two rivals which in the tree, tearing his brains out. He fell
can have but one result The city cannot to the ground in a lump.
support two dailies. It lies always been e
Arthur, the one who hid held the gun,
question whether it ever supported one began screaming and started for u neighbor
However, the Banner will continue to at ing field where ilis father was engaged in
tend to its own affairs and issue the best threshing. Hearing Iris sc;eanis seme of
family newspaper iu the county.
the men ran to meet him, but he fainted
from fright before they met him and was
Plenty of Trouble.
unable to tell what had happened. A search
There seems to have been more trouble was made for Eddie, but be was not found.
on the streets Saturday night than on a like Finally, Arthur revived sufficiently to tell
night for a long time The police were kept what had happened aud the dead boy was
on the run until almost morning qcelling easily found. The father was the first
personal differences which arose on account reach his son and was heart broken over
of Ihe brand of tangle foot imbibed. One the sad sight which gree’ed him.
man was pretty seriously beaten ou Frpnt
This nukes the third shooting affray in
s rest.
that vicinity in which children have been
On Sunday evening hostilities were re implicated. Last winter an eld£r brdther
sumed on Mulberry street at a point be accidentally shot the mother in the knee
tween Vine and Gambier, and several shots with a pistol, from which she has not fully
were fired in pursuit of a man who ran up recovered. The funeral will occur Thurs
street hatless. The man returned shortly day morning, from the home.
with a gun as long as a boot and stood on
theopposiie side of the street inviting the
gang to come over and start something No
one responded and further trouble was
averted.

THE MT. VERNON

\

I7DEP QTDUDT D

Baptist Association.

The annual sessions of the Mt. Vernon
Baptist Association closed in this city Thurs
day evening. It was decided to hold the
next meeting of the Association at Beulah
Chapel, the Thursday before the fi’st Sun
day in September, 1898. Rev. Will A
Kellarn is to preach the introductory ser
mon. The officers elected were, Aloderator
Mr. Samuel Lewis,Radnor; Clerk, Rev. C. J.
Rose, Mt. Veruon; Treasurer, Air. AVilliam
Mercer, Alartinsburg.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bronto Quinine Tab
lets. All druggists refund the money if
it fails to cure. 25c.

WILL BE HELD ON

Tuesday, Wednesday ail
Thursday,
SEPTEMBER 28th, 29th and 30th
h will be the Greatest Fair
in Ohio.

LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

Corrected weekly by the Nforth-Weet
MORE PREMIUMS.
ern Elevator & Mill Co.
Wheat (old)........................................ 87
MORE EXHIBITS.
Wheat (new)...................................... 87
MORE PEOPLE.
Corn................................................... 80
Oats...................................................
17
MORE BANDS
Taylor’sDiadeir. Flour.................... $1.40
“
Best Flour........................ 1.30
DON’T FORGET THE DATE.
Bran, per ton................................ $ 12.00
Shorts, per ton............................... 12.00
Cash paid for wheat.
Money to Loan.
Insurance to Sell.

C. W. McKEE,

LOCAL NOTICES

w-

eneral insurance agent, o
lice 8. W. cor. Public 8quare anu
High Btreet.

G

Fur Sale.
One fire-proof safe.
One gas stove.
One base burner.
Home Building <fc Loan Co.

DO YOU SEE ?
Most People Don’t. There’s
something wrong with their
eyes. Objects are indistinct or
seem blurred. Have dull head
aches and nervous trouble.
These are symptoms in which
delay means danger. An ex
amination will disclose any de
fects in vision. AVe make Ex
amination Free. AVe get the
praise of people for the relief
we have brought them.

Public Sale of Cattle.
I will sell at Hunt’s Station, on Mon
day, September 13, at 10 o’clock, 100
head yearling and two year old steers
and heifers. Terms, cash.
Wilmot Sperry, Agent.
Linoleum at Beam’s 12 feet wide.

House keepers, go to Beam’s for
dishes and house furnishing goods.

II. J. Heinz Vinegar
Especially for putting up pickels so
they will not spoil, just the rightstrength
at Warner AV. Miller’s.

FRED A CLOUGH,

$10 Dinner Sets 100 pieces for $0.50 at
Frank L. Beam’s.

/

OPTICIAN.

Alessrs. R. 8. Hull, Worthington Shipley,
H. C. Swetland, left for Toledo Tues lay to
aitend the state conclave of the Knigli's
Templar.

0
0

New things in dishes, pretty decora
tions and shapes and at lower price
than ever before. Have a look at them
at Arnold’s.

Until March 15th, a discount of 20
per cent, on all fancy china and cut
glass at Frank L. Beam’s.
The Sherwood Block
For cleaning irons, reduced from 25
cents to 10 cents each at Warner W.

Miller’s.

Rogers & Bros., silver plated ware,
the AVra. Rogers M’f’g. Co., silver plated
ware at Beam’s. You can take your
choice, both makes guaranteed.
Galvanie Soap. Galvanic Soap.
Try it for general use and you will use
tin other. Only 5 cents a cake at Warner
AV. Miller’s.

1,000 Window Shades 3 feet wide, G
feet long, mounted on spring roilet% at
Frank L. Beam’s.

Diamond Dyes at Dever's.
Handy Package Dyes at Dever's.
Peerless Dyes at Dever’s.
I’erfcdion Dyes al Dever’s.
Pntnam’s Fadeless Dyes at
Dever’s.
The Old Fashioned Dyes at
Dever’s.
Antyhingot Dever to he had in a
first-elass drna
ah store.
He has anything and everything.
Give him a call. Nothing; hut the hest
grade. West side public square. T’lione g
So. 26?».
The place lo get a Fountain Syringe
or Hot Water Bottles is at

DEVER’S.

Coffee! Coflee!!
A first class coffee for 10 cents a pound
at Warner Miller’s.

Another lot of those rugs at $1.49,
worth $2 50. Secure one soon as they
don’tjast long.
E. O. Arnold.

New Honey.
Just received a fine lot of new white
clover honey only 15 cents a pound at
AVarner AV. Miller’s.

Fifrture Frames made to order at
Frank L. Beam’s.
Beautiful carpets, newest styles,special
patterns and at lowest prices. All wool
ingrain 37 cents. Don’t buy a carpet
until you look at Arnold’s
AVindow Shades at Beam’s.

Mixed S^ces.
You Need

Celery Seed,
Mustard Seed,
Ginger,
Cloves, Mustard,
Pepper, Cassia Buds
Turmeric.
CORKS, large and small, round and
flat, at

11AKKY 31. GREEN’S Drug Store-

Baby carriages in great variety; cele
brated AVhitney make. Best carriage
made. Prices lowest. E. O. Arnold.
Don’t forget that the finest line, larg
est variety and lowest prices on AA’ali
Paper is at Arnold’s.

’ School Time Ones Mere!e
Get your books ready.

Fruit Jars. Fruit Jars.
Mason and Lighting Self-sealers at
AATarner AV. Miller’s.
AVindow shades in the new colors and
best styles at lowest prices at Arnold’s.
A special offer of solid oak curtain poles
at 25 cents in latest style small' pole.
See it.
E. O. Arnold.

Munuiueufs.
Superior workmanship and lowest

AYe have a full line of Tablets
for a small amount.

Sec our Slate Sponges, the J
finest and largest on 1lie
market for the money.

prices. 407 West ATine St.
AVarner AV. Miller, Prop.

Buy your AVall Paper now at Beam’s
clearing sale—2,000 rolls 35c wall paper
at 15 cents.

1 MANY

People have catarrh and
mow it. If it is
suspected try the ShlckB aliinny Catarrh Cure! It is a harm,•* less and eflective remedy that will enable
you to determine whether you have the
disease. Price 35 cents, at all Drug Stores.

*
j.
¥
K

A

. . . Renumber the place . . .

Craft &
Taugher,
K«st Si«’e Public Square.
Telephone 36.

L

Only a Summer Belle.
Changes In Cave Dwelling Animals.
Mr. Nicefellow—I am delighted to
“The influence of environment upon
hour that your beautiful sister is back organisms is nowhere more striking,”
from the South. She is always such a says Science, “than iu tho case of ani
t?
§
mals which find themselves acciden
belle at the summer resorts. I hope tally lost in»caves and which succeed in
The buggy was ready, and Jose stood cowboys—well, what’s the matter?”
her (light southward every winter is not accustoming themselves to the situa
at the mare’s head, waiting for me to
Nature’s Detectives.
Jose stamped and swore aloud.
due to ill health.
tion iu spite of its difficulties. M. Ar
“Matter! Carrambas! You no sabe;
When a crime is committed, no matter in mount.
Little Boy—No, but in cold weather mand Vire gives some notes on his ob
What corner of the earth the criminal tries
servations in tho Comptes Reudus. Tho
“Now, don’t forget what I told you Desperado cowboys, these. Me know
up here her nose get red.
to hide, he
principal difference in the situation
Mrs. Laura E. Mims, of Smithville,Ga.,
Ah! vacheros diavolos. Vaknows that last night,” said my partner in a low horses.
“As il'a brick were h ing in my stom consists in the absence of light and in
probably tone, as I filled the belt of my revolver mos, you”—turning to the women, and says: “A small pimple of a strawberry
color appeared on my cheek; it soon ach" is the description by a dyspeptic of the rarity of animal prey. Tho eye al
somewhere
or other on —“Coils Army”—with its complement still speaking in broken English—“in ea- began to grow rapidly, notwithstand
ways becomes atrophied to a degree
the look • out of thirty-live cartridges. “Though Mexi sa. P’r’aps no. And you, set or,run—run ing all efforts to check it.
My his feeling after eating.
which varies with the species and also
is a detective
eye became terribly
This is one of the commonest symp with the individual. There is some
waiting to cans are meaner than snakes on the fast away,” pointing to the river. “Go
inflamed, and was so
lay his hand ranches, and no sane man would trust very smart, and cowboys no catch yr u
swollen that for quite toms of indigestion. If you hava it take times a difference between tho two eyes
on him.
of a single individual. The eyes are to
a while I could not Shaker Digestive Cordial.
When any them with the worth of an old shoe at all.”
see.
The doctors
Not only this symptom, hut all the a certain extent replaced by other or
disease at button, they take a different line on
I locked around without moving, as
tacks man
said T had Cancer of symptoms of indigestion are cured by gans of sense; the antennae of the
The women had
kind and their own ground. You had better bewildered as ever.
the most malignant
campodes become, in some individuals,
hides itself keep your six-shooter untied until the scurried into the house like rabbi's
type, and after ex .Shaker Digestive Cordial.
twice as long as usual, and sometimes
in the human
hausting
their
efforts
So
many
medicines
to
cure
this
one
longer than the entire body. The tactile
system, no women of the placo show up, then take into a hole, and from two neighorwithout
doing
me
disorder Only one that can bo called hairs with which the body is covered
matter how off the whole concern and hand it. over ing houses three Mexicans were tear
any
good,
they
gave
obscure or
hopeless. When in successful, because only one that acts in obtain an exaggerated development, aud
complicated to Jose’s wif»», and don’t ask for it until ing up to us at full speed, their faces
the disease you leave the next day. Take care of as anxious as J( se’s.
formed that my father had died from a simple, natural, and yet scientific way. in the crustaceans sometimes even in
vade the ocular globe. Hearing does not
may be, Na
the same disease, they said I must die, Shaker Digestive Cordial.
“What are you afraid of?” I exclaimed as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
ture among yourself, lad.”
seem to be accentuated, but the sense of
Purely
vegetable,
aud
containing
no
her great
In a few minutes the old ranch was angrily, shortly, feeling strongly inclined 1 “At this crisis, I was advised to try
smell is very acute, and a bit of tainted
force of deS.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer dangerous ingredients, Shaker Digestive flesh becomes invaded in a very few
bowling * to laugh. “We are five to two.”
____
tective reme fading out of sight and I w
to discharge and continued to do , Cordial tones up, strengthens, and re- minutes with a largo colony of animals.
dies has one that will eventually hunt dowrt
Jose shook bis head impatiently and began
merrily across the prairie toward the
so for three months, then it began to .
. ,
...
and arrest that particular disease.
heal. I continued the medicine a while . s^orcs 1° health all the Digestive organs, Tho organs of digestion become very
L,ung and bronchial diseases are among Ponil, a Mexican village forty miles swore again.
considerably modified in those species
the most baffling complaints which doctors
“Si si, si. But we have not one pie- longer until the Cancer disappeared en- ' Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to $1 which are naturally carnivorous, and
have to deal with; because it isn’t the lungs to the northwest; on the eastern slope
tirely. This was several years ago and ft
or bronchial tubes alone which are affected, of the Rocky Mountains. My compan- tol, and you are a boy. They have there has been no return of the disease.”
in two staphylins the mandibles were
but every corner of the system furnishes a
ion was a swarthy youth of eighteen, rifles, everything, and they are vacheros
A severe wind and hail storm occur found to be completely atrophied. Every
lurking place for these elusive maladies.
They change and reappear and dodge with fine eyes, a fiat nose, and a wide, with much whisky in them. Ah, los
red south of College Corner Thursday animal is more or less completely deabout the system under numberless dis ugly mouth. Jose was a thorough Mexi diavolos! You do not know, you know
Cancer is a blood disease, and only a , evening. The hail was nearly two pigmeuted, bat those which had no
guises. They are almost always compli
blood remedy will cure it. . S. S. S. J inches deep and nearly ruined the corn traco of color remaining began to have
cated with liver or stomach troubles, nerv can, with the manners anil speech of a nothing!”
numerous little black spots disseminated
{guaranteed purely vegetable} is a real and other growing crops.
ousness, neuralgia, or “general debility.” Spaniard, and the stolid taciturnity of
over the whole body after they had
The horsemen were not faraway now, blood remedy, and never fails to per
The best detective remedy which Nature
There is Nothing So Good.
has provided to search out and arrest these an Indian; a man who would kill his hut I had not seen them yet, as they manently cure Cancer, Scrofula, Eczema,
been kept for a month in the light, and
Rheumatism or any other disease of the
perplexing ailments is Dr. Pierce’s Golden
There is nothing just «9 good as Dr. these spots were jiarticularly abundant
Send for our books King
Medical Discovery.
It lays an arresting best friend if necessity or anger prompt were riding from the west, and Jose’s blood.
’s New Discoveiy for Consumption,
hand directly upon the poisonous, paralyz ed him, yet who obeyed his elder broth house lay between us. Now, the Mexi on Cancer
and
Blood Diseases, Coughs, and Colds, so demsnd it and do iu those parts (antennae and claws)
which had been accidentally lost and
ing elements hiding in the liver ana diges
not pemiit the dealer to sell you some suber like a child and could be trusted to can, finding me hopelessly careless of mailed free to
tive organs.
wore in nAnrss of restoration. ”
sti
u'e.
He
will'not
claim
there
is
any

It gives the blood-making glands power ondure any privation and brave any my own safety, went off hastily to con any
address.
thing better, but in order to make more
to manufacture an abundant supply of pure,
Twelve thousand people attended the
profit he may claim something else to be
red, highly vitalized blood which reinforces danger for the sake of a flock of sheep. front the visitors, followed by his friends. Swift Specific
just as good. You want Dr. King’s New picnic of the Maccabees of North-east
the lungs with healthy tissue ; feeds the
We were among the mountains now,
The men had scarcely disappeared Co. Atlanta, Ga.
Discovery hecause you know it to be safe ern Ohio at Silver Lake Friday. It was
nerve-centres with power, and builds up
and the ranch and the sheep and the around the corner of the house when a
I and reliable, and guaranteed to do good or the largest picnic of the kind in the his
solid muscular flesh and active energy.
'
money
refunded. For Coughs, Colds, ConFor weak lungs, spitting of blood, shortness old life were forty miles away. At last solution of Jose’s panic dawned upon
"She says it’s her first summer at the I sumption
and for all affee'iona Throat, tory of the order.
of breath, nasal catarrh, bronchitis, severe
turning
off
upon
a
track
which
branch

seashore.
”
me. Mexicans have an intense dread
I Chest and Lungs, (here is nothing so good
coughs, asthma, and kindred affections, it
The victories of Hood’s
“
It
was
unnecessary
’
for
her
to
men

I as is Dr. King’s New Discovery. Trial
is a sovereign remedy. While it promptly ed to the right of the main road, we of the low class cowboy. They are not
tion
the
fact.
All
of
the
rest
of
the
girls
cures the severest cough it strengthens
Sarsaparilla over all
.
hottie
free
at
Geo.
R.
Baker
&
Sons
drug
came upon a most refreshing thing, a superlatively courageous, as a rule, but, knew it.”
the system and purifies the blood.
store.
3
Forms of disease
running stream, which Jose pointed out having a good deal of devil-may-care
.“Made some fearful blunder, has
Conclusively prove
McCormick’s general store at Rays to me os the Rio Cimmarron, on the recklessness about them, and being per she?”
At Blanchester, a dwelling belonging
ville was burglarized Thursday night. hanks of which, two miles further on,
That it is an unequalled
“
Well,
I
should
think
so.
Why,
she
to
Isaac
Hixon,
of
Cincinnati,
but
occu

fectly well aware of the fear they inspire
Five suits of clothes, six pairs of
actually wore her bathing suit into the pied by Matthew Moon,at Midland City,
Blood purifyer. It conquers
trousers, four pairs of shoes, six neglige his native village stood, and where our in the Mexican breast, they are a ter water.”
was destroyed by lire. Losb $3,000.
the demon, Scrofula,
journey
came
to
an
cud.
shirts aud a lot of hats were stolen.
rible scourge to the poor half breeds. I
Relieves the itching and burning of
When bilious or costive, eat a CascaIt seemed a short two miles, for the ran to the house and called:
The Christian Era.
salt
rheum, cures running sores, ulcers,
ret
candy
’
cathartic,
cure
guaranteed,
Try Allen’s Poot-Fase,
road was level again, and we spun on at
“Senora, mio pistola, quick!” There
Tho “Christian era” was suggested 10c. 25c.
boils, pimples, and every other form of
A powder to be shaken into the shoes a merry pace, at intervals meeting some
was a bustle inside. The rusty hinges of or devised by Dionysius Exiguus, a Ro
humor or disease originating in impure
At this season your feet feel swollen relative of Jose’s, each man raising his
She Found a Quiet Spot.
the big door squeaked, a little face, pale man monk, who, in 527, began its use
blood. The cures by Hood’s Sarsapa
and hot, and get tired easily. If you hat with a polite Spanish greeting,
A wopian traveled 13 miles on a
and haggard with apprehension, and and proposed that all public and private
have smarting feet or tight shoes, try which I fear was acknowledged very
documents should be dated “in the year street car, walked four blocks and climb rilla are cures—absolute, permanent,
looking at me with great, appealing of our Lord. ” It did not comointo gen
perfect cures. They are based upon its
Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet grimly by me, for beneath the hats I
eyes, peered out, and in another minute eral use in France until the eighth cen ed two flights of stairs that she might great power to purify aud enrich the
and makes walking easy. Cures and saw sharp eyes peering suspiciously at
my revolver and knife were in their right tury, nor in England until July, 816; look down on the Board of Trade.
blood.
prevents swollen and sweating feet, my equipment; and as we came in sight
It was the hour of buying and selling.
places. As I fastened the buckle anil in Spain it was not adopted until the
blisters and callous spots. Relieves of the little town, and Jose whipped up
The postoffice at Jacksontown was
bitched the belt into position, I heard eloventh century; in Portugal was made Pandemonium ruled the roost.
corns and bunions of all pain and gives the mare to enter the place in style, !
The woman turned to one at her side. robbed, but Postmaster \V. E. Wallace
the loud voices of the cowboys thick in legal in 1415; in the empire of tho east
had removed the larger part of the
it was established by royal edict in
rest and comfort. Try it today. Sold felt a peculiar disinclination to relin
utterance, hailing Jose. I was just in 1453, a few weeks before the fall of “When does the shoiv begin?”she asked, money and stamps. The burglars got
by all druggists and shoe stores for 25c quish my trusty and beloved six-shooter
hesitatingly.
time, after all. The men had stopped Constantinople.
away with about $29.
Trial package free. Address, Allen S. to any senora whatsoever. But as we
“It is on even now,” he replied.
to speak to the Mexican, and lis
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
A Simple Precaution.
descended the last hill and drew up ten to a polite expression of regret
“Fiddlesticks!” exclaimed the woman,
A Great Comfort.
Landlady (of country inn, on the eve and turned away in disgust. "This is
before a gray adobe dwelling, with the that his family were from home, in
A mother’s love is comforting, hut if
Offiei tls of the Kinsman Fair Asso- smallest windows and largest door I had
reply to which they vouchsafed a volley of a popular holiday, to her daughter, merely a great calm.”
the baby suffers while teething, Dr.
ci ition caused the arrest of William
who is kneading the dough for a cake)—
ever
seen,
my
suspicions
died
away
and
She had been to a marked-down bar
of oaths and tipsy laughter. Now came Resei, you’d better put a couple of eggs
Beds 11. of Youngstown, on a charge of
Bull’s Baby Syrup is necessary to
selling liquor at the fair. Bedell failed gave place to a feeling which I had not the jingle of spurs, as the vacheros ap and a bit of butter into the cake. It gain sale only the day before.
ease the discomfort and remove at
to give $200 bail and was brought to experienced for many months. Grouped proached the house with the evident in looks as if we were goigg to havo a
One
Man
’
s
Opinion.
tending pains so that the baby may rest.
W.i rren jail. Kinsman is dry.
in the big doorway of Jose’s homestead tention of seeing for themselves.
storm, and if the townsfolk don’t stir
‘
Is
it
any
more
dangerous
to
ride
“My baby was sick from cutting teeth;
out tomorrow we shall have to eat it
were half a dozen girls—girls with soft
My time had come. I set my teeth,
tandem than a regular bicycle?”
I bought Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup and
Did You Evei
brown eyes, delicate features and trim loosened my revolver in its sheath, ourselves. ’ ’—Rulirbote.
“I should say it was. I have known found it very good for children teeth
Try Electric Ritters ns a remedy tor your
troubles.? If not. get a bottle now and get little figures. I felt the color rush into stepped around the corner of the house
Jacob H. Venable has sued the Salem of two cases in which tandem riding ing. I can not praise it too highly.
relief. I bis medicine lias been found to be my cheeks and a queer sensation of
Wire Nail Company for $10,000 dam has plunged a clerk on a small salary Mrs.J.E. Smith, Reams Station, Va.”
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of pleasure pass through my whole being and came face to face with my visitors.
ages for injuries. A loaded wire reel
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder
into matrimony.
Dr. John W. Bull’s Baby Syrup is sold
At the sight of a white man they gave fell upon him, crippling him for life.
ful direct influence in giving strength and Off came my hat as the buggy stopped
every where for 25 cents. It is the best.
toneto the «<ru,'ius. If you have Loss of with a spirited jerk, and the next mo an exclamation of surprise and pulled
Appetite, Cousiipalpui, Headache, Fainting
ment I was bowing with all the grace I up sharply. Then there was a profound
Senator “Billy” Mason.
Spells, or are Netvoiis, Sleepless, Excitable
Melancholy or iroubl-.l wi h Dizzy Spells, could muster, which was not much, and silence.
Stephen A. Douglas, Jr., and a party
Electric Bitters is 'he tn divine you need.
The position was a delicate one for
of friends were discussing the various
Health ami Strengtb •<>« go-r oiteed by i» offering my revolver, knife and beaded
use. Large bottles nnlv fffiv ceut6 at G. R belt to the little senora, whose dark eyes all parties. The fingers of my right
degrees of confidence they had in the
Baker and Sons Ihug store
3
Hashed with gratification, and who hand rested upon the hilt of my re
Better stay at home and get
p 'liticians of the Windy City.
thanked me with a courtesy which volver and my eyes were fixed with
“I haven’t much faith in Mason,”said
A disp itch from What Cheer, Iowa, would have become the Queen of Spain great steadfastness upon the center but
Douglas.
says that Matthew Snaic w«- ki led in herself.
ton of the foremost cowboy’s coat. It
“And why not?” asked one of Mason’s
the Crescent coni mil e at tlu>t place
The sun was low in the horizon when was, therefore, patent that I meant busi
supporters.
ALonday by falling slate lie lived in
HRcking county until within the last two I sat down with Jose to our evening ness. On the other hand I had two
“Well, [ never could have much conor three years.
meal. We demolished it in solitary men against me, more heavily armed
fi ience in a man who has to back up to
state, waited upon by the senora’s sister, than myself, probably better shots and
a do 'r in order to knock/’replied young
Try Grain O!
Try Grain-O !
an exceedingly pretty girl of fourteen, excited with whisky, so that I was not
Di>u alas
Ask your grocer to show you a pack with the hearing of a woman of four- happy or confident at all, and not in
age of GRAIN-0, the new food drink n nd twenty. The errand that brought the least inclined to begin.
from your grocer, Sold everythat takes the place of coffee. Thi me to the Ponil was the buggy in which
At last the man nearest to me ob
where and
children may drink it without injury as we had driven thither. Jose had bought served in an off-hand but sober voice:
well as the adult. All who try it, like it to convey it home, had borrowed our
“Izicated here, Captain?”
Cteans Everything
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
it. GRAIN O has that rich seal brown mare, which I was to ride back on the
“Yes.”
MADE ONLY BY
The
following account has been filed for
of Mocha or Java, but it is made from following day. Thus I had still a break
“For the night?”
settlement and w il be heard on Friday,
THE
N.
K.
FAIRBANK
COMPANY,
September
10, 1S97, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
pure grains, and the most delicate stom fast to got through at Ponil, and forty
“Yes.”
fith partial account of C. R. Tulloss, ad
Chicago. St. Louie. New York. Boston. Philadelphia.
ministrator
of R. S. Tulloss.
ach receives it without distress. 1 the miles to ride afterward under a burning
“■Taken your own quarters?”
FRANK O. LEVERING,
price of coffee. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per sun. The probable nature of this break
“No; come by invitation.”
Probate Judge.
Our Temperature.
Understood
the
Case.
package. Sold by all grocers.
“Alone?”
fast was a serious anxiety to me as I ate
The ordinary temperature of an adult
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
“Yes.”
Mrs. Lakeside—T wish to get a divorce when a thermometer is placed in the
my supper, and the meal was disposed
The following account has been filed for
“So? Well, then, I gues3 I’ll get from my hnshand for outrageous cruelty, armpit is 98.4 degrees, in the mouth settlement and will be heard on Friday,
The Odd Fellows of Marion, Union of in solemn silence. When it was fin
September
10, 1897, at 9 o’clock a. m.:
99.5 degrees. The blood is about 100
and Delaware counties held their Tri- ished we adjourned to a grassy bank down. Eh, Jose?”
inhumanity, brutality, non-support.
3d partial account of W. D. Miller, trustee
degrees.
Blood
heat
is
marked
on
tho
of
Margaret
Miller.
County Picnic at the Delaware County
Chicago Lawyer—I must have $50
He made a movement toward slip
FRANK O. LEVERING,
thermometer at 99 degrees F. In fevers
FairGroundsFriday. Nearly every lodge outside the house to smoke a quiet pipe.
Probate Judge.
in the three counties, representing 1,700 I lay back at my ease and drowsily ping from his horse, but his eye never retaining fee first, madam.
this is much exceeded, and the heat of
“
But
I
haven
’
t
got
it.
I
spent
the
last
swerved
from
my
right
hand,
which
now
NOTICE
OF
HEARING
AN
ACCOUNT.
watched the girls, who were sitting to
men, was represented.
the patient may rise to 105 degrees or
X
$50 my husband gave me for this bonnet 106 degrees. A higher tomperature than
gether a little ways off, busily sewing- trembled visibly.
The following account has been tiled for
and will be heard on Friday,
this will generally prove fatal unless settlement
Jose was with them, fingering a piece of
I bent forward slightly, and, drawing this very morning.”
September 10, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
it descends very quiokly. The highest ' 7th partial account of C. F. Colville, guar
“Won’t he give you any more?”
stuff—presumably a new’ dress—which my revolver a few inches from its
temperatures recorded have been iu dian of Florence, Lucy, Ida and George
“Not for several days, anyhow.”
his wife had placed upon his knee for sheath, laid my left hand upon the
some cases of rheumatic fever, when Westlake.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
“Well, perhaps the gentleman you that of the body rose to 109 degrees
inspection. It was a pretty, homelike handle of my knife.
Probate Judge.
/or Infants and Children.
wish to marry will lend it to you.”
scene, and I smile to myself as I re
aud even to 111 degrees
“There’s a very decent camping
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
membered the absurd hesitation I had place two miles further on,” I said, slow
Tho ftOThe following account has been filed for
* isa
slmilo
foil at relinquishing my revolver.
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
every
Signature
lySeptember 10,1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
Wl.
sa
1 turned to knock the ashes from
I 1st partial account of James R. McElroy,
The cowboy hesitated, and turned to
trustee of Walter McClelland.
my pipe, which had gone out, and was bis companion. A few words passed
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
about to relight it, when my attention between them, which I could not hear;
At St. Paris an electrical storm Sun was caught by an odd pattering sound,
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
then
my
friend
remarked
in
a
mild
and
day’ evening blew down trees and fences.
The following account has been filed for
The Pennsylvania Railroad suffered the the distant tramp of galloping horses. I patronizing tone, without dismounting:
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
sat up and called to Jose. He was smil “Are you a buster, young man?”
loss of several targets at its tower.
Sejitember 10.1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
3d partial account of Janies McKinstrv,
ing at the time, playfully pulling his
guardian of Allie M. McKinstrv.
“Not as a rule. But there’s not room
Don’t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life wife’s hair; at my words and gesture he
FRANK O. LEVERING.
for more than one white man in the
Away.
Probate Judge.
If you want to quit tobacco using easily sprang to his feet w ith a startled look Ponil tonight.”
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
and forever, be mane well, strong, magnetic, and ran quickly to a place whence the
“We guess there is, though.”
ALL
lull of new life and vigor, take No-To-Bac,
10*
The following account has been filed for
the wonder-worker that makes weak men road to Cimmarron was visible for two
“Then it’ll be your own funeral.’
_________
DRUGGISTS
settlement ana will be heard on Friday.
25* 50*
strong. Many gain ten pounds in ten days. miles. He stood there for nearly a min
September 10. 1897. at 9 o’clock a. m.:
' A P.tJAT I1TPT V fill AP ANTPPH to cnre any case of constlp.it ion. Cascarcts are tlie Iilcnl I.nxaOver 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac from
Another pause. I began to find
2d partial account of Henrv S. Hills, ad
1
ilUuvhu
lull
1
UUflllnli
1
Lull
tier,
never
crip
or
pripo.bat
cause
easy
natural
results.
Sam

your own druggist, who will guarantee a ute, shading his eyes with his hand,
ministrator
of Julia F. Stewart.
ple and booklet free. Ad. STEELING KE5IEDT <:().. Chicago, Kontreni. Can.. orNew York.
cure. Booklet aud sample mailed free. Ad. then he ran back to us, and such a breathing a laborious business, and
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Btorling Remedy Cb., Chicago orNew York.
Probate Judge.
made the unpleasant discovery that both
change had passed over the man’s face
my hands were quivering in a peculiar
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
that I stared at him in amazement.
At Alliance, Raleigh Nothnm, aged His lips, naturally loose, were now com. and distressing way.
The following account has been filed for
settlement ana will be heard on Friday.
22, fell on his head from a ladder and
I longed for the struggle to begin, if it
September 10. 1897, at 9 o’clock a. m.:
died, lie was a well known young pressed into a thin, blue line, his eyes was to come at all, yet, I knew that my
1st and final account of Wm. Bird, admin
were strangely dilated, he held a knife
istrator of Rebecca Bvers.
orator.
only
chance
lay
on
keeping
strictly
on
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in hiirhand. I sprang to my feel, half
Probate Judge.
the defensive.
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Again the cowboy turned to bis com
me. But Jose only touched my arm,
Overworked women, lacking nervey^yOURES GUARANTEED GR NG PAY!
The following account has been filed for
and gasped between set teeth, pointing panion, and some communication pass
settlement and will be heard on Friday.
power and vitality, will find Dr. John
ed between them which I could not
$i6oo~7n GO’Q F0R A CASE WE
September 10, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
toward the west:
W. Bull's l’ills an effective tonic and
1st and final account of James O'Rourke,
“Vacheros come—vacheros from Cim hear. Then he settled himself in his
executor of Mary O'Rourke.
CANNOT
CURE
OF
I
nervine. “I find Dr. Bull’s Pills do all
PRANK O. LEVERING,
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a
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Good
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I failed to see the point. “Indeed,
CELE, CONCEALED DRAINS, STRICT
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ladies I know,who have taken the pills,
paced away followed by his friend, as
URE GLEET, SYPHILIS, STUNTED)
endorse them. Mrs. Philip Rysedorph,
The following account has been filed for
carelessly «s if such had been his inten
PARTS, LOST MANHOOD, IMPOTENsettlement and will be heard on Friday,
Greenbush, N. Y.” Dr. JohnW.Bull's
September 10.1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
CY, NERVOUS DEBtLITY, UNNAT
tion from the beginning.
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URAL DISCHARGES, ETC.
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for the genuine Dr. JolinVY. Bull’sPills.
unhealthy condition of the kidneys. bering at once, and wringing my hands
The following account has been filed for
settlement and will be heard on Fridav
until my arms were in danger of disloca
A NERVOUS WRECK.
FOR CUEING THESE DISEASES,
At Port Clinton, Mis Ben Merchant When urine stains linen it is positive
September 10, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
£2d and final account of Wm. and Howard
attempted suicide by taking paris green. evidence of kidney trouble. Too frequent tion.
Harper, administrators of L. Harper.
It wag in vain that I laughed, and
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FRANK O. LEVERING,
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and bladder are out of order.
108908, seaiment in mine, pimples on tho face, cyoa sunken, hollow choeks careworn
expression, poor memory, lifeless, distrustful, lack energy
strength Ured SSS
Baldness is nothing new; it dates back
[ should have been the most despicable
WHAT TO DO.
The following account has been filed for
Inge, restless nights, change .bi- moods, weak manhoodStunted or"Si s and nroruasettlement and will be heard on Friday,
to the early ages.
Howto nature the
turo decay, bone pains, hair loose, soro throat etc.
organs anu prorna-1
There is comfort in the knowlege so coward alive. Their enthusiasm was
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1st and final account of Catharine and
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Mrs. B E Smith last Thursday left
to be allowed to go to rest. A proces
tho eyes bocomo bright, tho faco fail and clean
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whv his wife should desert him.
1st and final account of Jennie Purdy,
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your husband has gone out to hunt
The mild and the extraordinary effect pared for me .
HAS YOUR BLOOI) BEEN DISEASED?
The following account has been filed for
prairie chickens. The game law doesn’t of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
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stands
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12th and final account of Daniel Yarger Jr.,
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executor of Daniel Yarger.
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settlement and will be heard on Friday,
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1st partial account of Wm. Irvin, guardian
of Nellie M. Braddock.
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Question list and colt of TreaL
ble if they were so little?” This is a
delightful bit of childish misuuderThe following account has been tiled for
1 settlement and will be heard on Friday,
! standing aud is half pathetic iu its sugLeading Business and Shorthand school.
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Rslahlished 1818. Incorporated 1895. More than
Beat Cough Syrup. Taatea Good. Use |
, gestion of liow to wander when seareh| 1st and final account of Edgar Beckley.
former students, 100 calls yearly for gradIn tinie. Sold by druggists.
executor of Josiah Beckley.
I ing for the meanings of our hieroglyph*
nates to take positions. Write for catalogue.
CONS'LjMPTlON
FRANK 0. LEVERING.
’ ins —National Review.

He Knew.
Tt-acber—Cun y. u loll me the sii.inul
which is capable of the greatest, attach*
merit to man?
Pupil—Plea«5 sir, the leech.
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VACHEROS

S®arel.

VANQUISHED.

Of the Face.

A Real Blood Remedy.

Going to Klondike?

GOLD
DOST

PROBATE COURT.

GASTORIA

^lAISDY CATHARIIC

I

riiOU'SSKIML (AHIS.

The flew Method Treatment isthei
Greatest Discovery Gf the Age

DRS.1ENNEDY &

SPENCERIAN COLLEGE.

-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

1

Probate Judge.

OF DOLLARS EXPENDED.

SEVERAL YEARS AND I

o

An Expert Accountant and Bookkeeper of Detroit Troubled with
Hereditary Scrofula in its Worst Form—Spends a Small
Fortune Seeking to Find a Cure.
fYom the Evening A«es, Detroit, Mich.

James IT. Wallace, the well known ex
pert accountant and bookkeeper, of Detroit,
Mich., lately had a remarkable experience,
and a reporter called at his pretty home 240
Sixth Street, to interview him regarding it.
He found Mrs. Wallace in the midst of house
cleaning, aud after the reporter stated the
object of his visit Mrs. Wallace said: ‘‘You
had better sec Mr. Wallace at the office of
C. A. naherkorn & Co., table manufactory
on Orchard Street, and he will tell you. of
this experience much betterthan I.” A visit
was made to the office of the above concern
where Mr. Wallace was seen. “ 1 am,” said
Mr. Wallace, “yet a young man, still 1 have
6ufl’ered untold agonies and tortures. 1 was
born with that awful hereditury disease
kuown as scrofula, aud what I suffered can
not be well described.
The first physicians that treated me said
it was a constitutional blood disorder and by
constant treatment and diet it might he
cured. The blood purifiers and spring re
medies I used only’ made the eruptions more
aggressive and painful. In 1888 I was a
fearful looking sight and was in fact re
pulsive. Ou my limbs were large ulcers
which were very painful, and from which
there was a continual discharge.
In three
vears I spent, over $30ti0 iii medicine and
medical services ami grew worse instead of
better. T tried the medical baths, and in
1893 went to Medicine Lake, Washington,
hut was not benefited. 1 then tried some
roprietary medicine, hut did not receive any
enefit.
,
“One day in the fall of 1895 while rending
the paper 1 noticed an article about Dr. Wil
liams’ Pink Pills for Pule People, hut did
not give It much attention. That afternoon
while moving some books T broke an ulcer
on my leg and nearly fainted, the pain made
me sick and I had to stop work. While sit-

C

50 feet West of the Postoffice on Vine street, O. W.
Ilger has opened a HARNESS
SHOP, and as he has a very
low rent, can

James IT.Wali.ace.

Detroit, Micii., "May 7,1897.

Before rtte a Notary Public in and for
Wayne County, Michigan, personally ap
peared James II. Wallace, who being duly
sworn,deposed and said that he had read the
foregoing statement and that the same was
true.
Robert E. Hull, Jr..
Notary Public.

Wayne County, Mirrr.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
are sold by all dealers, or will he sent post
paid on receipt of price, 50 cents a lxtx or
six boxes for $2.50 (they are never sold in
bulk or by the 100), hv addressing Dr. Wil
liams’ Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

MAKE AND REPAIR HAR
NESS CHEAPER

For fine carriage blacksniithing and
all kinds of engine and machine
repairing.

Novelty work and
specialty.

model work a

ROBERT BOWERS, horseshoer.

Than any establishment in
Mt. Vernon.
Trv him and be convinced

for

«

FUBHACS CL
Manufacturers of the new Improved
Hot Air Furnace; patented August,
1896.

9^,

New

g
gg
g
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S1LC0TT & STALL0, |
No. 319 South Main Street.

UNEXCELLED IN POINTS
MERIT.

’97

FF1CE Rooms 1 and 2, Banning Build
ing, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

oei31 tf

OF

Call on or address
DR. L. W. ARMENTROUT. Pres.,
Banning Block,
Or S. R. GOTSli ALL, Sec.,
George Block, East Gambier street

FFICE opposite the Court House, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
I$jan94

W. C. CooPEa.
Frank Moore
COOPER & MOORE.

at law. office
Main street, Mt. Vernon. O.
Attorneys

112

E. C. BEGGS,
ental surgeon

Office— . 12, s.
Main Street. Mt Vernon, Ohio. Tel
D
ephone—New company—Residence, 167; of
no

fice. 191.

L. II. ilouck,
ttorney-at-law. office in Rog

A

er# building No. Ill 8011th Main
street, Mt. Vernon, O. Rooms 2 and 3.
Second ffoor.

PHYSICIANS.
R. E. R. EGGLESTON.

D Office and Residence, 118 East Gambier
street, .Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
Telephone calls—Home company, No. 169
3ell company, No 32.

cH K. CONA RD,P M. D.
omeopathic

Surgeon.

hysician and

Office in the Woodward Block.
Resi
dence—Gambier Street.
Office Hours -8 to 10 a.
2 to 4 and 5
to 8 p. m.
24aprly

JOHN E RUSSELL, M. D„
8URGE0N AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West side of Main street,fourdoors
north of Public Square, Mt Vernon, Ohio.
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
phone 73
29sept87

DR GEORGE B. BUNN,
pHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Room 3. Rogers’ Block, 111 South . Main
street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
All professional calls by day or nigh
promptly responded to.
June

Hunt &

The Most Economical Heater on
the Market.

The Wonderful New Process
Vapor Stove.
New Process Blue .Flame Oil
Stove.
Smokeless Generating Gaso
line Stoves.
Wiekless (Blue Flame Oil
Stoves,

GRANT,

ATTORNEY AM> COUNSELLOR AT
LAW.

o

Williunis’ Pink Pills article in the news
paper which was laying on the floor. I read
it carefully and immediately decided to give
the pills a trial, as the account which I read
had been of a case similar to mine. I sent
the office hoy over to Frank IIoup’s drug
store for a box and took some that afternoon.
1 continued their use and liefore I had used
one box I noticed an improvement. I grew
better rapidly and all my friends noticed the
improvement* and after taking eight boxes
there was not a sore on my person.
“ I am covered with scars firom the ulcers
but since that time I have not seen a single
indication of the old trouble. I continued
the use of the pills long after I was cured as
1 wanted to get my system rid of that awful
disease.
“ If I only had bought Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People at the start 1 would
he thousands of dollars ahead and had five
years of health and happiness instead ol
torture.
To-day I feel like a perfect man
and my doctor says 1 am entirely rid of my
old trouble.”

(Signed)

E.

attorney-at-law.

A. K. McIATIfitr,

SH0P.1”—STALL0|

HARNESS

Beach,

General Auctioneers,
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO . . .

Farm and Stock Sales
VESIIIES AID AU, I'EliLlC Al'CTIOSS.
P. O. Box 787

Terms moderate.

XiL'o/3-.

Hunt,
Alien 7. Beach.

------AND A -------

CLEVELAND
BUFFALO

Complete Line of Other Styles
of Gasoline Stoves.

TO

------ALSO-------

All Sizes Hard Wood Refriger
ators.

ALSO DAILY LINE BETWEEN

Cleveland and Toledo,

Via “C.<& B. FINE.”

i MAX MEYERS,
301 W. GAMBIER ST.
Also all kinds of Hard and Soft
Coal.

A BANK DRAFF FOR $1.00
WITH EVERY P/CK2GE OF

Dr. E. D. Warde’s

oudcr Worker.

There Is a Bank Draft for §1 which will be
cashed for you by the Citizens' National
Bank of Corry, Pa., If the Wonder Worker
fails to cure you. Notice, we do not
help, benefit or relieve you. but CCKE YOU.
CURE YOU tF WHAT? Anv disease caused
by a disordered stomach, Impure blood, an
iiiactive liver or diseased kidneys. We do
not treat symptoms, and so care nothing
about them. Put those four organs in a
healthy condition and the symptoms will
disappear.
YOU DON’T HAVE TO BUY bottle after bot
tle until you have exhausted your
purse and then be informed that’you
nave not taken the medicine long enough.
We guarantee a complete cure with our
Three Months' Treatment for One Dollar!
WONDER WORKER Is purely vegetable,
roots, herbs and barks. "Grandmother's
Medicine," but not mixed up indiscriminate
ly as was formerly the custom. Our meth
od: 1st 30 days, a treatment of roots; 2d 30
days, a treatmentof herbs: 3d 30 days, treat
ment of barks and you are well.
90 DAYS. POSITIVE CUKE. #1.00.
The onlv medicine now on the market that
isbacked with bankabek paper.
A Bank Draft for #1.00 with every package
and we offer a kewabd of #100.00 to any per
son who disproves our statement that the
Citizen's National Bank of Corry, Pa., will
cash your draft if WONDER WORKER fails
to cure you.
You say you have tried so many remedies
and they’all failed to cure you. Very likelv,
but that Is no argument against WONDER
WORKER.
We guarantee by- bankable paper to cure
you. Wonder Worker has never failed.
Address WONDE.i WORKER CO.,
1055 Bedford Ave-, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send money by express money order. P. O.
money order, registered letter" or in U. S 2ceut siainps.
Mention this paper when you write.

say

Steamers “3ity of Buffalo,” (new)
“State of Ohio” and “State of New York.”
DAILY TIME TABLE.
Sunday Included May 30 to Oct. 3.
Lv. Cleveland. 7 p. m. I Lv. Buffalo 7:30 p. m.
Ar. Buffalo, 7:30 a. in. | Ar.Cleveland,7:30a.m
ywiissc
CENTRAL STANDARD TIME.
Take the “C. & B. Line” steamers anden
Joy a refreshing night's rest when enroute
to Buffalo. Niagara Falls. Toronto, New
York. Boston. Albany. 1,000 Islands, or any
Eastern or Canadian point.
Cheap Excursions To Niagara Falls.
Send 4 cents postage for tourist phampiet.
For further information ask your nearest
MT. VEEK0K,
OHIO, Coupon
Ticket Agent, or address
W. F. Herman.
T. F. Newman,
Sell «U the Patent Mediclue*
Gen. Pass. AgtGen'lManager.
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Advertised in thi»

DRUGGISTS

♦

:

$ 15 O
SUIT OF CLOTHES MADETO ORDER.
This wonderful price making somewhat approaches the sensalio
al, but calm business judgment is its inspiration.
And again there is a charm about having your clothes made-toorder from goods you know all about. See, too, the difference in
price. These things are worth thinking about.
For the past four years we’ve been working to raise a standard of
excellence—to furnish made-to-order clothes out of the ordinary—and
for a price within the reach of every man’s pocketbook.
This talk may sound boastful—it isn’t. It’s merely a tale of facts—
and those Genuine Suitings, in plaids, checks and plain mixtures, in all
the newest shades and colorings, which we are selling at $15, are sub
stantial facts which cannot be gainsaid. We invite you to walk in and
look at our goods and get samples.

CHAS. A. DERM0DY.
110 SOUTH MAIN.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.

KNOX COUNTY

In Latest Shades ard Patterns.

TEACHERS’

CURECOHSTIPATION

HOW i0 FIND OUT.

W.

EXAM1XATWXS.

Quality all That Could, he Desired.

1896-97.

Meetings for the Examination of

ST/LE AND FIT CORRECT.

Teachers will be held at the

School Room,

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
The Second Saturday of Every ifionth,
EXCEri%JANUAEY AND JULY.

At Live and Let Live Prices
A.. R. SIP E,
—Merchant

Tailor

and

Gents’

Furnisher—

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

Pupils’

Examinations

Tpp first Saturday of April and May. Ex
aminations will commence at 8:30 o'clock a.
m. Address all communications to the
Clerk of Board of Examiners.

L. D. Boncbrake, Prest.,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

L. B. Bonck, Clerk,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

RENEW

LO5T-*VIGOR

Bold by H. M. GREEN S Drug Store.

When In doubt what to use fof
Nervous Debility. Loss of Power,
Impotcncy.Atrophv.Varicoceleand
other weaknesses, from any cause,
use Sexine Pills. Drains checked
and full vigor quickly restored.
If Qcglecltil. Boeh troabfes remit fatally.
Mailed for $1.00;6 boxes |5.00. With
$5.00 orders we give a guarantee to
cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland,
lOocty 1

Consnrtation Free ami Strictly Confidential at the Curtis House. Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, September 8, from 9 a

WBAfc

in. to 5 p. m.

MEN JtND WOMEN.

HE CELEBRATED FRANCE TREATMENT IS ACKNOWLEDGED BY MANY, INCLUDING PROMINENT PHYSICIANS OF EUROPE AS
WELL AS AMERICA, AS BEING THE MOST COMPLETE AND SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT KNOWN TO THE MEDICAL WORLD,
FOR DISEASES OF MEN AND WOMEN. THE CURE IS EFFECTED BY HOME TREATMENT—ENTIRELY HARMLESS.

THE FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
S8&40 W. Gay St.,COLUMBUS, 0. One Block N. of State House. ESTABLISHED 1886.

OLDEST I MOST RELIABLE! BEST EQUIPPED 1
Our long experience, remarkable skill, and universal success lor the past
eighteen years in Ohio, entitles us to the full confidence of the afflicted.
treat and cure Medical and Surgical Diseases, Catarrh, Diseases of the
Ear, Noee, Throat aud Lungs, Stomacfi, Kiducys, Liver, Skin, Blood,
WE Bye,
Syphilis, Bladder, Nervous, Chronic, Female aud Sexual Diseases speedily

li*!a.
I’T3**'*

cured by treatment that has never failed iu tliousauds of cases that had been pro
nounced beyond hope. We have perfected the ffjojt successful method iu curing
Vital Drain in Urine, Nocturnal Losses, Impaired Memory, Melancholy, Want of
Energy, Premature Decline of th< ?Aad V-’-.-crs—those terrible disorders arising
•from rulnor.3 practices of youth, renuenng marriage unhappy, annually sweeptug
to aa untimely grave thousands of exalted talent and brilliant intellect. ’ It costs no
more to employ an expert, than to risk yoar life with an inexperienced physician.

IMPORTANT TO WOS

ALL CURABLE CASES GUARANTEED.

After years of experience^
greatest cure known foj^
aex. i'
have discovered the
method
Ti.e cunja^ois-ases peculiar to the
Entirely harmhai^^osltively cured by a new
effected by home treatment,
FRf
and easily applied.
Eac
EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.

Out Guarantee Is the best that can be given,
being secured i»y a capital of $300,000.

THE FRANCE SYSTEM OF LOCAL TREATMENT
WITH OUR MEDICATED PAD FOR MEN
U positively the most complete and successful known
for weak aud undeveloped organs, Spermatorrhea
Vital Drain in Urine, Seminal Weakness, Varicocele,
Premature Decline of the Manly Powers, and all con
ditions arising from excess and secret vices.

person applying for medical treatment should
tor bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed
rst in the morning preferred), which wiil receive a
careful chemical and microscopical examination.

Mo Money Required of Responsible Parties
Describe yr
to Commence Treatment.
to any
V
for l,ook of lOOpagesand list of 5f»fl quest io;; s. ('orrc'^l^ troubles by letter, and suitable remedies will be sent to you by mail,
nr.me- published without tlie written consent of the patic
t,; the country. We have cured thousands of cases we have never seen.
deuce, Consultation and Examination free aud strictb’ confidential. No

TREATMENT BY CORRESPONDENCE,

DR. FRANCE 8> Q-

-ALL OR ADDRESS

, 38 W. Qay

St., Columbus, O.

(’onsiiltation Free and Strictly fonfifl
tai at (lie Cortis Bonsft, Ml. Vernon, Wednesday, Septemlier <S, from II a. m. toHa p. in.

-

